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Nowhere does the classic'struggie to strLce a b. lance between
humah service needs and the available resources to sat sfy those =eds
manifest itself.more'clearly than in the rural areas o the nat.' n
The problem of effectively coordinating and utilizing s h se °ere-.
sources as do exist is obviously' complicated by poplatio spersion,non-existent or inadequate transportatriah facilities and limited commu-
nication linkages. The fact that a particular service 1,; .,vallable has
no real meaning to those who need it, if its existence is uttiaiown or 1.fit is inaccessahle. The isolation and remoteness of many families
creates unique problems in acquainting them with services which are
available and motivating them to utlijze.those services.

This document is. a`reprint of two reports prepared by agencies
involved in prc,viding services to children and families In rural areas:

A Rural Community Self-help Approach to the Prevention of .

Child Abuse and,Neqlectp, Appalachian Citizens for Children's
Rights - Family Service Association, Morgantown, WV:

Operation- Reach, Wyoming People Reaching Out to Help Their
Abused 8. Neglected Children, Wyoming Department of Health
and Social Services, Cheyenne, WY.

These reports are being reprinted because each addresses the pro-
:blem of how to enhance the prevention and treatment of child abuse and
neglect in -rural areas..

There is a need for the creation of a body of "how-to" knowledgewhich can facilitate the efforts of legislators, planners, administra-.
fors, and service practitioners to enhance the prevention, Identifica-
tion and treatment of child abuse. and neglect 'in rural America. Theauthor's of these publications nave made a major contribution to this.effort. The creation of that body of knowledge is not an end in itself,
however. It must be disseminated arid, in turn, applied if,we are to
improve the quality of rural fami-ly life. We hope that the distribution
of this document will contribute to-the achievement of that goal.

Douglas J. Besharov
Director, National Center on
Child Abuse and Neglect;

Children's Bureau
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PREFACE
The problems which prompted the Appalachian Citizens for C hildren's Pf1ghts Project were an a:curate

reflection of national-level child abtise and neglect issues and concerns. Briefly, child abuse and neglett as
and continues to be underLideritified and under-reported by both citizens and professionals for a variety of
reasons..-Mani.of are sti41 not clear:

Est of atkperhaps, most of us are not well informed about our legal responsibility to report instances
of child-abuse and neglect which we may see or learn about. Second, we too often lack the skills, or courage,
to identify *line and neglect,,which hides behind many subtle guises. Third, too often laws designating
official responsibilities to public agencies are interpreted to mean that others need not be concerned, not
realizing the needfor everyone to be advocates for children. Somehow most of us have no inkling of how
pervasive the problems are of,how many children and youth suffer. The national media tend to reinforce
this by presenting a superficial picture of the problems of child abuse and neglect. r

Family Service Association, of Morgantown, West Virginia, a small private agency, became involved in
child abuse and neglect some three years ago when a Title XX contract with the West Virginia Department
of Welfare provided money for additional services to families. Within the short time of six months, 79 Cases
of child abuse and neglect were identified. In most cases, the client (adult or gild) clearly asked for help.
Since abuse and neglect is a complex problem, which often crosses professional and agency bounds: ies, it
was necessary to seek.a variety of other supportive or diagnostic services. Efforts to refer clients proved ,

frustrating. It became clear that other agencies, institutions, and professionals were no better prepared to
deal with child abuse and neglect than Family Service,Association was.

The most common respogses to child abuse or neglect referrals were: (1) not to agree that abuse or
neglect !Antra problem; (2) to acknowledge the problem but to_ eny agency or professional responsibility
to become in.roiv'efl or to provide services.

N1/4

At the end of 12 months. 103 cases df abuSe and/or neglect hid been identified; 50 percent of these
had long been known to a!' local authorities and agencies. As so much staff time was needed to advotate for-.
these clients, it became clear that child abuse and neglect was a community problem requiring Community
solutions.

,

Most urban models for child abuse and neglect focused on special services to individuals art ,the
development ofipecial programs. Since rigid areas lack both the population and financial o support
special programs, and since rural people tend to shun "special" services, it was clear that a'differa model
for child abuse andneg;ect-services vas needed for our community.
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. INTRODUCTION
The Appalachian Citizens for Children's Rights project was an innovative demonstration $roject for

special populations funded by the Office of Child Development (National Center for Child Abuse-and
Neglect, Chiairen's Bureau, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare) on July 1, 1975. The
special populafiop which the project focused on is rural not Appalachian. This distinction is
importantebecause, contrary to popular notions and Al Capp, only 53 percent of more than 18 million
Appalachians live in rural areas.

The ACCR project set out to do several things:

(1) Design a community development model for child abuse and neglect which uses resources already
existing in most of rural Amirica.

- (2) Demonstrate the model and develop self-help materials providing teclinicalassistance for other
communities interested in developing a program adapted to the unique-characteristici of their rural
areas.

Since the objective was, to coordinate existing resources, the project did not provide new child abuse
and neglect services. Providing services remained the tesponsibiiity of the existing serviees network. The
project did, however, provide technical absistana,to facilitate self-help actions and collaborative
activities, which in turn stimulated community development processes.

It is the function of this guide to .describe the basic concepts used in designing the demonstration
model, to analyze the actual demonstration program based on 12 months experience, and to discuss
what we woUicfriow do differently recognizing, of course, that new mistakes would undoubtedly be
made.

Section 1, Rural Areas, Rural Peoples, Rural Service's, presents basic gerwalizations about rural
areas whiCh kve believe to be true for most rural areas. These characteristics provide the fundamental
rationale folgselecting a community development approach to rural child abuse and neglect prevention-
and remediation. If your rural community lacks these characteristics, it might be well to consider
whether a communitydeveloprnentapiiroach is feasible.

Section I I, Basic Project Concepts, presents the working papers, definitions, and concepts used in
the Citizens for Children's Rights project. These concepts must be integrated in action, but are
grouped according to subject for purposes of this discussion.

The lead article, "Building a Community Response to Child Abuse and Neglect" bypouglas
Besharov, provides an overview of community responsibility and points some directions for

_communities to move toward.
"On Defining Child Abuse and Neglect" is extracted from writings of David Gil, whose research and

study supported our professional experience in child abuse and neglect as rural social workers. The
assumption that societal and institutional abuseand neglect are more serious problems than family
abuse and ,nejlect is a basic bias of the project We are, perhaps, more optimistic than Gil about the
possibility of effecting significant polio changes by working at local levels in small ways.

General definitions df child abuse rid neglect need to be operationalized, and_the next piece,
"Child Abuse and Neglect Indicators" developed by Marilyn Eckert, M.D., was based on woOkshop gram

S.



, discussions at an interdisciplinagi conference held during the ACCR project. ,
, Upon recognizing indicators of child abuse and neglect, it becomes necessary;to clarify the
carious tasks and roles involved. "Your Role in Alleviating, Child -Abuse and Nbglect" which presents roles(
in the context Of a decision-making model was also developed' by the ACCR project, This helps-
differentiate citizen and prOfeslional responsibilities.

"The Total Picture" is a Conceptual model for child.abuse.and neglect linking levels of att se and
neglect with levels of intervention:and, ultimately, linking prevention atnd children's rights as community
responsibilities.

The section on Self-Help defines self-help group oriented toward change (political) rather than
therapi.or rndividual behavior change. The section on Children's Rights discussesissues and concerns about
children's rights and Theircenjral importance-to preventing and remediating child abuse and neglect.

In Innovation end Diffusion: it is shown that stiRcessful inngrative demonstration requires that-ideas, -
values, or actions,be adopted by the pirgetaroups. This section defines the innovations and the target groups:
predicts innovation diffusion problems, and selects strategies for dealing with the problems anticipated.

Section III describes and analyzes.the actual innovatiite.demonstration project experience.

.-Section IV examines yariOus.luman service systems, formal and informal, which exist in most, if not
alt, rural communities. Each part is' writiii, by a person presently working in each 'system. Readers will find

/that there is often disikeergent between represgiativei of the various professions and agencies as to the
roles each should play in the-prevention and'remediation of child abuse and neglect. This must be expected
in' all communities and is not a problemif there is willingness to share responsibility and work together in
sirch mechanisms as interagency committees and interdisciplinary teams.

. .
".. SiCtion Vsuggests liow communities might organize self-tielp programs'. It is not expected that other
communities will replicate the Appalachian Citizensfor Children's Rights project exactly, but we hope this.

help-guisle will help you develop efforts suited to your unique problems and resources. .

We holm that you will share your experiences with us if you develop ydur own program.

0
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What is.rurel?
coernmurjiVes of 2,5
desired,

a

RURAL AREAS---RURAL PEOPLE
RURAL SERVICES

not a simple question with a simple answer:Sociologists define "rural" as
gless. Aside from statistical purpkeS, the definition laves somethingp be

; *
... Asleoti H. Ginsberg points Out, "tti;N--iiteci-States Census Bureau definition of. rural dwellers

-..... .

as those who do notlfive in and around- cities of 59,000 ior.rrfore °rim places of 2,600 or more...-. doles)
knot .include_ the millions;t4 Americanewho Wie in small -towns, of 3,000-40,000:Vvhrch are considered in
some parts of theliVorld as rural" (Ginsberg, 4976): 17°.' .- .
. The ACCR project taTce the positiorithat: .-

n.
munibes should be defined by rural people themselves-1 1f

as rural,they do so because they have a rural identity
Ruralaleas ancirtiral
people perceive thenisel0
and traditioti

This method of defirriraffural-lacks in scientific precision, but then very little research has been done
on rurality

Nearly everytrural area:is served by,a town or city larger than From these towns of 3,000
to 40,000 are distributed the goods and,services which rural people must haVe. These towns belong
to the rural areas which they serve ps much as nee city and suburbs belong to metropolitan areas.
Most health, education, and welfare services in tural area roanized in.and delivered from such
metropolitan communities.

It is important to. understand that "rural" is also.a life style, away of Thus, a concept
rural must be more complex than degrees of population density or 'proximity to lar raters of
pOpulation..Burton L Purrington discusses this when he says that "most rural societies carThe-
characterized as ethnic groudrs with pride in history, region, identity, values, rural statuf." fPurriniton,
1976] There seems little question that people can_sort themselves as rural-or urban without the help
of social scientists.

.
Rural Areas Are Different

Rural areas are different from urban area:, and these differences require different
models for human services delivery.
The riotion that rural human servicesprograms need different models than urbarprirogrpms is a basic

assumption of the Citizens for Children's Rights project. ' - .

There has been virtually no systematie research on human service delivery system problems in rural
areas, and.many professionals will disagree with the above statement. A growing numberof rural practitioners
are, however, beginning to articulate`this-opinion..

In June, 1976, the Office of Rural Development, U.S. Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, concluded that delivery of rural services is more expensive, that "rural is different," and that
"failure to acknowledge that rural is different has led to the application of urban delivery approaches
and models in rural settings with the false assumption thatSuch models are appropriate and that the,

/PCA4§8-5

.
irovctk (r) en, i9..; a C.1.
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-
necessary infrastructure is there, or will somehow be obtained, to insure that servit-es reach the People
who need them." (HEW- ORD -DC, 1976) k.

. . / Rural Characteristics
.

In The People Left Behind, Four. Years, Later (U:S. Departerient of Agriculture, 1971), a
-; comparieon,between rvetropolitart areas and non- metrbpbljtan af.eas (50,000 population or less), 1

the follcrwinb statistics were cite* '
1 ', Iv

(1) Fertility rate in nonmetro olitan counties, 60 percent; in ilocirt,politan counties, 43 percent -
(2,500 population less, 72 nt). -/ .. .

41 .
.(2) Population owtt, rate in .nonmetropolitlan counties, 4.4 percent (althoUgh fertility rate -

provided a nattial. in ease of_10 percent;soutmigration Wis5.6 percent). Counties of 2,500 population
.

orless lost 4.4 percent; metropolitan counties grew 17 percent. ;.,

. (3) POveity raterin nonmetropolitan faritilies, 20.2 percent,in metropolitan families, 11.3 percent.
14:reas of 2,500-poPulatkon or ;est were twicethe U.S. average of 13.7 percent. Nonmetropolitan.\
'families ill ppvertyWere more likely to be headed by an.employed male, metropolitan fainilies by a
female. - -

,
. .

.f (4) Dependency rate (the ratio between children, under 18 years; and elderly, over 64 years,
to working-age adults, 20 -.-33.55 years) in nonmetropolitan countries, 85.5 percent In countries of
2,500 population or less if-was 95.6 percept. In metropolitan counties it was 77.1 percent. Minorities

,
in nonmetropolitan areas fiada dependency rate of- 130.8.percent. -,

(5) Education 13.6 percent of 16- and 17-year-olds in nonmetropolitan counties werenot
enrolled in school (minority youth, 18 percent), compared to 9.5 percent for-met-two-Uteri cTo-Unties.
Elledge (1976) provides useful additional information. He notes that the 1960 censusshowed that
700,000 rural adults had never been enrolled in school; that 3.1 million had lesfthanfive years of
school and were functiOnally illiterate; and that Z3 million.youth, 14-24 years7droppeti out of .schdol --

.
in 1968, of which 8.7 percent had less than five years of school. '..

,

(6) 27.3 percent Of the nation's population lived in rural areas-in 1960 and had 60 percent of the
nation's substandard housing. 12 percent of the nonmetropolitin families did not haVe complete
plumbing, as compared to 3 percent in metropolitan counties. .

. .

While the -above data show the significantly higher percentage:: of poverty and related problems
in rural areas, it should be remembered that the majority, of rural people,are not in poverty. Nor
do the date show the incredible geographical and cultural diversity of rural areas.

Rural Scarcity of Financial Resources

Rural areas not afford urban human services programs. The Office of Rural Development report
. that failure of HEM to recognize the extent that rural problems are different and thaturban problems
are directly related to rural problems is also-responsible for the failure of HEW to distribute program
resources equitably to nonmetropolitan (rural) areas on the basis of population (ORD, 1.975).

The pressure ()fie technok.- iced society to make rural areas more like urban areas is what Whisman
(1976) refers to when i)e says that "nearly every objective of rural development is the creation of an
urban service." Commenting on this same problem. Elledge (1976) said "You can plan and develop
in an urban area that has greater resources and do a lot on innovative things. In rural areas someone

8
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.

. isgoing to have to pick 'up the tab after development money runs uut. We/who are concerned about
rural America had better be.conscious of iivhat we are doing to a rural,comrrunity:. . . . We better
dd it with them alid_help them to.understandwhat it means to their/future::, i

,

Rural Priorities for-Services
\ ..

,
. . .,

Most tura! communities need water and sewerage systems, fire and police protection, public .

transportation, and housing as well as other public utilities. Lack of these resources je6pardizes the
health, sifeV, and welfare of all citizens -= rich as hell as poor, crl,-ii.ldren as well as adults. Urban

--1.

Models for the& public services are usually not economically feasible for rural areas because of lower
population densities and small tax bases. - , .. .4 ,

- Rural human services plinners and administrators need to be skilled social conservationists expert
F.,

at "recycling" or "retooling" existing- agencies and services so that needed basic'envir.onfnental
services can be developed in ',frays consistent with the ecological and cultural environments. Rural areas
cannot afford to develop neii.v programs every time new social problems or needs are. identified.

.RuraithiMan Services

Rural models for human services need to make se-vices available close to people, so they can
participate in developing these services according to their perception of their needs and goals.

Irving M. Levine (1976) , commenting on the importance of redisCovering the strengths of various
ethnic traditions, urgeS learning to save the helpful aspects of traditional cultures by using v% ,lat is
relevant, and by leamincito-{levelop-new supports when change is inevitable. Levine suggests "social
conservation" as a conceptual base for preserving'etnic values, and his four primary principles are
applicable to planning, human services in-rural areas:

(1) individuals are strengthened if they relate'positively to their group identity., .

(2) Natural and informal systems of social;contact shobad be a base for providing-human services.
(3) Programs should-be attuned to differek groups in different environments.
(4) Professional expertise should be mesheB with the experiencq and common sense of the people.

Rural Service Networks

Rural areas lack the conventional urbin-resources ,phoney, technical expertise, and the variety and

number of human services programs (private as well as public). However, rural communities have other

resources- sense of community, altruism for the less fortunate; self-help traditions, natural helping
networks. These are invaluable resources to be used in the :...,rganization of human-services.

For example, rural communities have natural helping networks for protecting- children. These

s can beand are used for primary prevention of chid abuse and neglect. Service plarthing in
rural a sas should-be oriented toward the provision .of technical assistance to them in order to attain

. these gOils..
Purrington (1976) sees the decline of rural societies and cultures'asa loss not.only to rural

peopiebut to the nation-state as well; and blames "pressures of business interests, government. 1 _

agencies; immigrants, well-meaning organizations and institutions to bring rural -people into the American
mainstream." He says ways need to be'found to reduce these pressures- land to reinforce the

prOiesses and stabilize the institutions of rural, communities.
Viewing rural people their institutions, values and cultures as a resource requires that the



focus be on collective strengths rather than assembled faults. Historically, rurar(Ommunities were
bypassed by industrialization and did not develop agencies and build institutions to write People's
problems. Rather, they depended upon traditional systems such as families, kinship-groups, churches,
and the informal networks of neighbors and friends. These systems are still functional in 'many rural
areas.

The urban models for human' services weFethen spread by pOblic agencies to rural areas, where
the formal services systems often compete with or ignore the natural helping networks. Rural human
services are provided for thetnost part by the public agencies. The feW private-or voluntary_ agencies
that do exist are generally small and poorly financed. The public agencies are generally organized much
as their urban counterpart's, with elaborate structures and complex functional organization for
efficiency of.operation.

Since public agencies are primarily designed to serve large populatiOns, there has been overt-he
years a need for rural service areas to be consolidated and regionalized\to create the necessary larger
service populations. In urban or metropolitan areas, specialized and categorical services may be the'
most cost-efficient way to provide services. Howevel., in rural -areas, this usually is not the case.

Perhaps the prime example would be education. Rural schools were first consolidated when brising made
it possible to move enough children to enough classrooms that teachers could be specialists that
is, teach only one grade level or,one subject. Rural people resisted losing theone-room schoOl since
it was a center of community activity. However, the objective of a better education for rural
children won. An unanticipated result has been an increase in rural dropout rates and illiteracy,

. which appear to be directly related to-the distance rural youth must travel outside their communities
to get to school. Therefore, white distance geographical and cultural made strangers of rural ,
children and parents and.teachers, some urhan educator's have returned to the one-room school and
call it the ungraded cla-S-sroom..

Most rural communities have a strong and service network comprised of churches, civic groups,
service clubs, lodges, etc. They are frequentl-/ affiliated with national organizations and can provide
valuable community leadership. Although social welfare concerns are a secondary purpose for these groups,
they very often are direct service providers when social agencies cannot or will serve a human need.

Rural Human Services Professionals

There is a scarcity of skilled rura l profestionals, whether they be physicians, lawyers, social
workers, teachers, or nurses. Those that do exist usually function as generalists, as there is neither sufficient
population nor wealth to provide an adequate basis for specialization. Since most Professionals are.
trained in urban aFtasno use urban service delivery models, most professionals, even .if they "greW up
rural," must teach' thtmselves how to adapt their knowledge and skills to rural areas.

With the exception of the medical, legal, and education professions, most rural human services
practitioners probably;are agency trained rather than professionally educated. This will be especially
true for.social 'workers in public agencies. 4.-

Just as fevii professionals are trained to work in rural areas, few professional curricula provide content
on child ati/seand neglect. Child abuse and neglect services also make heavy demands on professionals
for interagency any interdisciplinary coordination and policy-donsaltation, something else to which most
professional currituIS give short shrift. Therefore, the tendency is for professionals, urban and rural, to
respond on a case -by -case basis rather than on t e development of interagency, and interdisciplinary
child abuse and - neglect training programs. In spite of the need for special attention to the development
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of policies facilitating interagency and interdisciOtinary coordination and consultation, most professionals
are not orientesi2toward this approach.

-
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BUILDING A COMMUNITY REtPONSE TO CHILD ABUSE AF4'D MP&..TREATMENT
t'

.
r

.
Child abuse is a hurt wall communities. Children from all racial, religious,, social and economic groups

are.its victims. AbuSe and maltreatmentarel symptoms of alociety in trouble a society in which the
individual is dehumanized and the family is disintegrating.

- News stories daily remind us of the horrors-of child abuse and maltreatment. Nationwide, public
°

. .

agencies receive.over 300,000 reports of suspected_ child abuse or maltreatment every year, and each year
2,000 children die in Circurnstances in which abuse or-maltreatment is suspected. But no one knows for sure
how many.more children suffer harsh and terrible childhoods without their plight being detected and
reported to the authorities. .-- ... . ..en

EVeryone pays the price of a young child's suffering. From the most practical as well as the most,--------
humanitarian points of view, it is less expensive and more humane to protect and nurture these cbildrin
Within a rehabilitated family environment than'it is to endure the social costs of their continued abuse
and maltreatment. . iic#, o

Unless we take compassionate yet firm steps to improve their plight, we consign these children to a
life of continuing deprivation and peril. And we consign our communities to a future of aggresSion, drug
abuse and 'violence. ''. .

--. : Abused children often grow up to be socially destructiVeto vent on 'others, particularly their
children, the violence and aggression their parents visited upon them. As New York City. Family Court

:Judge Nanette Dembitz rightly said: "The root of crime in the streets is neglect of children."
As a society, we haverovided a combination of laws and ProcedureS through which professionals

and private citizens who come in'contact with endangered children can, and in some situations must,
take protective action: Laws have established reporting procedUres; authorized the tai 'ig of children
into protective custody-and assigned child protective responsibilities tctsocial agencies and the police.. Laws
have afso created juvenile and criminal court juiiiidictions and fostered treatment programs all to protect
vulnerable children andiamilies. .

But in almost every community in the nation;there are inadequacies, breakdowns and gaps in the
child protective process. Detection and reporting are haphazard and incomplete; protective e

investigations are often poorly pl.rformed; arid suitable treatment programs exist more in grant
applications than in practi .

' For far too.iiiany ends children, the existing child protection system is inadequate to the
life-saving taski assigned it. Too many children and families are processed through the system witha
Paper promise of help. For example, as many as three-qua ers of those children who die in circumstances
in which abuse or maltreatment is suspected were known 't the authorities before their deaths.

More fundamentally, prevention is an easily touted Ugh little understood and unevenly pursued
goal. Existing child protective procedures treat child abu and maltreatment only after the fact, not on a
primary preventive level.. As was pointed out ten_ years "Preventing neglect and battering'depends in
the long run on preventing transmission of the kind f social deprivation which takes children's lives,
damages their physical healthyand retards their minas, and which 'contributes through those who-survive -

c.

Douglas J. 3esharov, J.D., U.M., is director, National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, Children's Bureau, ocp. His article
is baseCl-on a speech delivered at the Louisville Child AbUse Colloquium in May 1975. It was prepared with the assistance of
Nar Fisher and Jose Affero..-
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to a rising population of-next generation parents wtio will not be able to nurture children:.
The challenge we face N not so much to discover, what works; to a great extent we I:now what work's.

We must now discover how to develop the -cooperative community structures necessary to prOvide
needed services efficiently, gfectively and compassionately.

Pccording to conventional wisdom, the,failureof our child protective insittutionR is caused a

dreadful.lack of facilities, protective workers,*ocial workers,sjudges,.shelters and probation work:rs,and ..
of all sorts of rehabili -etive,social and psychiitric services. Undoubtedly, if we poured more millions

/of dollars into exi ng programs, the picture would be less bleak: But existing facilities and_servicas, if
pferperly utilized, ould go along way towatd.fulfilling the need to protmt_cia-ifdrifi:'

Rehabilitative rvices are delivered by a social-service system that is fragmented,.overlapping and
uncoordinated. If such iversity and competition_created better:services for children and their families, ,

the jack of focus and unity in the srtgra-vi not be of great concern. But-the result ofisuch
fragmentation has been blurred responsibility, diluted resources:and uncoordinated planning, all of
which.severely limit the effectiveness of the overall approach.. Local child protecte agencies,olice,
juvenile courts, hospitals and a variety-of other-public and pritate agencies share, divide andeduplicate.
scarce resources. The waste in manppwer, expertise, record keeping, administration and policy planning

4 caused by the existing fragmentatiOn of services was never justified. it cannot. now be tolerated in tAis
period of severe budgetary constraint.

The patchwcifk complex of agencies and laws with divergent philosophies and prIcedures that makes
ethe average community's child 'protection system'has been widely criticized -2 Responsibilityis frequently

passed from one agency or individual to another. Anywhere from three to eight agencies can be involved
in a particular case. This means that three t o e iq,Kyeparate individuals mustbecome acquainted with the
case, three to eight separate sets of forms must be filled out; three to eight separate fiiing.systems are
maintained wittpossibly inconsistent information recordedand threeiki eight referrals are madeall

, -
offering the possibility of administrative or bureaucratic fumbling.

I
The result is a system that limits the involvempfof individuals and Makes them poliVerleskAs

Dr. Ray Helfer has complained, often no one person is responsible and no onesterson-is accountable.
Additional consequences of fragmentation are frequent losses of informationsituations in which one
agency has critical information Concerning a child's care or condition vtftlic6 is not communicated to the
."appropriate" agency. Compounding this fragmentation and lack of involvemertt is a general absence of

. follow-up of referra:s among agencies. One can well appi:eciate the frightful-reality of endangered
children "falling between the cracks."

While present efforts'to prevent and treat child abuse and maltreatment are of limited"effectiveness,
the potential for helping families meet their child cafe responsibilities is great.

Children can be protected and their wellbeing fostered by helping parents to "pargit." There
are programs in all parts of the nation helping parents cope with the stresses of family life in our modern
society. Social casework, ps/c6011gical and psychiatric services, child abuse teams, lay therapists, parent
surrogates, day care, Parents Anonymous groups, homemaker servic , education for parenthood, and a
whole range of other concrettservices and programs can and do make ifference in the level of family
functioning.3 Unfortunately, these successful programs often are not -seen rt of the child protection
proCess in most communities. Either they are not available to protective services or they are not used.
To fail to-evolve these family building programs in the protective procMs to ignore an approach that
can and does make an improvement in the .level of family functiOning.

Treatment is a community process. Without the use or, When. necessary, the development of diverse,
indigenous and, therefore, 'responsive programs, we consigh the child proteCtive proceseto the abusive
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removal, of children from their homes; the overuse of foster Care and the futility of treatment during
brief biMonthly home visits.

Prevention, too, is a community prOcess.lt is necessary to incorporate into our individual,
family and community life's greater understanding of family hygiene. A renewed sense of respect -
for.the human growth of allind vidtials Within the context of the family would do more to lower Violence
and aggression against the young than any number of social agencies which can become involved only
after the proceis-of family breakdown has prriressedahnost past the point of irremediable damage.

Publi Support -
(

Thoughlhe efforts of concerned profession, 'ensable to the coordination and improveinent.
. of services, the key to real progress is an informed and awe Izenri. Child abuse and maltreatment are° not

new problems but, traditionally, the moving force for the del, orr of treatment and preventive
programs has existed largely' in the professional community. B. .sed public supportcrucial for
the funding of programs and the breaking of bureaucratic logjambhaspeen missing. Although sympathetic
citizens have been enraged and shocked by the inherent sensationalism of individual child abuse and
maltreatment cases, Until very recently overall publizawareriess,understanding and support have been
sporadic and unfocused.

When exposed to an abused child, the first reactions of most people are utter disbelief, denial and
'avoidance: Fitiging the cruel and tragic condition (*the child beyond their_capacity to understand, they
denythat the injury was deliberately inflicted orthat a parent could be responsible. They deny the horror
of a child's home environment andthe probability that the child and his siblings had been battered
previously. Even more painfully, people meeting such children evade ,tneir Own responsibility, explaining
".I don't want to get involved"; "It's not my job"; "I don't want to come between the child and his
parents"; or"Don:t ask me to report a parent to the authoritiesthatwould be interfering with the
privacy and rights of the family."

Because of the tremendous publicity generated by numerous sensational cases in communities across
the nation, we are reaching a time when the public can no longersefuse to see the evidence for what it

bisthat children do suffer almost unbelievable harMat the hands of their parents,
NOw, there is a danger that denial will turn to outrage aria overreaction. Upon contronting child

abuse, citizens ae, well as some professiorials sometimesactas if they have discovered abiolUte evil.
The-reality of child abuse is so awful that a harsh, condemnatory respon is understandable. But

such reaCtionunust be'tempered if any progress is to be made. If we permit's , gs of rage.towards
the abusers of children to blind us to the needs of the parents as well as of- the' Oren, these suffering
and unfortunate families will be repelled and not helped. Only with the application of objective and
enlightened policies can treatment, research, prevention and education be successfully performed.

Hitherto, the publicity atfached to spectacular cases has served to educate the public and professions
to the existence and nature of the problem. 'Henceforth, the burden will be on concerned Members of
.society to devise procedures for the protection of these unfortunate youngsters through the
rehabilitation and strengthening of their families. There must now be a reversal in the attitude of the public
toward parents who have.been seen as, cruel perPetrators. In the words of Dr. V;ncent J. Fontana, "We
must come to:realize that there are two victims of child abusethe child and the parent."

public awareness now needs to be sharpened and developed into a constructive, effective
force for far-reaching reform. An intensive national public service campaign on child abuse and
maltreatment can meet prejudices, emotionalism and misunderstanding head on. Sympathy for abused
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and maltreated children Must be channeled into constructive helpsin their behalf.
'All citizens must recognize the critical need to strengthen the family so that it can bettercope with

periods of stns. The public must come to understand that in certain cir listancegalrrost ady family
can have-difficulty coping and-that, at such times, the family members must be able to SeelcAnd find
help. Only if this leel of understanding is reached can public concern be channeled into true
community action. -

_

Child abuse laws provide only the legal and institutional. framework for action. A Ipw lives in the
way it is used. Child abuse and child maltreatment are family and community problems. If we are to
prevent and treat them; .we must have a,cbmmunify commitment to fostering the emotional and
behavioral hygiene of the individuar,.the family-and the community. _

--

_Child abuse must be understood as a function of uncontrolled or uncontrollable personal, familial
and social' stress. Despite popular misconceptions, most 'abusing'parents,are-not=iadists-rcfi-minals-er=
mentally retarded persons. Abusirtyparents ate capable of lovinthe childrenthey harm and they "..
often experience great guilt and remorse about their abusive behavior. In many ways, they arelike all
parents. Buf when they experience moment's of-anger and frastration;:they4re likely tcYtake_i:tciut
on their children. Somet.mes they Confuse discipline with the expression-of their own innerIury,

: All parents and parents-to-be can benefit from family -life eduiatibn and a knowledge Of child
.

development. Parenting is not instinctive, and experts have lean Ck a great deal atiout.child; rearing -that
needstobe communicated to parents. As a first step; paients mutt be taught thatv;hen.they are under
stress their; children can be in danger. . .

- -

. -Title abusing or imminently abusing parent must be reached. Parents who have problems in-rearing'their
children are acutely sensitive to being labeled sick; sadistic or degenerate. They also fear pi.04menfand
jail. If these parents sense this attitude in treatment prdcjrams, they will pull_away, further endangering'
their children, or forcing a protective agency to.remove a child from his home. A truly rehabilitatively. .

oriented social system must create an understanding atmosphere, even though further abuse or maltreatment.
cannot be condoned. ) ".

Often these parents are the most difficult to reach, for they are usually isolaticrpeople, fearful of the
possible community' response to their behavior. But they must be reached ancttold that help is available
help that can enable them to better meet their parenting 'responsibilities; keep the family together and ,-

protect the child within the family home. Parents need to betold wHere they can seek help, including
help from family service agencies, child protective agencies, self -help groups, doctors, visiting nurses,
day care programs, clergy, neighbors, friends and family. They need to be assured that someone cares,
that someone is willing tc help them when they need help. But if we expect troubled families_to come
forth, the help offerpi them must be real. . . . .

Prevention an 1 treatment are a community responsibility. We know'that there are many current
programs which have demonstrated that they can successfully:help parents care for their children and.
maintaih family life. Every community must take inventory to see whether it has the basic ingredients
for a cr+r-prlzhensive, Indigenous and responsive program to meet local needs for the prevention.and
treatment of child abuse and maltreatment and to aid'parents in stress.. :

Over 100 years ago, Emerson wrote: "If a man can write a bettor book, preach a better sermon;'
make a better mousetrap .. . vie world will make a beaten path to his door." So too,-if we build
community resources that better help families function, farbilies in need will beat a path to their doors..

A
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ON DEFINING CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

1-+ow the child abuse and neglect problem is defined determines what approaches are needed to deal ,

with the prot 'em. The project view, based on our practice as rural social workers, is best expressed by
David Gil in tne following two excerpts:

Every child, despite his individual differences and uniqueness, is to be considered of
equal _intrinsic word% and hence should be entitled to equal social, economic, civil
and political rights, so that he may fully realize his inherent potential and share equality
in life, liberty arid happiness. In accordance with these value premises, then, any
act of commission or omission by individuals, institutions or society as a whole, "
and any conditions resulting from such acts or inaction which deprive children
of equal rights and liberties and/or interfere with their optimal development
constitutes:tic-definition, -abusive and neglectful act or conditions (Gil, .1975).

In Violence against Children, Gil concleded that ". .. abuse of children committed or tolerated by
society as a whole, by permitting millions of children to grow up under conditiors Of severe deprivation,
[is] a much more serious problem than abusive acts toward children committed by individual
caretakers" (Gill, 1973). Gil's views are further elaboiated in the following paper, and they represent this
project's perspective on child abuSe and neglect (Gil, 1976).

4 . fit

Child Abuse and Neglect Outside the Home

Child abuse and neglect is not restricted to the home. It is a phenomenon that characterizes our
society. Abusive and neglectful practices are perpetuated even, or perhaps especially, by those
institutions created'to serve fa-milies and to-protect children. These practices are not widely recognized
because prevailing definitions of abuse and neglect do not address many of the:levels and causes of
the problem.

A holistic definition of child abuse, based on an egalitarian social philosophy, must encompass any
inflicted deficit between the specified rights of children and their circumstances of living, regardless
of the source of the deficit. Defined holistically, abuse occurs on several related levels: on the
interpersonal level in the-home and in child-care gettings; on the institutional level, through the
policies and prictices of a breed array of child-care, educatiohal, welfare; and correctional institutions
and agencies; and on the societal level, where the interplay of values, institutions, and processes shapes
the social policies that determine children's rights and existential realities.

The primary causal dimensions of child abuse in a society are the dominant social philosophies
and value premises; the social, economic, and political institutions shaped by the society's philosophies
and.values: and the quality of human relations stemming from these institutions, philosophies, and
values. Other causal dimensions include the ways society constructs childhood and defines children's
rights; the extent to which it sanctions the use of force in child rearing; the stress and frustration
resulting from poverty and from alienation in the work place; and the expressions of intrapsychic
conflicts and psychopathology, which are rooted in the social fabric. While any particular level of
child abuse may be more closely related to one causal dimension than to another; the dimensions are
not independent. Each exerts its influence through interaction with the others.

Effectiye primary prevention of child-abuse requires that we work toward transforming all the
usal dimensions simultaneously. It requires:
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(1) Fundamental changes in social philosophy and values, in institutions, and in humais relations.
(2) A reconceptualization of childhood, children's rights, and child rearing.
(3) Rejection of the use of force as a means to achieve societal ends, especially in dealing with

children.
(4) The elimination of poverty and of alienating conditions Of proijuction two major sources

of stress and frustration that tend to trigger abusive acts.
(q) The elimination of psychological illness.

Fragmented approache$focused on one or the other causal dimension may bring some
amelioration, but even such importan,t and necessary steps as outlawing corporal pUnIshment.in schools
and other child-care settings-Would, in isolation, have only limited results. _

Primary prevention of child abuie is apolitical issue that cannot be resolved through professional-_
and administrative measures. It will entail a radical transformation of the prevailing social order inter one
that is truly just, egalitarian, rational, cooperative, decentralized, humane, and democratic. What is
called for is a revolution of archaic values. Such revolution requir time. Although the c-Jal isZstant,
we must not lose heart. We must develop a perspective that allo us to amertiorate the suffering of today
in a way that will.not perpetuate the problem. Protective servi workers, for example; can help the
families they serve to understand that abusand neglect are soci I problems, not merely individual problems.
:13y explaining that the oppressive dynamics of society impact all people, social workers help begin
the revolution of values.

Developing truly egalitarian axial philosophies, values, and institutions would result rr t only in
eliminatioh of child abuse, but also in the prevention of other, equally undesirable and equa0!y .

nveitable symptoms of the' revailing social order, including many manifestations of social clfmiance. With
benefits of this order at stake, why is our energy not directed toward such primary prevention? In short,
because to do so would require that we traniform, the present social, economic, and political order with
WhiCh much of our society is identified. Due to inertia, we are unableto'search actively for alternatives
that might be more conducive to hurrian fulfillment. Many of us are even ccnsciously committed to the
existing order, not realizing how destructive that ()icier is to our real interests (Gil, 1976).
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"-it CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT INDICATORS

- The following indicators of abuse and neglect are to be considered pointers, ways-to alert people,
pimps, or institutions that If these conditions or happenings are repeated often oincreise in severity,
abuse and-neglect will exist. Some indicators are abusive or neglectful by just one event; others form
a continual scale over a time period.

These indicators were developed in November, 1975, by 135 professional participants attending a
conference on children's rights in Monongalia- County, West Virginia.

Indicators are-found in home, institutions, or society.. In scope, they' may be physical, emotional,
social, educational, or sexual. -

Failure to Provide Basic Curriculum of Reading, Writing, and Arithmetic

The parent permits a\child to attenschool and sees that he/she attends. The education offered by
the system, however, depends on the teacher, administrators, School boafd, and PTA input. Support
services and money come from taxation. All of society, therfore, is involved in providing basic education
to all children and youth. Recent state laws have enforced expansion to handicapped and homebbund
yOuth.

Failture to Supply Appropriate Growth and Development Measures and to Seek Er cation and Treatment
for. Physical and Emotional Problems

Medical science can either correct physical or emotional problems-or offer rehabilitative
substitutes. The child, however, must be taken to medical services and permitted to be evaluateCI
and treater `Well -child clinics offer these diagnostic services throughout the state. Failure to utilize these
services for the-child's well-beingis nciiert. ful.

t
"If Caretaker Uses Drugs to Produce Substantial State of Stupor, h, Disorientation, or
Incompetence or Impairment, of Mental Functions, This is Considered Neglect

The above statement. is New York state law. it is believed that such a caretaker is incapable of caring
for a child. The findings are prima facieevidence for neglect.

Disallowing or Obstructing Positive Personal Interchange Within and Beyond Home, Institution, or Work--
Study Places .

Somechildren and youth are kept isolated within the home and never learn to meet persbns-from
various cultures, races, ages: and vocations. Field trips are not permitted. The ability'tO exchange ideas
with other p'ersoni is never developed. Thislimits personality growth and thwarts future options.

Withholding Information or Giiing Misinformation Regarding Total Sexuility..(Maleness and Femaleness)
Appropriate to Developmental Level

Sex. education. begins informally in.the homiby parental example showing respect for maleness
and femaleness. Factual information is requested by the curious child. If the informed adult does not
impart appropriate answers, the child may seek further information from peer groups, media, or pornography.



efuiing to give answers or promoting myths (e.g., stork) leadisto anxiety, confusion, and possibly
scars..on future sexual adjustment.

Rejecting the Dependent Personality

Some adults are.so inadequate themselves and need to be mothered that they cannot accept a child
Or a disabled person to be dependent on them. They cannot assume responsibility or accept a mature adult
role.-They will not share. As a result, they either fail to provide for the child or take away from the child
to satisfy their own needs.

Failure to Prepare for Parenting Role

-Parenting rile understanding is the most important underlying need for prevention of abuse and
necjlect. If all persons knew how to be adequate parents, there would be no Problem. A large part of
public education should be devoted to teaching youth how to be parents. Subjects would include hygiene,
nutrition, budgeting, home management, growth and development of children, child care, human
sexuality, social relationships; interpersonal responses, and fan.* life.

This should be the first priority of any abuseineglect prbgrarn. The whole community should be..
nsibie for these subjects being introduced into schools and in informal adult groups.

Failure to Accept Child as Individual with Own Self-Esteem

. Children are persons with their.:/ery own characteristics and potentials. They are not just small-sized
adults. They-need to have time to explore and develop under gentle e-prarental gaidante. Mistakes will be
made. Clumsiness will happen from growing muscles. Thought processes -will not be totally logical.

Children do have feelings which should be respected. They do try to- help, in their way and'in'their'title' span. Growth and development periods should be understood, anticipated, and respected by adults.
Kids are persons, too.

Shaking; Throwing, or Dropping-the Body

VigoroUs,shaking will lead to diffuse hemorrhages-within the brain by the whiplash mechanism
(Sarsfield, J. .,1974). J. Caffey includes intraocular bleeding also and ,links shaking with residual
permanent b ain damage and mental retardation (Peds, 1974). Some 5reviously normal children
exhibit redu head circumference after battering and shaking and subsequent.cessation of skull
growtIC and retardation. (Oliver, J.E., 1975).

Brain hemorrhages have also occurred from hair or braid pulling (Hussey, H.D., 1975).

-I-titting the race, or Head

(J.K. Sarsfield, 1974.ecUlves that cerebral damage from hitting the face and head and vigorous shaking
may also explain mental retardation and palsy. Without external signs of injury, youngsters may have hemor-
rhages.in the retina of the eye or just under the skull. Diffuse contusions of the brain may also occur. As
damage recurs, there may be spast:ciw, blindness, convulsions, and cessation of normal development. Emo-.

tional and physical deprivation also accompanies the injury.
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Exposing or Using the Minor's Body for Another's Sexual Gratification

An 18-month-old infant was hospitalized three times in one month for serious swelling and scratch
marks on the vulva. The final diagnosis was severe venereal disease from a caretaker's sex act (New York
Medical Journal, 19751..

Setting Unrealistic Goals and Demanding Fulfillment of Them

Many parents determine before birth the vocation.or intellectual goal fortheir offspring. Many
.stUdents know that they have to strive for these goals in order to be accepted at home. Youths who
are forced into training programs or major fields for which they have no ability, aptitude, or desire
suffer emotionally for years. Some.are fortunate to choose another field when they become independent
of home ties; others are locked into the wrong field for a lifetime. Marriage.partners may be chosen

- in the same way.

Persistent Negative Verbal or Nonverbal Response to Child's Own Personality

Continually telling a child that he is "no good," "stupid," "clumsy," or "useless" results in the
child's developing negative feelings about himself. A child who can never please his caretaker suffers
.a great deal emotionally.

Perhapi even more damaging to the child is never talking to him at Wall. Some children arrive at the
school registration desk and cannot talk, becauie of verbal isolation. Some mothers claim that they
did not know a child needed to be talked with. A child who is ignored by family members is isolated and
will be_uhable to develop social skills.

Cultural Tolerance for Severe'Corporal Punishmei:t

Dr. David Gil; who has written a great deal about child abuse, has stated that two-thirds of abuse
develops out of disciplinary, action. First; there is a generally culturally permitted use of some measure of
physical force in' caretaker-child interaction. Certain ethnic traditions include physical fiirce in child rearing.
When environmental circumstances weaken the caretaker's self-control or impulse control, that caretaker
will overuse the physidal force which he has routinely dsea on other occasions. There are no clear-cut legal
prohibitions or sanctions against this pattern of violence, so it continues unchecked.

Gil suggests that the greatest preventive measure against child abuse would be to change the use of
physical force in child rearing. Second, cultural' tolerance must end. Groups can work toward this in insti-
tutionssand systems (Pediatrics,1969).

Application' of Excessive Heat or Cold, Unie;s-Prescribed for Medical Treatment

Some caretakers punish children by holding their hands over hot-stoves or -forcing the child to sit on hot
radiators. Locking the thinly clad child out of the house on cola winter daysis another kind of punishment
Many ,sl-ii!rire.ri are burned with lighted cigarettes, hot electric irons, or hot pokers from a fireplace.

Using Anything Other than Hand to Hit the Body,

When 111 a -a-riffaiid, the adult will be limited by his own pain threshold. If an
object such as paddle; belt, hairbrush, or stick is-used, unusual force will be exerted. The medical
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literature cites many cases of serious organ damage, even thath. Hemorrhages of bowel, pancreas, and
ruptured liver have been reported. Case reports of 'collection of lymph material in the abdomen have
been cited (Hussey: H.H., 1975).

Failure to Respond Verbally or Nonverballyito Personality Growth

Not all-children and youth are cut from the same pattern of their caretakers or supervisors. If
no other differences exist, they surely represent a new generation with new sets of stimuli.

Constantly ignoring or shrugging away a child's curiosity will squelch his creativity. Constantly
petting down his attempts to gain. recognition, to share his work or ideas, or appreciate his small
accomplishments will either limit s activites or-foster bitterness, hostility, or rebellion.

Uncleanliness, by Itself, Does Not Indicate Abuse or Neglect

Exploring children like to play in the earth and mud and sand. Getting dirty is part of the fun. Any
adult who recreates at hunting, fishing, or camping understands this. Household tasks and workplaces alsohard to uncleanliness as part of the job. Uncleanliness, therefore, is not necessarily an act of neglect.
It must be considered in the context of other conditions or happenings.

The Blocking of Appropriate Experiential Activities

As a child' develops, he/she needs an' ever-widening circle of experiences to be able to meet the adult
world when the time comes. Experiences develop a child mentally, physically, and socially. A child who is
never talked to does not learn to talk or has limited vocabulary. A child who is kept in a playpen or jumper
beyond the need for such items will delaydevelopment of muscles.

Group participation in school, clubs, and neighborhoods allows social skills of getting along with
others. The child who is denied these interpersonal contacts fails socially and becomes isolated anddepressed.

Failure to appropriate public money for youth activities may block many opportunities for youth.

Withholding or Failing to Supply Basic (Food) Nutrients, Warm Clothing, Dry Shelter,
and Safe Environment _

Some caretakers put their own needs and comforts so high on their priority list that their children
get little food, clothing, and inadequate shelter. Others withhold these basic needs in a form of
punishment. Some persons leave small children alone at horne without responsible supervision.

As long a'S any child in a community is hungry or poorly clothed or sheltered,society must use
.appropriate means to meet these needs. Letting children suffer from lack of necessities because "their
parents are no good" is an irrational excuse.

Permitting and Condoning Delinquency

Adults promote"ripoffs" by their actions, such as stealing ashtrays and towels from public piace,_
carrying home small items from the workplace, bragginA about pulling off fast financial deals.over
someone's loss. Adults misuse drugs, alcohol, food, energy, and by example promote similar abuse by their
offspring.
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Getting by the law is often bragged about. Peer groups or kin groups give sanction to lying,
cheating, stealing, exploiting. Moral standards of the whole culture are involved.

Limiting or Denying Available Educational Opportunities

Many persons are afraid to let children and youth explore a wide range of activities, vocations, cultural
experiences, or creative opportunities. They give reasons such as children will gerout of hand; what -

they don't know won't hurt them, when i was a kid, I didn't have all this; they better not get big ideas.

Some persons limit a whole school system bt' controlling funds by taxation limits, by refusal to
participate in meaningful plaything, by failing to revise curriculum to meet modern needs, by disallowing
exploration of many varied subjects and vocations.

Enrollment in teacher training courses at the college level is offered to many persons who will not
serve the best interests of their future students.

Exploitation through Crime, Vagrancy, Excessive Work Demands

Perpetrators behave like children-emotionally and often force their own children into an adult role
so that the perpetrator can remain childlike. Girls especially are kept out of school to do the family
housework, care for younger siblings, or care for mothers who feign illness. One.or the other parent may
Promote sexual promiscuity fo: the family coffers or for emotional, thrills.

Failure by communities to provide ways a:KI means for individuals to support themselves and their
families adequately may lead to crime as a means of acquiring money or goods. The relationship between
drug abuse and crime is well known.

Inadequate recreational facilities for leisure-time activities may allow the development of criminal
acts to fill-the void. .

Promoting Anxiety State

Many children are continually threatened as an erroneous form of discipline. Parents say, :If you
do not behave, I will call 21e police to put you ih-fail;i-f.you do not behave, I will call-the doctor to give
you a shot; if you do notioehave, I will leave you and never corrieback-agairt

Sometimes personal posseSsions are hidden or thrown away or into a heap "to-teach a lesson." The
child has no long -term grasp on his own things.

Predictions for future suffering such as telling a little girl that she has.much "to go thrOUgh" as

a woman with reference to-the "ordeals" of childbirth or the monthly "curse" are common.
Reminding a child that he was the cause of a family catastrophe also promotes guilt and titixiety.

"You bit Monimy in the breast, once,' and now she has cancer there." `.`Your outrageous behavior drove
Daddy/Mommy to drink." "Be.iause you went and broke your leg, we can't afford a summer vacation,
and the whole .family will have to stay home and be miserable."

Society promotes anxiety in persons who cannot find jobs because of unavailability of jobs or
inadequate vocational preparation at the local level. Feelings of inadequacy develop in-those who
cannot providebasic needs of food, clothing, shelter for their dependents.

t
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ROLES IN ALLEVIATING CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT .

After community members become aware of the broad scope of child abuse and child neglect, they
will naturally wonder, and maybe even worry about, what to do next. A role model designed to answer
their questions was developed and tested during the year of the children's rights project (see page'30). Inter-
disciplinary vocabulary words were usedso that persons of all vocations, professions, ages, or management
levels could seek their role. Pertinentwords and definitions are:

Observer: anyone who sees conditions among individuals, groups, institutions, or society which may
-indicate abuse and/or neglect. '.

Perpetrator: any one person, group, institution, or community thpt performs acts of commission or
fails by acts of omission, thus blocking potential development of children.

Caretaker: any parent, relative, friend, teacher, institutional posonnel, or anyone else responsible a

for a child.
Mediator: any person, group, system, or change which can intervene to prevent, treat, or

rehabilitate children, families, institutions, and/occommunities. Some mediators are professionally
trained to do this, but all Persons may be involved.

Community: all persons within a geographical area town, district, county, or state. Areas may
overlap:

Now refer to the model and begin with the observer. Anyone who sees the situation or conditions
of an abused or neglected child should tell a mediator. Anyone, anywhere, anytime, may be an
observer. The only:way, the child.will be helped is to have the observer tell someone (mediator) about
his or her obseniation. If the observer chooses a competent mediator who will follow through, the
observer's role is over. For example, physicians, nurses, schoolteachers, day care workers, etc., may .
be obserVers. By telling the protective service worker (example of a professional mediator), the observer's
role is completed.

Some mediators acquire their label informally grandparents, motherly or fatherly neighbors,
'concerned citizens. Hopeftillysthey Can define their own role and decide when another level of expertise
i$ needed. Tha numbers of available professionally tfained.mediators will vary by geographical area. EaCh
county.should have a protective service woeker,,public health nurse,,and mental health professional
(or more than one). Voluntary agencies vary with popu!ation size. Each community is responsible for
locating professionally trained mediatots.

. Whoever the nindiator, he/she must immediately focus attention on the child and determine if the
Child is safe, potentially unsafe, 'or unsafe. Once this major decision is nlade;the actions to be taken
appear in the model. At no time does the mediator drop the case after a cursory review. Several visits
must be made to tha family or situation site, and evaluations should be made over a period of time.
All actions should be based on the child's safety, and the leas't detrimental alternative should be chosen.

," If the child is unsafe, immediate invest' jatnn and removal of either the child or the perpetrator
Must occur. The child's condition may indicate hospitalization, or- perhaps temporary foster care will be
initiated:Several disciplines should be involved to deal with the child; the family, and the situation.
After all%facts are weighed and the least detrimental (to the child) alternative is chosen, permanent
removal frctrn the-home may by proposed to the circuit court. This is rarely needed; alternatives would

, depend heavily on community services and long-term follcw-up.
The child in'a safe situation is by no means forgotten or left to his own or family's fate. The

community is called upon to provide for the basic needs of the child and/or caretaker, to reverse
indicators through informetion, education, and behavior change, and to promote child-adult
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interrelationships. The process occurs over many months or years.
The, potentially unsafe child is in a precarious situation in that at any time, he/she may become

unsafe. Frequent evaluaXions and close contact must be made by the mediatoror a designee. At any
time of unsafety, the removal route must be taken. If the child remains within the situation, suppoive
services from the community must be used"to strengthen the child-caretaker interrelationships.

So far the action model has been picturing a one-to-one situation where observer sees child and causes
intervention by team planning and services individualized for that child: The damaging conditions or crises
have occurred, however, and the child will probably be at least emotionally scarred for life. The action
is after the fact. How much better all children would develop if abuse and neglect were prevented.

The children's rights project as well as all other projects comes to the conclusion that prevention' is.
the prefered route. Prevention is a total community commitment. The left side of the role model relates
to the entire community for this reason.,,Four major areas of activity are mentioned, but the most basic
is the first: define and promote children's rights.

Only when a ,community is willing to develop a consensus toward recognition of children-as
valuable human citizens rather than chattel of parents will true prevention of abuse and. neglect be feasible.
Hopefully this self-help manual will serve to initiate discussion and understanding of this vital pre
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THE TOTAL PICTURE

When persons are interviewed on the street and asked their views on child abuse and child neglect,
they will invariably describe the sensational case of a severely battered or tortured child. These diagnoses
are obvious to anyone. The project calls these cases "known abuse and neglect" (KAN). They represent:
the tip, so to speak, of the whole iceberg of child abuse and child neglect. In the model on page 33, the
known cases are represented by the top triangle. As indicated, immediate legal action a needed to protect
the child. Mediators think first of a safekeeping place for the child usually the hospital , and follow 1.:p
with legal4c9on and services to child and family.

Another group of youngsters mayfillustrate "suspected child abuse and neglect" (SCAN). They
exhibit less obvious signs and symptoms than she KAN children, but alert observers will recognize their
need for ,"supportive services" in an attempt to reverse the processes.

The more subtle indicatort (see list of indicators, page 22) help to define still another level, called by
the project "potential abuse and neglect" (PAN). This is surely a very reversible stage, and every effort
should be focused at this level to 'keep PAN from becoming a SCAN case or a KAN case. -

Essential to the well-being of every child is the supply of basic needs: food, shelter, physiological needs:
safety; love; need to belong and be loved; feeling of self-esteem, etc., according to Abraham Maslow's,list.
If these basics were adequate, there would be very lithe PAN, SCAN, or KAN. How can these supplies and
services be providE i? The circle abovekthe iceberg presents the role of community responsibilities based
on the use of knowledge, skills, and attitudes to effect policy change through education and information.
All citizens should be concerned about all children in their community. Some citizens will manifest their
concern through community actions to promote parenting classes, develop day care centers, and expand
public school curriculum in family life.

Whatever-innovative moves are made, one very important attitudemust be clear the right of a child'
to be a persori,-not a chattel of his parent nor the ward of an institution. As longas a majority of com-
munity mertib3rs believe that parents' actions are wholly private and no one should interfere with the
"sanctity" of the home, the community must expect PAN, SCAN, and KAN to exist within the community
boundaries. The iceberg can be melted by universal practice of children's rights. (Note: see pages 25 to 27
for discussion of children's rights.)
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CHILDREN'S RIGHTS:,THEORY AND-PRACTICE
de

The femediOcin and prevention of child abiase and eneglect is not truly possible until children -are
gdranteed special and\fundamental rights by the constitutSon and other legislation. Citizens are awarded
rights` through these two sOtirces; however, the rights of children are not consistentor clear. From day to
day, federal, state, and local judiciaries interpret differently the constitutional and legal rights of children.
For these reasons, organized efforts must be continuously Made to advocate for amendments to the United
States Constitution which .clearly outline the special an0 fundamental rights of children. This would force
state to recognize the peed for comprehensive changeslin state codes regarding children, and provide federal.
state; and local judiciaries with clearer guidelines in rendering decisions regarding children. It would also
provide the b or a national policy on children to guide our institutions in their policy actions toward
ahildren d eir families.

The o predictable argument by opponents to amending the Constitution will be that this will be
detrimental to the stability of the family. The amendment. would limit the power of adults, not "Only"
parents, to make arbitrary decisions cone' ming the rights of children. It would* ensure that children be

-heard as separate individuals by mandating that decisions made-by persons in authority need to be based on
the needs, abilities, and responsibilities of all the parties involved.

Following. are two lists of children's rights. The firtt was drafted by the New York State Youth
.4Commissfon and the second by the General Assembly of the United Nations. Both address the special and

fundamentaliights of all children. They may E)e helpful to you in beginning to orient citizens, professionals;
and institutions to the concept of.children's rights. Hopefully, they will encourage citizen groups to work to
have them granted.

Children's Bill of Rights

For each child, regardless of race, color, or creed:
A (1) Th9 right to the affection and intelligent guidance of understanding parents...

(2) The right to be raised in a decent home in which he or she inadequately fed, clothed and
sheltered. "If -/

(3) The right to the benefits of religious guidance a nd.training.
(4) The right to i school program, which in addition to sound academic training, offers

maximum opportunity for.indiVidual development and preparation for living.
(5) The right to receive constructive discipline.for the properdevelopment ofkood character,

conduct and habits.
(6) The right to be secure in his or her community against influences detrimental to proper

andwholesome recreation.
(7) The right to individual selection of free and wholesome recreation.
(8) The right to live in a community in which adults practice the belief that the welfare of their

children is of primary importance.
t9) The right to receive good adult example.
(10) The right to a job commensurate with his or her ability, training and experience, and

protection against physical or moral employment' hazards which adversely affect wholesome develwment.
(11) The right to,arly diagnosis and treatment '0 physical handicaps and mental and social Vo,

maladjustm- ents, at public expense whenever necessary.

Written by Ne York State Youth Cammiss* ion.
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DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF THE CHILD

-Principle 1
The child shall enjoy the rights sefforth in thiS Declaration. All children, without any exception whatsoever,
shall be entitled to these rights, without distinction.or discrimination on account of race, color, sex,
taeguage, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status,
whether of himself or of his family.
Principle 2 .

The child shall enjoy special protection, and shall be given opportunities andfat:ilitie.s, by law and by other
means, to enable him,to develop physically, mentally, morally, spiritually and socially in a healthy and normal
manner and in conditions of freedom and dignity. In the enactment of laws for this purpose the best interests
of the child shall be the paramount consideration.

. Principle 3
The child shall be entitled from his birth to name and nationality.
Principle 4 ,

The. child shall enjoy the benefits of social security. He shall be entitled to grow and develop in health;
to this end special care and protection shall be provided both to him and to his mother, including adequate

-' prenatal and postnatal care. The child shall have the right to adequate nutrition, housing, recreation, and
medical services.
Principle 5
The child who is physically, mentally or socially handicapped shall be given the special treatment, education
ncl.pare required by hisparticular condition.

(
The child, for the full and harMonious development of his personality, needs love and understanding. He
shall, wherever possible, grow up in the care and under the responsibility of his parents, and in any case in
an atmosphere of affection and of moral anti material security; a child of tender years shalt not, save in
exceptional circumstances, -be separated from his mother. Society and the public authorities shall have the
duty to extend particular care to children without a family and to those without adequate means.of support.
Payment of state and other'assistance toward the maintenance of children.of large families is desirable.

Principle'7
The child is entitied to receive education, which shall be free and compulsory, ai. :east in the elementary,stages.
He shall be given an education which will promote his general culture, and enable him on a basis of eqUal
opportunity to develop his abilities, his individual judgment, and his sense of moral and social responsibility,
and to become a usefUl member of society. The best interests of the child shall be the guiding principle
of those responsible for his education and guidance; that responsibility lies in the first place with his
parents. The child shall have full opportunity for play and recreation, which should.be directed to the same
purposes as education;society and the public authorities shall endeavor to promote the 'enjoyment of this
right.

Principle, 8
The child shall in all circumstances be among the first to receive protection and relief.
Principle 9
The child shall be protected against all forms of neglect, cruelty and exploitation. He shall not be the
subject of traffic, in any form. The child shall not be admitted to employment before an appropriate
Thinimum age; he shall in no case be caused or permitted to angage in any occupation or employment
which would prejudice his health or education, or interfere with his ohysical,.mental or moral development.
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Principle 10 -

The child shall be protected from practices whfch may foster racial, religious and any other form of
discrimination. He shall be brought up in a spirit of understanding, tolerance, friendship among peoples,
peace and universal brotherhood and in full consciousness that his energy and talents should be devoted
to the service of his fellow man.

Adopted unanimously by the General Assembly of the United Nations on November 20, 1959.
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OTHER IMPORTANT PROJECT CONCEPTS

I. Self-Help

Historically rural people had to take care of most of their.own needs, because they were isolated from
outsideresources.*Thus the definition for self-help used by the ACCR project is from Webster: "Self-help n:.
The act of taking care of oneself without outside help, as in improving the mind Oabilities through study."

-Self-help is congruent with_rural culture and consistent with the relative scarcity -of- professional human
services resources in rural areas.

Gartner and Riessman (Gartner and Riessman, 1976) arrange self-help groups in four broad categories:

(1) Rehabilitative: groups which provide interaction and special informe.ion from persons who have
cr undergone similar experiences, Parents Without Partners.

(2) Behavior modification: Parents Anonymous, Alcoholics Anonymous.
(3)- Primary care: direct care-giving as part of a services team, i.e., foster parent groups, child care

associations.
(4) Prevention and case-finding: this area is of special importance to the ACCR project for it

emphasizes target populations engaging in seif-education programs to prepare themselves to_ recognize
potential as well as actual abuse and neglect problems, societal as well as individual, and to act appropriately.

Gartner and Riessman point out that mutual aid groups develop largely because of unwillingness of
professionals. to deal with certain problems, limited outreach to various populations,' monopolistic
credentialism, etc. "The entire ethos of the professional orientation is very different from the self-help
orientation which is more activiitic, peer-oriented, informal, open, and inexpensive" (p. 785). We would
add'that self-help calls for a difference in the kinds of technical assistance provided by professionals.. It also
requires relationships based on equality, with professionals and nonprofessionals functioning as partners each
with something to learn and something fo teach. The autonomy of the self-help group must be equally
precious to citizens and professionals.if it is to have any intrinsic value.

II. Innovation Diffusion

As an innovatweVemconstration project, the Citiiens for Children's Rights was based on a
community development approach using self-help and community education strategies. There wese three
target groups for change the human service professionals, the human service agencies, and the. .'

citizens of the community.
Designing the demonstration model was a creative and exciting experience.for agency staff, whb.

Were primarily responsible for technical assistance-in project design after the agency board had approved
the project purposes and goals.

In casting.about for a conceptual framework with which to present the project strategies, it seemed
that Jack- Rothman's work on 'The Diffusion and Adoption of Innovations" would be useful r(Rothrnali,
974). (Rothman's generalizations based on social science research. are summarized here; serious readers
are urged to refer to the original material. It should be noted as a commentary on the need for basic rural
social science research that this splendid volume has only one indeX reference to rural areas.)
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First will be presented the project ideas considered to be innovative for the target populations,
then Rothman's social science generalizations and the project analysis and strategies. These innovations
are not original; but the combination of ideas and strategy for diffusion is.probably unique for a child abuse
and neglect project.

Citizens for Children's Rights Innovations for Target Systems

(1) Children's rights must be recognized as legal, constitutional entitlements before social justice
or injustice is definable in more than humanistic terms. Until this process begins to occur, institutional
and societal abuse/neglect of children will not be dealt with, and individuals will continue to be held
accountable as governments are not. Citizens and professionals need to talk about the concepts of
children's rights so that the ideas can-grow less strange and threatening.

(2) Institutional and societal child abuse and neglect as enacted on a daily basis to thousands of
children in our community is more pervasive and serious than individual parental or family abuse.

(3) Citizens have a right and responsibility to be informed, involved participants in the prevention
and treatment of abuse and neglect.

(4) Professionals have a responsibility to become prepared to deal with child abuse and neglect
problems and to do so without undue.constraint by institutional or agency policy.

(5) Resources currently in most communities are generally adequate to protect children if
citizens and professionals work together for better coordination and use of resources.

Diffusion of Innovations* Among Populaton Groups

Cultural Values (Rothman, pp. 422-428)
The innovativeness of a target system is inversely related to the extent it adheres to traditional

norms; the extent ruralism; the emphasis on extended Jamily norms; the isolation from mass media;
the opposition of the media to the innovation; the residential stability; the homogeneity of population;
and the reliance ci-nfakconcepts. If social change agents select a traditional target system, it should be
viewed as a long-term strategy, probably requiring a societal effort using community development
programs.

ACCR project analysis: first, itseems that there is a bias in social science research that innovations
necessarily conflict with traditional norms of rural societies, extended familiesrand other non urban
cultures and life-styles. Our analysis of the particular target groups of the ACCR project was as follows:

(1) Professional norms, for doctors, lawyers, teachers,. will tend to resist project innovations.**
(2) Agency-institutional norms will also tend to resist project innovation.**
(3) Rural citizen norms will have the highest congruence with project, innovations.**
Strategy: use a community development and education approach, with focus first on professionals

'Rothman defines "innovation" as "any idea perceived as new by a population group or organization, in our terms,
a.target system," and he uses "innovative" and "innovativeness" to .indicate the tendency of the target system to adopt
innovations, whether it adopts many innovations, and at a rapid rate [Rothman, p. 4201.

"See sections on each population for reasons norms are or are not supportive.



and agency target populations so that:

(1).Services networks will be better able to handle requests (reports from citizens) for child abuse
and neglect services. .

(2) Professionals will be more willing to provide technical z...ssistance to-citizepchild advocacy
groups rather than to protect their profesgOnal turfs by telling citizens to report, then keep away.

Socioeconomic Status (Rothman, pp. 428432)
Target systems with high socioeconomic status (high educational attainment, high income, occupation,

and majority group status) are more innovative. Practitioners desiring rapid adoption of legitimate .

technical or nonradical innovation should concentrate on high socioeconomic target groups. Considerable
evidence shows that adoption of radical innovation is influenced by ,relative deprivation and status

- inconsistency.
ACCR project analysis: project innovations are value-based and thus can be perceived as radical.,

Although professionals have higher socioeconomic status, they will be more resistant than citizens, because
the latter have felt looked daivn on and powerless to get professionals and agencies to act to protect
children.

Strategy: begin with all target groups by providing technical infcirmation on child abuse and neglect,
intluding such things as reporting laws and procedwes, then involving them in self -help education
programs, prco, ding opportunity to identify group norms and values supportive of innovations.

Past Experience (Rothman, pp. 432-433) ..

Target systems with successful innovative experiencesare more innovative than those with
unsuccessful experience. Practitioners should first approach target systems with previous positive
experience of a similar nature if poiiible.

ACCR project analysis: subsystems within target systems will differ. lt.is necessary to know
local history to predict effect of past experience.

Strategy: be interested in local historical experiences of both individual agencies, groups,
communitiess.and individuals. Assist them to connect that experience to child abuse and neglect, which
is alairly recent social issue. For example, Kiwanis International has traditionally supported children's
Programs.

Felt Need for Change !Rothman, pp. 433-435)

Discontented target systems are generally more innovative than contented ones. Practitioners
should select target systems which are discontented or work to help target systems identify disContent:

ACCR project analysis: professionals and agencies and practitioners in our community deny that
there is a child abuse problem, because they are using the battered child syndrome as a touchstone
and because most services view adults as the clients to be served. The rate bf physical neglect is considered
higher but recognized primarily with poverty-revel families. Citizens have a higher discontent, because
they have a closer view of children-in their daily lives and have been frustrated by theiailure of
authorities to take action when they see children in danger._

Strategy: create. iscontent of professionals by developing interagency, interdiscipliniary,
educational, and problem-solving opportunities to share information about the actual local extent of
abuse and neglect rather than letting them listen to "outside experts" on abuse and neglect and then say
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"we don't have a problem here." Identify existing discontent within and between target systems with
technical assistance from project to help them develop goals and strategies for solutions.

Remind self-help target groups of past local tragedies; work in low key ori collective guilt by
examining actual mistakes made and what would have been a better way of dealing with the problem.

-,

Value Orientation (Rothman, pp. 434435
InnovatiVe target, systems have higher acceptance of such supportive value orientations as

liberalism, scientism, nonauthoritarianism. Practitioners should select target systems on the basis of their
value orientations, or through adult education or mass media change the value orientation to be more
receptive to innovation.

ACCR project analysis: given project goals, the choice of target systems must be those with primary
social responsibility for children.

Strategy: adult "self-help" education based on actual local problems, professional, or agency goals,
and a mandate for citizen responsibility in a community. Use significant face-to-face groups rather 'Ian
public media, because actions or responses, as well as value orientations, will need to change if innovations
are diffused.

Social Participation (Rothman, pp. 435437)
Innovative individuals are more active informal organizations or voluntary associations. Practitioners

should involve persons active in organizations and facilitate the organization of groups for individual
participants.

ACCR project analysis: professional assoriations tend to reinforce professional norms; agencygroup tend to reinforce agency norms; citizen groups tend to reinforce citizen norms.
St ategy: identify' persons active in each target population who will organize self-help

educational programs to discuss project innovations and develop action for change. Develop mechanisms whichwill bring representatives of target populations together across professional, agency, and community.,
boundaries to identify common concerns and develop child advocacy coalitions. Such mechanisms includebut are not limited to professional and citizens conferences and workshops, lobbying efforts for
legislation,: or specific-interest task groups. Organize ad hcic action groups to deal with single issues,
then allow them to dissolve after mission is completed so as to build general positive community
innovative experience.

Relative Advantase (Rothman,pp. 437-440)

Innovations that areerceived to be more useful (advantageous) will have a higher adoption rate.
Practitioners should help underline the relative advantage of innovation to the status club. A crisis,
potential crisis, or former tragedy can be used. as leverage.

ACCR project analysis: project innovations less likely-to be perceived as advantageous.by more
highly trained clinically oriented professionals (as contrasted to community prevention oriented
professionals); more likely to be perceived as threatening agericy autonomy (freedom from citizen and
professional monitoring); more likely to be viewed as advantageous by citizens since it clarifies their role
and provides information on how they can advocate for children's rights.

Strategy: rely on community education and self-help processeito provide opportunities for
target populations to evaluate relative advantage of innovations.



V;Compatibility (Rothman, pp. 438-440)

Innovations perceived as compatible with existing values of target system will have a high adoption
rate.-Practitioners may introduce only innovations compatible with existing norms or may work for

of compatible norms or may interpret innovation so target system perceives it to be consistent
with system's values.

_ ACCR project analysis: professional values such as client confidentiality and professional expertise
tend to exclude others from information about problemsand participation in solving them. Agencies
tend to interpret mandates forsenric:-s as'exdusives" and to discourage citizen involvement. Citizens
tend to accept "expert" opinions and geneially have low self-esteem in dealing with problems
professionals claim responsibility for. They more naturally turn to self-help efforts in other areas,
such as volunteer fire departments, emergency ambulance services, etc., where the "pros" are
supportive of citizen roles. .

Strategy: facilitate target groups recognition of child abuse and neglect as a problem which a total
community must, respond to, and clarify the special roles and contributions of each target population
working together in a variety of child advocacy groups.

Partialization (Rothman, pp. 440-441)

innovations that can be tried on a partial basis (part of innovation or part of target system) will have
a higher adoption rate. Practitioners should attempt to formulate innovation so it can be partially
tried or initially tested by only part of the target system (demonstration projects in communitywide
innovations are a method).

ACCR project analysis: subsystems within each target system can select innovations to be tried.
Strategy:, facilitate target group decision making about innovations to beiested, and assist them

to develop successful strategies and remain in control of the rate of adoption. Self-help groups able
to progress at their own speed without undue pressure from project are the key. This does not refer
to pressure being generated on target systems for other target systems the strategy is to keep such
pressure "cooperative" whenever possible.

Communicability othman, pp. 441443)

Innovations which can be easily explained ordemonstrated will have a higher adoption rate. Generally,
the closer the language is to that of the target system, the better. A subculture may facilitate
communication through its own channels if innovation is compatible with values of the subculture.

ACCR project analysis: it is a veritable tower of Babel professional jargon, agency jargon, and
citizen cultural jargon. Any rural community has many, many English-speaking people using a variety
of different technical languages.

Strategy: self-help programs to help target groups to translate each other; recruitment and training
of "translators" from various groups to assist in teaching; development of variety of opportunities
for groups to interact with each other.

Geographic Assessibility (Rothman, pp. 443444)

Innovatbni more accaaible to target populations will have a higher adoption rate. Innovations
should be taken to target system rather than waiting for system to initizte contact with diffusion
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ACCR project analysis: with target systems of project, geographic location includes going into
agencies and institutions, clubs, and groups, as well as outlying communities in "hollows" and
other rural outreaches.

Strategy: all activities of project are held outside project offices, directly in the primary community
Of the target population. Not only does this maximize geographic accessibility, it alsd makes rent much
cheaper, since only work space for staff is required. When the meetings are held in public places such as
schools, settlements, etc., casual onlookers may also be exposed to the innovations.

Complexity (Rothman, Pp. 444445)

Less complex innovations will have a higher adoption rate. Practitioneri should formulate
complexity at levels acceptable to the target system (since complexity is a perception of the tar-get system,
communication style is important).

ACCR project analysis: danger that innovations will be viewed as overwhelming to each target
population.

Strategy: self-help education programs move at pace set by participants; technical assistance needed
L-o assist is operationalizing concepts so that people can act them out using skills. and knowledge they
already are confident-of possessing. Keep innovations from appearing theoretical and radical keep them
in practical, commonsense, everyday experience terms.

Compatibility of Diffusion Process (Rothman, pp. 446447)
The rate of adoption of an innovation is related to whether it is diffused in a manner. compatible

with target system's norms, values, and customs. Practitioners can diffuse innovations in a manner
compatible with target system's norms, values, customs, or try to change norms, values, and customs
o become compatible with innovation..

ACCR project analysis: two of the target systems are generally used to diffusion processes which,

use "special authority" to pass on innovations. For example; physicians look t6 medical societies and
-tb journals and medical schools. Other professions likewise. Agencies and institutions tend to look to state,
federal, or national levels according public or private funding and other relationships. Only the citizens
ds a target population are accustomed to looking for "experts" in their own community.,Since the project
innovationeare not in the current American mainstream, the problem will be to develop a local
diffusion process'for professionals and agencies. Difficult and slow unless the right local leadership
can be discovered.

.

Strategy: to take the loVg view and depend on community development and self-help processes to
create change. -

i,-
Communication Media Used by Different Categories ofAdopters (Rothman, pp.- 448-44 ))

Early adopters tendto use mass media sources; later adopters tend to use face-to-f ce information
Sources. Rate of adoption is related to degree of information passed through appropriate communication
mode.. Use mass media for general information to the target system; expect trial or adoption by early

. adapters (upper-class populations).- Face-to-face communication is effective for later4adopters and lower-
class populations. .

ACCR project analysis: the use of "mass media" is not really a consideration for diffusion of project,/ .

innovations. The local newspapers and radio stations want news and information, but to use them to
thiffuse the project innovations would invite controversy which could "radicalize" the community perceptions
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and endangr the self-help educational approach.
Printed materials, properly used, can carry disproportionate authority. Had there existed written

material about rural self-help child abuse community progranis, it would have been possible to gain
initial sanction for ACCR without federal funding.

Strategy: use radio and newspapers to keep public informed, but keep low key so as not to be
unduly threatening or seem to be "witch hunting." Depend on community development processes. Seek

.opportunities for project participants to be visible "authorities" at state and regional conferences.
Encourage the writing of articles for submission to "house organs" and professional journals at state
levels and national levels. Develop training materials which-are professional in appearance.

Peer Support (Rothman, pp. 450452)

Innovations supported by peers Of a target system will have a higher adoption rate. Encourage
peer group discussions of innovations, and urge them to advocate innovation with target population.

ACCR project analysis: project targetsystemsare interconnected in that individual persons will
often belong to more than one target population.

Strategy:'when'useful and possible, individual persons adopting project innovations should be
encouraged to become advocates within other systems.

Opinion Leaders (Rothmanrpp. 452454)

Certain individuals are more influential in expediting the diffusion and adoption of innovations.
Identify target system's opinion leaders with respect to the relevant issue area, and enlist their
participation.

ACCR project analysis: opinion leaders tend to be carriers of group values and norms, so do not
expect to identify existing leaders who will advocate project--I/nnov-ations Lydia-a. target group norms
and values are congruent with innovations. However, when target populatfen isan agency with a job
to do in child abuse and neglect, it may not be politically wise for administrators to oppose innovation
openly.

Strategy: encourage the development of new target systernopinion leaders who support
innovations. It is important to identify local opinion leaders and predict their response to innovations:
Work for project sanction by top-level administrators to key target populations to gain time to develop
support for project innovations at other levels.

Innovationsklessage (Rothman, p. 455)

Innovations communicated with a clear, unambiguous message are more likely to be adopted.
Communicate clearly.

ACCR project analysis: even clear messages will not be heard if target systems are too threatened.by
innovations. -

Strategy: patience. Give target systems time to change basic reordering of value priorities is a
very long process. Help target systems discover ways to operatjorialize project innovations and to test
small new actions clearly supportive of their common concern for children.

S.
Mr
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APPALACHIAN CITIZENS
-FOR CHILDREN'S RIGHTS

(ACCR)

This section will deal exclusively .virith the development of ACCR. It will describe the locition and
setting, the history preceding funding; the actual activities implemented by the project components, an
analysis of project components and their activities, and suggestioni for changes in project design. This
will be helpful information to'hose of you wishing to implement a community self-help approach to the
problem of child abuse and neglect.

The Foundation of ACCR
Location, Setting, History

.

Monongalia County, West Virginia, is an area 368 square miles located in the north central
part of the state. It has a population of 55,000 people. West Virginia University-is located in Morgantown,
the county seat and major population center, adding about 14,500 nonresidents to the county
population. There are five.rural districts surrounding Morgantown, encompassing 32 communities. Few
of these communities- incorporated but are defined as communities by the people living within them.

Monongalia County has 47.2 percent of its work force employed by federal, state, or county
government. Coal mining provides jobs for 15.5 percent. There are only six local businesses employing
50 or more employees. Of employment in the county, 62.7 percent of the jobs are provided by
subsidiaries of national, state, or even international corporations or governmental units.

A survey of the community shows the following.
(1) Diversity of Rural Populations. Monongalia County contains a diversity of subcultures ranging

.from the fatalistic "hollow" and "mountain" rbcultures typical of Weller's Yesterday's People to the
"coal tamps," with a history of violence ana _donism, to the elitist intellectual academic subculture.
Cutting across theie subcultures are people of numerous ethnic origins, some of whom still retain the "old
country" language and/or customs in the home. Religious practices range from the most fundamental sects
with rigid behavioral standards to the Protestant, Catholic and Jewish denominations. Quasi-religious
cults, agnosticism, and atheism arl found in Morgantown, the county seat.

The diversity of rural populations racially, culturally, ethnically has not received the same
consideration as in urban areas. Myths and stereotypes about rural areas tend to support concepti of
homogeneity within communities, whereas the diversity within rural communities is frequently greater
than between rural communities.

(2) Rural Resouices for Human Services.' st rural areas, and Monongalia County is no exception,
lack adequite water.and sewerage systems; fire and police protection; roads, bridges, and public
transportation; housing; medical care; and schools. This affects the safety and well-being of all
inhabitancs. is important to conserve resources by recycling coretooling resources rather than
developing special programs Which increase the problems of fragmentation, overlapping, and competition
for scarce resources.
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While rural people tend to be difficult to orginize in formal volunteer roles, there is a deep
reservoir of altru;sm and concern for others that waits to be tapped. It is essential, however, to aeapt-
the style of involvement to focus more on relationships to people and community than on formal
roles and responsibilities.

(3) Rural Extended Families. The extended family is stilt the basic social unit in all but a few of
the subcultures if% this county. The elder family members command respect and authority and are
consulted regarding an '/major decisionsaffecting the lives b' family members. Values, customs,
mores, and attitudes are paised down through the generations with the extended family serving to
reinforce them and keep them alive.

(4) Level of Goverment Organitation. The county is the most significant level of social-political
/

organization in Monongalia County and in most rural areas. It is extremely difficult to orginize viable
multi - county programs unless a great deal of individuil 'minty political autonomy is permitted. The
second most significant policy and /or legislative level in rural areas is the state. It is at the county and
stateJevels that rural citizens cad best influence social policy and law.

() Distrust of Gaverrrment and Outsiders. There remains in rural America, and Monongalia County is
no exception. a distrust of sdcial service agencies, both publiC and private. Tne Protestant work ethii
and pulling oneself up by the,bootstraps dominate the accepted value system. The extended family is
seen as the acceptable system through which problems are resolved regardless of their complexity. To step
outside thivccepted standard is asocial stigma denoting failure not only on the part of the individual(s)
involved, but by the entire extended family unit as well.

Self-sufficiency freedom to determin, one's own destiny and independency within the tamily
network is a cherished value not easily given up.

. (6T Generalist Prolpssionals. The professionals in Monongalia County, with the exception of medicine,
generally practice on a generalist level in resitionse to the demands of the population they serve.

Rural areas tend to have generalist agencies and generkilist professionals. Scattered and sparse
populations do not provide an adequate volume of problems to support the speeialists'and specialized
treatment centers found in urban areas. In addition to other factors, such as isolation and.poverty, there
is a lack of anonymity in rural areas. This causes people to hesitate to use programs which they feel
might "stigmatize" them. For example, an abortion treatminttenter tends to be shunned by persons
Who may want help but who. would feel ashamed if they were seen going into the agency.

Family Service Association

Family Service Association (FSA) was the first family agency formed in the community. FSA was
initially, organized in 1922 al the Milk and Shoe. Fund. It is very much community-centered and

'tommunity-directed, with evolunteer Board of Dir:tors representing the.entire spectrum of Monongalia .
County's residents.

In 1973, FSA received a purchase-of-service contract with the West Vaginha DepartmeQt of Welfare
under the old Titles IV and VI of the Social Security Act. With.this contract, FSA could hife for the
first time four full-time professionally trained social workers. Previously the agency had only Mien able
to employ a director (with an MSW) akl a part-timed-social worker. The director had to rely on
graduate and undergraduate social work students croindbeir field placement; in the agency to provide
most of the-direct services to individuals, families, groups, and communities. This did not allOw for
optimal continuity of agency services.

With the ability to have continuity in staffing, the agency could go beyond crisis intervention.
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Staff members were able to trace family functioning, sometimes for generations. The staff began to
plan servicesaccording to the total reality of the "client" rather than primar0 in response to a
crisis.

------getter.data collection and analysis were also made possible, which in turn helped staff to make
better reporting to the director and Board of Directors on problem, issues, and concerns of clients
and staff providing services. From 1973 through 1974, workers recorded increasing numbers of
situations where child abuse and neglect was the single largest area of concern In provision of service
to children and families.

- Workers found that throughout the professional community, there was no common knowledge
of or agreement on definitions of abuse and neglect, legal or otherwise, and little recognition that
there was a problem of abuse and neglect in the community. The common reaction was that if one
could not "prove" that abuse and neglect was occurring, no report was made; therefore, no further
recognition of the problem was acknowledged.

Our,social workers, under the supervisioll of our director, prepared a report to the Board of
Directors on our experiences in dealing with abuse and neglect. The board asked staff to compile more
comprehensive data. This was done, and the board appointed a board committee, the Child Advocacy
Committee, to work with staff in developing a program on child abuse and neglect. The president
of the board directed the .mittee and staff to develop a program that, theoretically, did not need
additional. resources ft. zg in order to be implemented. Our focus became to develop a program
using existing resources pi sently available in the community.

During this time, funding for special child abuse and neglect projects was made possible by the,
enactment of. POblic Law 93-247, the Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1974. by the
Ninety-Third Congress. The Department of Health, Education-, ancHteelfafe TDHEWT was authorized
money to establish the National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect, which would:11 ) conduct annual
reseaFch; (2) develop an inforriiitional clearinghouse; (3) make a complete "study and investigation of
ttlenaticirrallriaince of child abuse and neglect" In addition,'HEW was authorized to make grants
available to public agencies and nonprofit private organization: toward the prevention, identification,
and treatment of child abuse and neglect.

There were two types of demonstration projects to be funded: Comprehensive Treatment Centers,
a d esource Development. Our agency decided to seek a grant. in writing our proposal, we ch-se
to seek a Resource Develcorftent grant, because the proposal guidelines were more consistent with the
need for better utilization 3nd coordination of resources existing in rural areas. The review team

.recommended to the Office of Child Development that our proposal not; be considered for funding. It
was clear that the review team had difficulty in understanding the rural significance of the proposal.
. in April, 1975, Family Service again submitted a grant proposal to the Office of Child Development,
Department of Health, Education and Welfare under guidelines for three year Innovative Demonstration
projects. These grants were made available for special populations, namely, native Americans, military
personnel, anj rural populations.

Family Service Association was awarded a one-year Innovative Demonstration grant for ACCR
in July, 1975. The major goal of the project was to develop a rural community self-help model tar
remediation and prevention of child abuse and neglect. The project was divided into four components
Citizens for Children's Rights Committee, Interdisciplinary Interagency Child Abuse and Nr
Team, community self-help committees, and specialized self-help groups (foster parents) and three
phases demonstration, materials development, and replication. Since funding was available only for
one year instead of three, as r.nuested in our proposal, the materials development and replication phases
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could notbe completed, as originally planned. With wise conservation of our -noney, we extended our
dr .nonstratidn efforts from 12 to 15 months.

. The following is a report on the demonstration period. Each component of the project will be
dealt with separately.

Child Advocacy Committee

This committee was an ad hoc group of the agency's Board of Directors, which was composed of
prestigious community citizens. This committee conducted the following activities;

(1) Provided citizen leadership in developitig a child abuse and neglect program for the community,
ACCR

(2) Sponsored the first activity, a community orientation meeting, to inform the community of
A_ CCR objectives.

(3) Arranged individual meetings with agehcies and institutions to recruit representation for two
ACCR component groups Citizens for Children's Rights Committee and the Interdisciplinary
Interagency Child Abuse and Neglect Team.
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Citizens for Children's Rights Committee .

This was the "central committee" whose proposed respon,bilities were:
(1) To study existing services and resources.
(2) To develop new resources; to develop conferences and workshops for professionals and citizens.
(3) To provide a forum for better coordination of services.
(4) To work for children's rights.

The majority of committee members were either administrative heads of agencies and institutions
or in other administrative pbsitions where they could theoretically have direct impact pn policy
change within their agencies. The following resources were represented by administrators: Area
Department of Welfare. County Health Department, Community Mental Health, Hospital and Clinics,
County'Sehool System, Extension Service, Law Enforcement, and Social Services.

In addition to these members, the following groups were represented on the committee: County
PTA, County'Bor Association (both of these rarely attended), County Medical Association, and three
civic groups.

The chairman chosen by the committee was a local attorney and a member of the agency's Board
of Directors. This committee met at least monthly from September, 1975,hrough April, 1976. This
committee conducted the following activities:

Inventory of Existing Resources to Children and Families

This was the first task of this committee. Each agency and resource compiled information about
their programs in relationship to children, and then listed problems and needs as they saw them. This
provided the project with needed data on services, problems, and needs as identifed by systems.

Interdisciplinary Working Conference on Protection of Children
The purpose of the conference was to arrive at community definitions of child abuse and neglect.

Two hundred fifty professionals from every type of agency, insti*ution, and private practice were
persimally invited to attend. On November 25, 1975,135 professionals attended the conference; it was
an overwhelming success. Although the stated purpose was to arrive at community definitions of child
abuse and neglect, the hidden agenda was to "prove" that child abue and neglect was a problem a
complex problem Which professionals needed to deal with more effectively in this community. The
patticipants made the fol(afwing suggestions for future actions by the project:

(1) Practical guides and specific strategies for identifying, reporting, investigating, and intervening
in child abuse and neglect.

(2) Smaller workshops and conferences on specific subject,areas.
(3) Sesiiciis for citizens and professionals on community services, resources, and policies.
(4) Interdisciplinary team approach and better interagency working relationships.
(5) Attention to parents' and children's comments (including youth) on the problem.
(6) Information on legal aspects of abuse and neglect and legislative change, including child

advocate models.
(7) Emergency care when children are removed.
(8) Community education model.
(9) Parenting curriculum for the schools.
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Professional, Informational and Educational Programs

Following the conference the committee set a priority on developing additional workshops as
indicated by the evaluations of professionals attending the conference. Project staff members were
asked to identify the appropriate means to develop these workshops and share these with the committee
for evaluation.

The strategy used by staff was to convene providers in specific services to plan individual workshops.
For example, a task force was convened of school administrators, teachers, and counselors to plan
the content and structure of the workshop planned especially for them. Six workshops were
conducted:

(1) Monongalia General Hospital, "In-Service on Child Abuse and Neglect," April, 1975; 45 attending.
(2) Family Practice, WVUI, "Physicians In-Service on Child Abuse and Neglect," April, 1975; 10.

attending.
(3) Interagency Workshop on Child Abuse and Negle-', May, 1975; 38 attending.
(4) fns Conference on the Legal Aspects of Child Abuse and Neglect, July, 1975; 101 attending.
(5) Monongalia County School Personnel In-Service on Child. Abuse and Neglect, August, 1975;

61 attending.
(6) Nursing Workshop on Child Abuse and Neglect, December, 1975; 104 attending. ,

Child Abuse and Neglect Team

This was an interdisciplinary, interagency team. There were eight members of the team representing
the following disciplines and agencies: School Social Worker, Public Health Nurse, Community Mental
Health Specialist, Protective Services (Department of Welfare), Family Service Social Worker (Private
Agency). Child Psychiatrist (University Medical Center), Lawyer (a past assistant prosecuting attorney'
in charge of juvenile affairs), and a Physician (specialist in gynecology, obstetrics, and preventive
medicine). The team met weekly from September, 1975, until May, 1976.

The tasks of the team were (1) consultation and technical assistance on child abuse and neglect
problems; (2) analysis and research of child abuse and neglect in rural areas; and (3) educational materials
development.

This group completed the following:

(1) Consultation provided 12 case consultations to practitioners encountering problems in
providing child abuse and neglect services.

(2) Analysis and research of child abuse and neglect.
(a) The West Virginia State Law on abuse and neglect and two -proposed pieces of legislation

on child abuse and neglect.
(b) Procedures for censorship of a judge not fulfilling his duty in abuse and neglect situations:
(c) Legal protjaction from civil suit for Protective Service workers, Department of Welfare.
(d) Twenty-four hour protective service coverage as mandated by law.
(e) Central Registry, reporting forms.
(f) Indicators of abuse and indicators of neglect.
(g) Levels of intervention sever:Ay abused and neglected, suspected, potential child abuseand

neglect
(3) Technical assistance:

(a) Planning the Interdisciplinary-Interagency Professional Working Conference on Protection
of Children and the specialized workshops.



.,

(b) Developing a slide presentations on abuse and neglect for community groups.
(c) Developing policy setting procedures for identifying and reporting abuse and neglect in the

local county hospital. / (i'-'

(4) Educational materials developed.
(a) Decision making in child abuse and neglect (a model).
(b) Indicators of abuse and neglect.
(c) When and how to reports
(d) Two slide presentations.

Group Home Committee

This group consisted of representives from three local service clubs: League of Women Voters,
Soroptiinist, and Church Women United; and a county extension agent, a juvenile court worker, and a
pediatric nurse. The major purpose of the group was to locate and furnish a .Group Home for youth in
Monongalia County.

The committee accomplished the following:
(1) Located a Group Home Site (working closely with regulatory agencies).
(2) Obtained essential furnishings for Group Home.
(3) Applied for an received $40,000 grant from State Department of Welfare for on-going operation

of Group Home.
(4),Assisted in recruitment of Group Home personnel.

Self-Help Groups
The major objectives in initiating these groups-were to:

(1) Facilitate discussion in identifying abuse and neglect problems in their community or group.
(2) Provide educational and informative materials in order to intervene appropriately (indicators

of abuseand.neglect, how and when to report, use of legal system) in abuse and neglect situations. .

(3) Assist and facilitate comn,Anity leadership in developing coordinative advocacy activities on a
community level for children needing protection.

(4) Develop a countywide citizens' forum to express needs for policy changes at county and state
levels.

Each group was given the freedom to, decide on its ohm structure based upon its unique wants
and needs. The Project has successfully convened three self-he!p groups. The systems assisting in
convening the groups were: (1) a rural neighborhood house, (2) a community association, and (3) the
Department of Welfare. Involved in these committees were parents (natural and.foster), rural,-civic
and service club representatives, and religious and professional gr,ups.

Following is a brief description of each group. (Note: on page is ? descriptive article about theSe
self-help groups written by a community citizen working on one of these groups.)

(1) Deckers Creek "Action" Committee: this was the first rural self-help community committee
convened. The group held its first meeting in February, 1976, and has continued to meet at least
monthly since that time one year ago.

Its main goal has been-to identify community problems and to work on them. This group has been
successful in:

(a) Developing an information booth at a local fair to give information to citizens on
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community human services resources.
(b) Securing school bus transportation for eight families living on a rural road. (see pp. 164 & 165).
(c) Sponsoring a Nurse Practitioner from the Graduate School of Nursing to provide consultation

in identifying health needs of the community, to provide health education to local groups, to provide
direct services in. the homes of residents.

(2) Clay-Battelle CommimintCommittee: This committee held its first meeting in April, 1976.
The major problem perceived by this group was drug abuse and alcohol abuse of youth. Its major
goal has been to provide community information on drug abuse in order to protect the youth in its
community.

(3) Foster Parent Organization: This group held its first meeting in April, 1976. Its major concerns
are the lack of foster parents' and children's legal rights in the court process, lack of training and supportive 0
social services for foster parents, and lack of appropriate services for the foster children iri their care.

(4). Southwestern and. Morgantovm`Community Committees: two more community committees
are beginning to organize.

The goal is to have all areas of the county represented by an advocate community self-help group
to complete our community developthent strategy in developing a citizen coritmunitywide forum to
advocate for the social, psychOlogical, educational, medical, and legal needs of children in the county.

4-
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ANALYSIS ACCR

ACCR defined child abuse and neglect as a community problem and therefore a community responsibility.We divided the community into three service systems citizens, professionals, agencies and institutions.In evaluating these systems, found that there was no clarity as to the problem or their special
responsibilities. We believed at each of these systems needed to be involved in defining and finding
solutions.

In addition, we believed that each system did possess unique knowledge and special skills that wereneeded in dealing with child abuse and ngelect. ACCR's role then became to assist the community in
developing clarity and sharing unique knowledge and special skills to fulfill these responsibjlities.

We proceeded by involving representatives from these systems in four project groups: (1) Citizens
for Children's Rights Committee, (2) Interdisciplinary-Interagency Child Abuse and Neglect Team, (3)community self-help committees, and (4) specialized self-help groups.

The following is an analysis of each of these groups with suggestions for redesign of the group.If this analysis seems harsh, this was not intended. We have a desire to be honest about our mistakes
sp that anyone wishing to replicate any one or all of these project components will not make the sameerrors.

Citizens for Children's Rights Committee
This group was primarily composed of administrators of agencies and institutions, but there

were also representatives from citizen groups, parents, and service groups. The committee provided
the project With the core group of agencies and institutions whose support was needed in developing
interagency interdisciplinary educational and informational programs.

The problem was that thii committee was neither a citizens' committee nor an interagency committee.We found by mixing these two groups so early in the project that agencies and institutions could not.identify problems and issues affecting child abuse and neglect services, because only one of theseagencies the Department of Welfare had a defined role by law in providing "child abuse and neglectservices."
The agencies coufld not see how their services should be involved, while the citizen groups did notfeel comfortable raisirig problems, issues, or questions with agenciesand institutions present. Both groupsheeded more iime'separate from each other to assess problems and issues before coming together.
In redesign, we would suggest that there be the formation of a group representing the formal

service Network, encompassing all, private and public social, legal, health, recreation, religious, and
educational service systems.

Social services would include: protective service agencies, family service agencies, vocational
rehabilitation, child care agencies, and child placeMent. Legal serviceswould include: judge, prosecutor,
probation departmeht, sheriff, police (city, county, state), legal aid societies, and local American Bar
Association (ABA).

- Health would include: public health department, mental health agencies, hospitals, clinics, and
local 'American Medical Association (AMA). Recreation services would include: local recreation
commissions, and organized youth groups, (Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H, and county youth associations).

Religious would include: council of churches, ministerial association, intra- and interdenominational
structures, individual-churches, and church organizations. Education would include: public school
system, private school systems, vocational schools, extension and early childhood education prbgrams.From our experience, an essential place to begin with this group is to help them identify a need
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for: (1) self-help education and information programs for their systems and (2) policy development. A
suggested place to begin is by helping each of these systems to identify:,(1) what policy or procedures
are used when identifying child abuse and neglect (potential, suspected, or known; it is written down?);
(2) what services they provide Lb whom and for what purpose; (3) what problems or concerns they have in
providing these services; and (4) what they view as needs for their system or the community.

This data will help you to deal individually and collectively with this network. This also provides the
group with an initial task a place to begin. The model on this page is a suggested design for the formal
service network.
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Community Self-Help Groups
ACCR had a firm belief that citizens wanted and needed to know their role in child abuse and

neglect services. We also believed that if given the opportunity to organize, they could define this role.
In response to this belief, we designed a component for citizens' participation community self-help
committees and specialized self-help groups (foster parents). Threepf.these groups were organized
during the project demonstration.

The project provided technical assistance to each group. As predicted, these groups identified issues
of concern affecting large numbers of children and community citizens. Recurring problems di'scussed
included: lack of adequate.school materials, lack of bus transportation, and school dropout rates;
lack of community recreation for children and tdults; lacksof parentaifreducational programs; lack
of community health services; lack of police protection, high rate of drug and alcohol abuse by youth, and
lack of information or knowledge of local services (health, social, legal, etc.).

Although citizens did not want to identify individuals who were abusive or neglectful, they did
describe situations where they felt they took appropriate actions to protect children and had failed
to get needid services. In analyzing these situations with them, we found errors made by both citizens
and profesrAnals. This provided us with opportunity to provide technical information to these groups,
such as, laws and procedures to protect children, indicators of abuse and neglect, etc., and analysis of how
their actions had or had not helped the child and family.

The crucial, points here are: (1) citizens supported the need for early identificatiOn and primary
.prevention and recognized that their major contribution should be in these areas; (2) working with
self-help groups is a process which requires professionals to wait until technical assistance is requested, or
else the groups arecontrolled by the professionals.

The major problem the project had with this component was not having enough time to complete a
network of these:community self-help and specialized self-help groups. The development of these groups/
could not start until we had begun the educational and information programs with the formal
services network. We felt that this was necessary because reporting would predictably increase.after
developing these self-help groups. We feltjhat agencies and institutions needed to be prepared to deal
with the increased reporting and to hear Oie concerns of citizens related to prevention of abuse and-
neglect.

The model on the next page outlines the informal service network. When this network is organized.
it %comes the citizens' forum needed to advocate for legislative and policy changes on various
administrative governmental levels county, state, federal.

Child Abuse and Neglect Team
tiACCR saw the need for a community-based interdisciplinary child abuse and-neglect team. Usually

interdisciplinary teams are developed within institutions for the patients/clients and personnel of the
institution. In rural areas, there are few-agencies with a range of different professions working within tliCc:
agency or institution. The project decided tot develop a community team by utilizing professionals from

sokseveral agencies and institutions in the community.
Being a community team, it could provide assistance to citizens, professionals, and agencies/

institutions. The CAN 'team developedby the project defined its role as study and consultation on
problems blodking service delivery in rural areas.Aom.our analysis of the team, we identified the following
problems. -

(1) The team members tended to represent their agencies rather than their professions. Members
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'tended to be overly concerned with defending their own institution or agency.
(2) There were eight team members. Most were direct service providers and due to job pressures gave

a lower priority to the work of the team.
(3) The team was too large'to be effective in organizing the study and analysis needed from it.
We would suggest in redesign that study and analysis teams of this type be developed based on thefollowing criteria:

(1) The team should be viewed as a community resource to both formal and informal service
networks; if loaned by an agency, individual members should be given the time to do this job effectively.

. (2) The team should be small, possibly three members and no more than five.
(3) Team members should be selected for their individual skills in study and analysis (p. 56).
The following are models for redesigning interdisciplinary study teams.
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Redesign of ACCR

The following model puts together the project components just discussed for redesign. There are
four component groups illustrated in this model child advocacy committee, informal service network,
formal service network, and interdisciplinary CAN study team. The model reflects the need for
continual communication and coordination of all components of the program.

(1) Child Advocacy Committee this group provides the cote leadership needed to initiate a
community program. It serves as a steering committee which coordinates and evaluates program
activities. It must continue to facilitate problem identification and advocacy actions on behalrof
children's rights within the community.

(2)-Formal and Informal Service Network these groups need constant interaction to identify
concerns and problems needing resolution. Some mutual action for problems or issues can be resolved
through subgroups of these networks.

(3) Interdisciplinary CAN Study *- direct access is needed between the team and all other
components so that effective technical assistance can be provided by the team.
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Overview
The human service network-will be uninue in each community. Factors such as the history and

geography, the cultural and ethnic composition, the economic and social conditions of the area will vary
and will influence the organization and delivery of services to people. In addition, and this is extremely
important, the personal-characteristics of administrators and individual service providers shape systems
as they function at any particular time. '

For these reasons, the analysis of any human services network must be individualized for each
community whenever community 'social change strategies are developed.

The follqwing papers were written by persons who are currently working in various agencies in
Monongalia County. The project staff feels that persons actively involved in the delivery ofservices
can best capture the facts as well as the feelings involved in their work. This introduction attempts to
highlight the main factual points in each paper, but leaves each professional's manner of expression
intact in the papers themselves.

Social Services. This section illustrates the diferent basic views likely to exist in your community
between the public sector, the legally mandated child protection agency, and the private sector,
represented by family agencies or settlement houses. The traditional view that the private sector will be
more innovative and freer to experiment, may or may not be true. It is to be hoped, in any case, that
each will be open to change and willing to provide leadership in developing or testing new service-models.

Heath Services. This section includes papeis by a medical doctor and a mental health speCialist. The
physician discusse the organization of rural health services to deal with child abuse and neglect problems
and various roles or tasks that can be carried by different types of persormel. She then suggests a rural
model for a medical child abuse and neglect team. She makes an extremely irnportaQt point when she
says that physicians are specialized providers of technical services and, as medical professional's should
not generally be expected to provide primary leadership in the prevention and remediation of child.abuse
and neglect.

The mental health specialist states that comprehensive mental health programs have only very recently
me concerned with the need to serve children. She suggests some clinical programs'for handicapped

ch dren which should be considered to be preventive as well as remedial. Clearly mental health services
rep -nt an important under-developed child abuse and neglect resource.

Law and taw Enforcement: This paper provides an overview of the legal system as it probably
operates in most rural areas. The importance of involving law enforcement officials in a Child Abuse

-- and-Neglect Project is underlined, but we are cautioned to keep in mind that their attitudes and points
of view are different from persons trained in the social sciences or social work. The burden is clearly
on the social workers to be knowledgeable about all aspects of child protection.

Education: This section includes three systems: 1) the public schools; 2) the extension (continuing
education) programs of land grant universities, and 3) the newspapers as important sources of co. mmunity
education and awareness.

The part on public education discusses why educators have not, until very recently, been concerned
about child abuse and neglect, and suggests strategies for changing this situation. The writer suggests
that the Montgomery County Public School policies provide a basic working model for rural school ,
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districts.
The paper "Extensions Expanding Role in Social Development" was-not developed by the ACCR

Project. It is important because the cooperative extension model, linking the resources of land-grant
Universities and rural communities, pro:Ades a recognized and tested system for developing all or part .

of a community child abuse and neglect program. The writers point to the importance of the health
and social problem agents being specialists trained in these-areas and skilled in facilitating self-help
activities.

The paper on newspapers shows their place in comnir -sity information networks, and suggests how
they can be used to support child abuse and neglect intervention efforts.

. Recreation: The significance of recreation in preventing and remediating child abuse and neglect was
forcefully brought to our attention by the community committeesand self-help groups. Recreation has
generally been ignored by the professional literature. The recognition by citizens of the primary importance
of this basis human need is a compelling argument for involving citizens in developing child abuse and
neglect programs. The first part, "Child in Sport", is included because it discusses the needs expressed by
these rural self-help groups and suggests strategies for achieving solutions. The paper on Public Recreation
presents the view that community recreation programs are for enjoyment, not education or social benefit
This view is held by many recreation professionals. The second paper presents the case for recreation as a .

therapeutic, education service for people wi ii special needs. The controversy within the recreation
profession is clearly shown by these two professionals. Probably, as in most professions position some
where in the middle is most judicious, and. Child Abuse and Neglect Projects need to be concerned with
both skill development and fun (stress reduction) for both children and adults with special and basic
human needs.

The last piece is included-because it can be helpful in preventing or reducing child abuse which occi..;s
as a result of placing children in competitive sports dangerous to physical or psychological growth.

Child Care: In many ways this is the most important of all services affecting the welfare of
rural children. Because of the strength of extended families and communal (neighbor) helping systems,
there has been too little attention and too few resources devoted to the development of alternative
rural child care models. This section gives an overview of the present child care systems and suggests ways
in which professionals could work to strengthen the present networks and develop parenting education

- programs.
Self-Help Groups: The range of self-help groups is much greater than this section indicates. It

can, for child abuse and neglect, include also groups such as Parents Anonymous. Though efforts
were made to start such a group, we think Parents Anonymous may be a more appropriate model for urban
than for rural areas.

The paper on Foster Parenting describes the process otorganizing foster parents and foster care
workers during the initial (somewhat frightening) organizational period. There seems little question that
Foster Parent Organization has a special potential for helping agencies improve Nter care programs.

The second section is a series of papers following an overview of the purpose of community citizen
groups. The variety of. concerns and activities of different groups is an important aspect of the self-hplp
process.. Common issues clearly are recreation, public education. These groups concerned themselves
generally with improving the quality of life for children in their communities. This seems to be specially
useful in the prevention and remediation of societal and institutional abuse and neglect which tends to
foster family stresses affecting treatment of children.
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PROTECTIVE SERVICES got

A View From The Public Agency

Mildren are one of.the last minorities whose rights must be championed. It is only in the last
100 years of civilization that children have begun to be considered as having individual rights. Prior to
1875, children were though to be the property of their parents or caretakers and could be disciplined or
exploited as that parent or caretaker deemed fit. Short of murder, the parent or caretaker's idea of
child rearing was absolute.

In the late nineteenth century, as the industrial revolution math society more aware of its
components, cries began to be heard for the protection of children from poor care, abuse, or
exploitation. It is interesting to note that the first child welfare case was tried over laws written for the
protection of animals. These "humane societies" then were expanded to include the uptifiction
of children in the next few years.-Public opinion began to be aroused, and legislatures throughout
the United States in the late nineteenth century began to enact laws that gave these humane societies
societal sanction and law enforcement powers. These first attempts at child protection were handled in
a st ictly law enforcement manner, with no emphasis on prevention or rehabilitation of the parerit or
caretaker. Building on this, the early child welfare'codes (and many of those are still in existence today)
were very punitiVe and limited to physical standards only.

In 1936, with the passage of the federal Social Security Act, West Vir inia created by law. the
Department of Public Assistance, later to be renamed the Department of !fare.

Prior to its formation, each county had been responsible for seeing tha poor, destitute, and
homeless children and adults were provided for. A popular plan for a child's w fare was indenture
apprenticeship to some willing citizen who would take on the care and support of the child in return
for the child's labors.

Protective services for children.is unique for three main reasons. First, in the usual social work
setting, the client is expected to seek out the agency's services. The client initiates the request for
service and by doing so indicates his/her awareness of a problem and a desire to makesome changes
to resolve it. However, the primary client of protective services is the child. Obviously the child
usually cannot identify him/herself as being abused or neglected. We must go to him/her,we must "reachch
out" through his/her parents and family.

These persons may or.may not be receptive to our help. Mariy are tntially unaware or unaccepting
that there is a problem. They are distrustful of the prptective service worker's motives._Ttiey have heard
about the "welfare workers" and those "baby snatchers." They are not asking for services and usually
deny them in the beginning.

Second, the protective service worker reserves the right to use authority. Protective services for
children is an expression of the community's concern for its members. The community has established
that children have basic rights and that their parents or caretakers have an obligation and resporisibility
to fulfill-and maintain these rights. Protective services, then, is the voice of the community and an
extension of its obligation to see that the rights of children are protected. This authority is both a moral

This section was written by: Donna Carpenter, 6A, Social Service Supervisor, West Virginia Department of Welfare,
Fairmont, WV.
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and a legal one. In West Virginik. a-; in most states and communities, laws havelpeen Enacted to protect
children, and courts have been set up to see that theie laws are enforced.

Third, the protective service worker has a higher than normal degree of responsibility to the client:
He/she may not withdraw if the family refuses help or is unresponsible. He/she must stay involved until
change has occurred that will ensure the safety of the child, including, if necessary, appropriate action
outside the home and family L.) ensure the child's safety.

The protective service workers are charged to intervene on behalf of all children who are reported
neglected or abused. They must investigate each case individually:assess the nature and extent of the
problem, and evaluate the risk to the child if he or she remins in the situation. From there, the worker
must provide, or see that clients are provided, all of the social services, needed to remedy or reduce the
stress of the situation. If this does not work, the worker must be ready to take any other necessary'
action.

It is importata, therefore, that there is 3Iways.adequate staff to ensure the time to complete all
of the steps in the procedure rather than doing no more than just identify problems and necessarily
leave it at that. The protective service worker needs the help of consultant services medical, legal,
psychological. He or she needs the aid of auxiliary services homemakers, day care services, mental
health workers, and volunteers. He or she must often act as a coordinator of services, ensuring that all
sentice needs areprovided but without wasteful overlapping. .

In spite of the above service gains more tasks remain to be accomplished. It is time to recognize
that protective services is not a nine-to-five job, being instead a 24-hour service. The hours should be
flexible, and the salary should be a premium one. Protective service workers should not be hired
directly off Civil Service registers. The worker must want to be a protective service worker, have
demonstrated ability in this area, and must feel a real commitment to the job.

The first contact with a potential protective service family is extremely important. The worker's
ability to handle his/her own punitive or retaliatory impulses is imperative. From the first interview, the
family should know that its situation is under scrutiny, that something is wrong, and that the protective
service worker has a legal responsibility to look into it so that appropriate action can be taken if
needed. There should be no accusations of /guilt. Elie interview should not arouse undue anxiety. The
worker must deal with the parents in terms of their needs rather than the fact that they may be abusive
or cruel.

Protective services then should help the parents become responsible and able to assume their duties
and obligations. It should instill pride and help make them feel worthwhile. This asks a lot of the
protective service worker. To accomplish such a task, he or she must want to do the job and must have
or be given the helping skills needed to do the job.

There must be caseload controls to prevent overloading a worker. Working with a family in a
crisis situation is an emotionally draining experience. No worker should be expected to handle a great
number of cases. Caseloads of 20 to 25 cases per worker are manageable and a number our unit has
found workable.

The formulation and enactment of a comprehensive child abuse and neglect law is another task
remaining to be performed. Most laws have not yet gone beyond defining physical abuse and/or neglect.
The emotional needs of children must be recognized and provided for in the child abuse and neglect
laws. There should be penalties for failing,to report suspected child abuse and neglect cases. Presently
many persons, especially doctors, fail to involve themselves, and so a child too often must be
drastically mistreated before any intervention is possible. Besides doctors, hospitals and school systems
need to revamp their reporting procedure to allow for prompt, first-hand referrals. Currently the red
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tape involved in making a referral is sometimes too overwhelming for the complainant to plow through.
More awareness of protective services is necessary. The stigma of "bablynatcher" must be

eliminated. Protective service workers have earned the right to be accepted on an equal level with other
community professionals.
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RURAL SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE:
A View From The Private Agency

The responsibility of protecting our children in the rural scene should direct our attention to thee
people whose lives are influenced by certain conditions that define them as rural people (Bishop, 1971).
There Should be an understanding of these conditions according to an interpretation by those who are
affected by them. Whether a person` has enough money or enough transportation should be answered
by that person. He/she should answer questions like, "Enough money for what education to know
what transportation to go where?"(Beshavov, 1975). Allowing as well as helping rural people to Ake
part in defining themselves and their needs will provide the basis for effective delivery of social service
for the protection of children in rural America.

The degree to which a worker is effective in.providing services will depend upon many variables:
(1) his/her/ability to link knowledge with skills; (2) his/her understanding 'of people and how they
function; (3) his/her ability to take advantage of opportunities and be creative; and (4) an identity
with the geographic area in which he/she is operating.

Practice in rural communities is distirr:tly different from practice in urban settings. The effective
implementation of services in floral areas requires that the worker have rural practice skills. Practitioners
from every corner of the social work field in rural areas will encounter child abuse and neglect in their
work. But existing be k knowledge will not afford the practitioner all of the skills and-knowledge
he/she must have in , rder to be effective in the provision of child welfare services in rural areas. Most of
the literature does t focus on the rural practitioner. Therefore, the practitioner must have confidence
in his/her own abi ty and knowledge gained through working in a rural setting. This knowledge.and skill
can then be applied to the area of child abuse and neglect services in rural areas.

Social workers and related professionals who work in rural' areas have one distinct advantage over
professionals in the cities. They are in much less danger of becoming restricted to working with only
one type of client group, service modality, or group of professional colleagues. The daily work lends
itself toclose association with many disciplines. It is not unusual for agencies to share the same
office building or even the same office and for one agency worker to serve on the board of anothei
agency. It is common for social workers to know doctors, lawyers, teachers, judges, ministers, the sheriff,
the home extension agent, the nutrition aide, the probation.-officer, and others.

There are some special aspectscikf rural social work practice that the rural professionals must understand
and master. One important aspect is that whom you know is often ak signif1/42nt as what you know
(Davies', 1977). Rural people are more likely to be inclined to trust than not to trust. This is the basis
for the formation of relationships with others.

The rural professional is also much more visible in the small community (Buxton, Ginsberg,
Wylie). Whether Mrs. S. will respond to you as a child welfare worker or as Sue Jories depends not on
your professional role as much as on your qualities as a perso3 (Davis, 1977). This gets into the
acceptance-trust factor. If the community selects you as a person who can be trusted, then they will
allow you to function effectively in your role.

The quality of client-worker relationship is important whether in an urban or a rural setting, but rural

This section was written by: Thelma Ford, MSW, Services Coordinator, Family Service Association, Morgantown. WV.
Norma Amick, MSW, Social Worker, Family Service Association, Morgantown, WV..
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-1peop e are much more likely to respond not to your role .as a worker but to the relationship formed.
A balance between being professional but in a personal way needs to exist. "Social service workers who-
need formal agency structure to function comfortably may flounder in rural areas" (Davis, 1977). It
takes some risk in being able to be yourself, i.e., conveying feelings of caring, warmth, sympathy,
understandg, yet still be effective in your job. This is especially important when people see you as
someone who removes children from their parents. The relationship formed is the key to opening doors and
reaching those individuals you hope to serve. They must be able to trust that they as individuals can
share intimate aspects of their livesadmit their weaknesses, and ask for help without fear of reirisal
through rejection, stigma (categorized ae.. "bad" parent), etc. A good relationship can lend itself. t6 the
client and worker both making helpful decisioni on the care of the child and the type of help the
parents receive. .

One disadvantage under which practitioners must operate in 'rural communities is the existence of
certain families locked into a community caste system. For this group of people, intervent,on becomes
extremely difficult. Usually the famiiy history precedes them, and treatment by the community is
based upon this stereotype. The difficulties created by such a caste system becomes obvious to the

worker when trying to adVocate for services for the family. A not untypical response is, "I know that
family, I remember their parents, or grandparents. They used agencies all the time but did nothing to
help themselves. You're wasting your time; their situation won't change." .

For this group of people, privacy does not exist. Family business becomes community gossip.
Even among agencies, information is readily shared without fear of violating this family's rights to
confidentiality: This group of people risks not being gives) good service regardless of whether they
deserve it or not. When trying to institute protective services'for children, the child's family backgroupd
may make it difficult or impossible for the worker to obtain the services needed: For example, it may
be difficult to achieve a fair hearing in a court when the judge knows the family or access to good legal
representation when the family must accept court-appointed lawyers. Poverty, culture, and caste may
be the reasons why these children are more readily removed or ignored than other children would be.

An advantage-of social work practice in rural areas is the greater proximity to a broad range of
citizens. Respect for and use of nontraditional and informal social service systems are very important
(Davis, 1977). In rural communities, intervention is much more likely to be on an informal basis. This .
could be described as "people helping people." For example, it is not uncommon for certain small
_communities to lack foster care homes, or if they exist, they are inadequate in number. People select
certain persons in the community whom they deem as nurturing, caring individuals to serve as
surrogate parents in situations of stress. We must be carefui that legal (formal) intervention not prevent
thisinformal network from operating. Rural workers need to recognize this as a viable, positive function
and support its existence through financial and other support services. Oftentimes this setup will best
serve the needs of the child and should not be ruled out because of bureaucratic policies or guidelines.

Information Advocacy

The personality of a rural.social worker must include the capacity to move quickly into
relationships with all sorts of people in all sorts of roles. A good social worker has relationships
with persons who enhance-his/her formal knowledge and skills and can provide a special knowledge
of informal operations of the various systems in a rural community.

It can be most beneficial to know the priorities, values, strengths, and weaknesses of the
pertonalities who operate these systems, in order to gain access to. resources for people. In addition,
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it is equally important to know the guidelines and policies and hoW that system works. Knowing
how to make the maximum use of the strengths of a system and how to avoid nonproductive
conflicts over the weaknesses is the key to effective advocacy in behalf of clients.

One very important functior. which agencies in the rural community serve, and one which people
are dependent upon, is information on the availability of resources, new policies, etc. This tendsto be
done on an individualto-individual basis. It may not reach groups (such as those spoken of earlier who
are locked into the caste system) who could make beneficial use of changes in the social welfare
system.

The lack of correct and needed information has the ability to render people powerless. Our
role as professionals should be to advocate to help keep thesystem open, where access to information
can be gotten readily and by larger numbers of people. This is where we as professionals need to identify
with one another as well as with each other's agencies in order to make effective use of our existing or
potential relationships.

Child Abuse and Neglect Services in Rural Area

In West Virginia, the designated child protection agency is the Department of Welfare. This agency
is the only agency that is legally assigned the responsibility for the protection of children. Other
protective service providers assume this role by choice and have more lati4.ude in the area of policy
formation. The Department of Welfare must Duild its policies to implern,Int the child welfare law
within the limits of that law.

The primary limitation imposedby the law on other child protectors is the legal responsibility to
report suspected child abuse or neglect situations in which a child'has suffered serious injury or is in an
imminently dangerous situatioFThis narrow focus of the law has two serious defects. It limits its
attention to only the most serious or dangerous child abuse situations, and it can be interpreted as
recognizing only one social service agency as a provider of child protection. In the more progressive
rural areas, there may be as many as three major resources whose primary functions include the role
of child protection on the preventive and treatment level. These are: mental health facilities, which ,

'offer direct services to protect the mental health and functioning of the family and child; the private
family agency, which concerns itself with the rights of children and parents; and the public, state
agency, which is mandated by law to provide protective services to the child. Many of the more remote
areas may not have as many formal agencies, but there will be.informal social structures which may
offer preventive-level services to the community.

The following discussion is designed to point out areas of conflict which exist within the role of
the protective services worker, whose task includes investigation of an alleged act of child abuse, and
the provision of treatment services to alleviate the problem. Application of this same logic can be broadenedi
focus on conflicts within a system rather than limiting it to conflicts within individual roles.

For example, consider the range of possible feelings an individual may have if he receives a phone
call, letter, or other personal contact advising him that a complaint has been filed, indicating that he,
allegedly is a perpetrator of child abuse. An elementary knowledge of human behavior tells *us that the
nature of these feelings is likely to be negative.

The individual who has the power to present these accusations, investigate them, and make a
determination regarding the approrpiateness or unacceptability of his or her behavior toward his or her
child cannot expect to be welcomed by the alleged.

A protective services worker whose assignment is to investigate an alleged act of child abuse defines
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his or hessrole within the sophisticated framework advocated in the edircatiopial and training prdgrams in
which he or she has participated. This conceptualizes investigatory techniques asbased on the intention
to help those whom they attempt to serve. The ultimate in sophistication is the ability to understand
an investigation of a person's behavior as an offer to help him.

The.protective services worker is taught that the demeaning experience of being confronted with
an acthsation that a person's behavior is against society's laws is ultimately an offer to help an effort
to reach out to someone who may be bihaving in an unacceptable manner due to unmanageable stress
anti unhappiness. The workers' role is defined in terms of using helping skills to help clients (not by choice)
to understand the worker's presence in their lives (intervention) as other than interference. They will
attempt to explain their functions as helping persons and their intentions to make life more tolerable
and even satisfying for the client. Even though the professional protective services worker is taught to
conceptualize his or her role as an offer of help, in reality he or she is using his or her abthority to
determirie if a child is in danger or if a crime has been committed. He or she is initiating a process,
_using his other authority to enforce the laws protecting a child.

The recognition of the powerof the investigator provokes a threat which governs the client's
response. The threat of the power to punish is impo upon the recipient, and within this punitive
framework the investigator derives the power to ervene in the recipient's life. This authority this
right becomes effective with the recognition sf the power implied therein. The power is a force which
when bthught to bear is defined as punishment. The threat of this poweris more often used as the
pressure to exert change than the punishing act itself. Change is the purpose of the threatened or actual
use of the worker's authority. The consent of the individual with whom the worker exercises his or her
authority is not necessary. The decision to intervene and the nature of the follow -tip are not contingent
upon the accused's interpretation °tithe problem, and rejection or acceptance of the intervention.

This belief that investigation is the initiation of a helping process is founded on the false premise
that help can be given withoutthe recipient's freedom of.choice. The role of the protective services
worker as an investigator who perceives himself as the appropriate treatment resource to correct
the crime he has verified is interwoven with conflicts.

When the authority to investigate this power is invoked, the process is perceived as punitive by the
client. This approach precludes the right of choice of those being served. The helping-process cannot be
initiated without the consent and will of the client. Help crust be offered, not imposed. The problem must
be defined by the client, and the helping intervention must begin where theclient is not where the
authority says he or she should be.

. The presentation of this conflict within the protective services worker's role does not -deny the need
for the investigator in the area of child protection. Nor does it deny the value and the necessity foi'the
use of authority and the enforcementof laws to protect children. But how many roles can one person
or even one system fulfill? Is it not evident that those who cif. ze the taw directly or indirectly should
not be the ones trying to treat the problem? Should not alternative sysi?.ms and methods for the purposes
of treatment and prevention be considereci?

On such a complex problem, the community cannot expect the public'agencies to bear the total
burden. We need input and responses to the problem by the private sector as well as concerned citizens.
Throe should exist 3 mutual acceptance of responsibility. When one agency assumes and feels the burden
of responsibility for child abuse and neglect services, consumers are deprived of the full range of
community resources (Davis, 1977).
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Citizens Accepting the Burden

"One untapped potential in any community is the articulate, concerned citizen. In this era of
volunteerism, we have a rich source of help." "Volunteers today want information and significant tasks
to do." Ou, of concerned citizens have come special interest groups such as welfare right=, adoptive
parent assc Aations, and foster parents organizations (Davis. 1977),

Private Agencies Accepting the Burden

Every social worker whose practice has had any connection with the protection of children will
verify that nonreportirig is a major problem. Why? Is it possible that dissatisfaction with the
impler,entation of child protection laws and the provision of services is the problem to which we must
address ourselves? (Cohen, 1974)

Private age icies must be ready to provide complementary child abuse and neglect services in
addition to those services provided by the mandated agencies. A significant contribution by the private
s!ctor is possible. They have freedom to define their own 'structure as well as freedom to define their
purposes. By virtue-of their-voluntary status and community sanction, private agencies have the freedom
to be initiators for social change and therefore provide leadership for the development of citizen
programs for prevention of child abuse and neglect.

Title XX
Under Title XX of the Social Security Act, funds were allocated by the federal government to the

state government for the purchase of services in child abuse and neglect situations from private agencies.
In rural areas, Title XX is the only realistic resource which avails itself to opening up services to children
and to such a complex area as child abuse and neglect. The iciportunity exists for agencies ether than
the'legally mandated agency :o provide services for the prevention and treatment of child abuse and neglect.

In summary, "social nc es , which tend to institutionalization, must realize that no organization
operate in a vacuum. It is hu. an beings working in concert within formal and informal systems,

committed to flexibility and awareness of the changing nature of society, who ultimately give'birth to .
vital and lasting changes" (Davis, 1977).
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RURAL HE -ATH PROFESSIONALS AND SERVICES

Historical Role in Rural Areas and Child Protection
,

Many healthprofessionals have been actively dealing with Child abuse since C. Henry Kempe, M.D.
made his-historic-al presentation an4 named the Battered Child Syndrome in 1961 (Kempe, 1962.)

,------This medical professional's awareness came about 15 years afte- Coffey pUblished-in 1946 his
observations on subdural hemtomas associated with multiple fractures of long bones (J. Coffe,', 1946). Now
another 15 years have passed since Kempe's Battered*Child alert, and time-is at hand for a new arousal .

of the profession in a broader-based definition of abuse and neglect and a harder look at prevention rather
than treatment. Fred Greene;M.D. calls abuse/neglect the major cause of death and disability in children
and labels these entities "a priority problem for the private physician." (Fred Greene, 1975).

Although individual physicians, nurses, dentists, and pharmacists in rural areas may be well aware of
the problems of child abuse and neglect and act unilaterally in handling the cases that come to their
attention, no where in the literature is there a suggested plan for coordination of rural medical care
services and citizen's groups working together toward prevention and treatment of child abuse and neglect.fMany university and urban hospitals have developed excellent intensive procedures fo dealing with
acute cases which reach the large hospital. Notable programs have been developed by New erger at
Boston's Children's Hospital (Eli Newberger, 1973). Kempe at University of Colorado; Fielfer at
University of Michigan, and Elizabeth Elmer at University of Pittsburgh's Children's Hospital (Gregg and
Elmer, 1969). Urban hospital plans generally call for interdisciplinary teams of pediatrician, psychiatrist,
nurse, social worker, lawyer, hospital administrator, data coordinator, and specialty consultants, and
indicate both en in-hospital course of action and procedures for linkage with out-of-hospital community
resources in soda; :ervice agencies, educational counseling, etc. Shaheen, Husain, et. al., based at
Missouri Medical Center, make their team available to anyone in their service area. (Missouri Medical, 1975).
')- Official reporting has been prescribed by law. in each of the states since 1967. Inability to deal with
the problem once reported, makes the law a formality (Silver, Barton, Dublin, 1967). Having state laws
is'not enough in alleviating the problem. Reports must be made by the professionals and they must
cooperate with community agencies. The current West Virgini-law (state code) requires physicians, nurses,
etc. to report "serious injury" as a result of abuse or neglect to the Department of Welfare. In accordance
with the law, the physician need only report.' It is the responsibility of Protective Service Agency to
obtain ducumentary data. The physician may testify, but the final "diagnosis" is judicial (Kempe and
Keifer, 1971). This is usually interpreted to mean "the battered child" or very serious case of neglect.
Physicians reporting under the law usually expect punitive action against the perpetrators and anticipate,
begrudgingly and erroneously, hours of testimony with often disappointing results.

.

As the Appalachian Citizens for Children's Rights Project progressed over 18 months, a broader
definition of abuse/neglect was formulated and new opportunities were developed for the health
professionals in --Her identification and intervention in maltreatment. These opportunities are

This section is written.by Marilyn Jarvis-Eckert, MD who is practicing in a tura! health clinic and teaching part-time at the
School of Nursing, West Virginia University; Member of Interdisciplinary/Interagency Child'Abuse and Neglect Team, ACCR
Project 197S-76
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.described on the following pages. A plan will be presented for adaptation of Naked numbers of resource
persons to formulate a rur ''h professional team be willing to keep abreast of current
trends in therapy and pr if child abuse and chile neglect.

General Vievii of the Problem

Abuse and neglect may be considered under rigid criteria for diagnosis and treatment according to a
case-finding model. A child with symptoms arrives at the office/clinic/hospital, and a differential
diagnosis will include abuse and/or neglect deperding on the threshold of suspicion of the examiner.
Too often, the signs or symptoms are treated for what they indicate clinicallyfractured tibia, cystitis,
"milk allergy" failure to thrive, pelvic inflammatory disease, congenital glaucoma. Not until months
later, after irreparable damage physic:ally and emotionally, is the maltreatment syndrome identified. Thus,
the one:to-one treatment either fails in making an early definitive diagnosis or deals oniy with the severe
end of the spectrum. Pc: many cases, is too late.

The health professional also might observe individuals whose basic needs are unmet or whose family
history or present behavior patterns suggest the potential for abuSe and neglect of children under their
care. Keen alertness to signs and symptoms of these kinds of persons should be developed. Teenagers.
with idealistic notions. of marriage and motherhood are especially vulnerable. Diagnoses should be made
antenatally with proper referrals within the health professions or to support services in the community.
Health professionals should also be alert to the needs of persons seeking prenatal care for an unwanted
pregnancy. For those women indicating fears of being unable to cope with.a newborn or fears of being
able to discipline the expected child, special attention must be given..

Another model ..-%f medical care might be more feasible for alleviation of abuse/neglect. The public
health model which deals with clusters, groups or populations is applicable and useful in the beginning.,
or very early phases of the spectrunof abuse/neglect. By selecting target groups of susceptibles such
as teenage parents, mothers separated from premature infants and thus missing the bonding per iod,
persons declaring their wish not to be parent's; persons who were abused as children, health professionals
can deal with like needs in group sessions or.make referrals to the appropriate groups. Actually these groups
mi..y be started and maintained most effectively by non-medical persons with occasional input of

--t;:-.31 facts. The health Professional may serve as catalyst, promoter, facilitator, or educator.
Statistical data based on case identification is largely mear-igless unless one wishes to develop

rvc. criteria for definitions. This would become largely acader -c exercise. Is a child or the
perpc-:zntor or the number of crises to lie counted in tabulating. incidence? Prevafence figures must include
every child once suspected of oeing abused or neglected until they have passed their_18th birthday as the
likelihood of emotional scarring for all time is very strong. If even greater zeal is summoned to work at
early prevention using indicators of abuse and neglect, dounting persons will be ',npossible. Perhaps, rather
than trying so herd to develop incidence and prevalence figures (insisted upon oy granting agencies),
citizens ought to get on with eliminating the problems through prevention and earliest intervention.

Special Attributes

The health professionals have very special opportunities to identify potential perpetrators of abuse
and neglect and to deal with them individually or in groups. Almost all babies in West Virginia are born
in hospitals. An alert obstetrical nursing staff can identify signs of frustrations, aversions, and
inadequacies of the mother and the father during Jieir first contacts with the infant. Opportunities begin
here in the obstetrical ward if they have been missed antenatally or prenatally. The only ingredient
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needed is awareness by the staff of potential, signs of abuse and neglect.
Any health professional working in obstetrics should be alert to the following indicators. Viable

hospital policies will dictate ways to share the information with staff persons who can intervene or
refer.

'Watch out for the young mother with unrealistic views of motherhood.
'Watch if parents fear spoiling baby or if ask about control of behavior.
*Watch if parents reject babyif have-no name or strange one.
*Observe first meeting of mother with baby after delivery.
*Note mother's comments about being unable to love baby.
'When mothers have short birth intervals, consider the frustrations.
'Specially note low birth weight babies and those with congenital anoma;;cc. Allow mother in
nursery to care for primatu're daily, observe her behavior, and record specific observations.
Prematures are at 3:1 greater risk.

*Importance of bonding immediately post-partum cannot be stressed enough (Klein).
'Poor visiting habits of father might be an indicator.

Most babies and their caretakers are seen again by the health professionals at weeks post-partum
and regularly thereafter. Again, an alert staff who are awa-e of potential signs and who look for them
can pick up clues. Additional objective data are also collected at this time such as growth in height,
weight, and head circumference, and unblemished, clean skin and perineum. Any child whose height
and weight leaves the predicted growth curve for age and sex in a six to e; -ht week period should be
suspected of being neglected (Henry Kempe, 1971). Time taken to talk to ,ne mother about attitudes
on loving the baby, on expectations of the child as he/she grows, and about the mother's own frustrations

land exhaustion is time well spent on behalf of that child's health.
The neighborhood pharmacist may be consulted more often than the physician. Pharmacists should

be alerted to parents asking'for medications to "calm down" a child or a mother. Tranquilizers may
aggravate existing problems by causing uncontrollable aggression in the mother isolated with a crying
child (Britisn led. J., 1975).

Pediatricians and family practitioners should be alert to the parent's problems in dealing with the
handicapped child or one with chronic illnessr_Carefully,outlining to the parent the limiting effects of the
disability and lowering their expectations of the child, may be more important than writing prescriptions.
The nurse clinican would be extremely effective in helping parents cope with a child w" )se development,
physical findings, or disease makes him "different" from the norm.

The nurse has been trained in three very important areas for dealing with potential or actual
perpetrators. She has had courses' in child development, parent-child relationships, and health care
methods. She must use her experience and knowledge to teach young parents the expected steps in their
child's dependency, eating and elimination habits, responses to stimuli, physical and mental growth, etc.
She begins by facilitating the mother-child bond but continues her guidasce during the early years of
rapidly ch-- ding patterns. Parents will consult nurses more often for advice because of custom or past
experience which has demonstrated the nurse's concern, patience, and factual information. Whether
the hurse works in the hospital, the clinic, the private office or the-field, she will be the most effective
educator in parent-child interactions.

The office receptionist can observe parent-child interactions in the waiting room. The laboratory
and x-ray technologists/technicians can also serve as obse-,ers. An in-service meeting would develop
their awareness and help them understand their mportant role. The child who acts as a parent in
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reassuring or serving his own parent is one to watch carefully. The parent or child who changes addresses
frequently, living among various friends or relatives should alert the observer to family discord. The
hyperactive child who is tearing down the waiting room may need special attention as well as the teenager
who confides that he/she would like to leave home. Multiple medical visits for no apparent reason may
indicate a need for counseling.

The dentist may discover per'oral trauma from forced feeding or instrumentation of the mouth.
Injuries to the head, bruises or bites may be discovered during a dental examination.
. The child who is constantly on the alert for danger may be living under some fear. The withdrawn
child may be keeping fears to himself. Delayed language abilities may aisci be an indicator.

All professionals must be alerted to the caretaker who uses alcohol or drugs so that judgment is
impaired. Proper caretaking is impossible when in a substantial state of stupor, hallucinations or
disorientation (Peds. 1973).

Thus, the health professionals are at the front lines of human services and may be the first to
encounter the earliest indications of potential abuse and neglect. The management of the identified
potentials is crucial and depends largely on team effort with other human service personnel. This
project consistently re.ommends that the health professional's role is that of-identifier. Other disciplines
conjoin in case management.

Educational Needs

Dr. R.E. Helfer (Helfer, 1975) reminds the reader that these newer concepts of abuse and neglect
have developed in the last 10 years. Curri,-slum in family dynamics and interaction of parent and child
in normal situations is relativety.new. Management of families in crises is rarely considered as attention
is usually paid only to the traumatized victim who seeks out medical attention. Rarely are physicians
trained in interpersOnal skills and - ,..L.nications, and their roles are perceived as authoritarian.

Health professionals are trained in growth and development of the normal child but fewstudy the
_effects of trauma and neglect on that growing child.

A massive awareness program must be mounted for all health professionals to realize the broad
scope of abuse-and neglect and to become alert to their indicators. The health professional must see
his/her role as observer of the signs, symptoms, conditions of the potential or obvious abuse/neglect
situation and then as a team therapist in a less dominant role with other disciplines.

All health professionals need training in the nonpunitive approach to caretakers. These caretakers
have special problems of dependency, immaturity, low self-esteem, sense of incompetence and difficulty
in finding satisfaction in the adult world. Abusive, neglectful parents need to be cared for gently. Their
needs must be identified and met by help from various team -members. Getting started with the fan- y
by building rapport and trust is essential, and this delicate approach can be destroyed by accusations.

Very rarely is the health professional subpoenaed for testifying in court. The burden of proof
is not on the health professional but on the protective service worker. The health professional's testimony
will be most helpful when objective findings are quoted from records; therefore, good record keeping
is wise. Training in court testimony would alleviate fearful expectations.

Health professionals must see their larger role as change agents in the community. The narrow
role ofone-to-one therapist is too little and too as already mentioned. Training in methods of
implementing community change arid ways to lend expertise to community affairs is paramount.
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Poteist4alfor Leadership
The health professionals are often looked to for leadership. Leadership is desperately needed in

promoting community awareness of the broadest scope of abuse/neglect. Too often, and regretfully,
the health professional is quoted as saying, "There is very litttle abuse and neglect in this community.'
I haven't had a case in years." This quotation or similar down-playing is a problem which Fred Greene,
M.D. (Greene, 1975) labels "a priority problem for the private physician" and rebels it a "major
cause of death and disability of children".

As a team member in therapy for the individual case of child and family, the health professional
will less likely be the leader. Other disciplines should rightly assume leadership and the health professional
would serve in consultant or supportive role.

The greatest effort must be channeled into health education in sexuality, child care and parenting role.
Alternate forms of discipline other than physical punishment must be promoted. The health professional
can offer promotional leadership, suggestions for content and materials, and professional sanction to
such curriculum.

Problems That Can Be Expected

The health professional does not have to prove the case in child abuse or prove who is responsible
(Silver, Dublin, 1969). The least role for the health professional is that of the observer. The observer
must tell a mediator, however,giving specific information.

Some physicians find it difficult to accept the reality of willful child abuse. About 10% of abusive/
neglectful parents are though to ,e psychotic. The other 90% are reacting to situational crises at any
socio-economic level. These,rea ons are symptoms Of underlying problems which must be dealt with
by many helpers.

Some physicians fear that they will lose their practice by labeling a perpetrator. This has'been
refuted-by the medical literature (Morse, Sohler, Friedman). As broader definitions of abuse/neglect
are formulated and as preventive measures are initiated earlier in fhe spectrum, fewer perpetrator's.
will exist.

A very real problem may exist in that supportive services will not develop quickly enough to serve
the newli identified needs of potential abuser/neglecters. Such community services as family social
workers, marriage counsellors, birth control clinics, day care centers, foster care, etc., are needed to
alleviate potentials. The onus to develop these resources is on the community. Although the health
professional may be a catalyst in establishing these 'services, he/she would not be xpected to be a major
participant.

Policy Issues/Questions

When the safety of the child is in question, there must be an immediate safe shelter for that child.
Often the hospital is best as diagnostic tools are available and family-child relationships can be observed
by professionals, hopefully in a nonthreatening environment. Some states allow 20-24 hOurs
hospitalizatic.i for observation (Pennsylvania Medical 1976; Missouri Medical 1975).

The management of a case on arrival at the hospital is crucial. Confrontation of parents could ruin
opportunities for diagnosis, therap and rehabilitation. At least one knowledgeable staff person should
be available during each hospit i shi t to deal with arrivals of suspected abuse and neglect. All childhood
trauma camas should be suspect until ruled out. Staff members should not be obsessed about history
taking of who did what, when to the child. These kinds of information will unfold.'
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The physician should turn his/her attention to the child and-allow others to deal with the parents
and their situation. Immediate disposition of the child depends not only on the physical findings but
on the perceived safety of that child.

The Missouri law, for example, has been amended to allow physicians to detain suspected abused/
neglected children in the hospital for a maximum of 20 hours, the time for not only diagnosis, but also
for team consultation and formulation of a plan toleal with the chid- family needs (Pennsylvania Medical
19 3; Missouri Medical 1975).

.

A thorough examination of the child, must be performed. This would mean the usual head to toe
routines including ophthalmoscopic and pelvic examinations. X-rays should be examined carefully for
periosteal new bone formation and metaph !seal fractures.. Repeat x-rays should be made three to four
weeks later.

Kempe and Helfer (1972) have suggested the following additional work up:
ATrauma screen: X-ray long bones, skull, ribs, pelvis, on all physical and emotional abuse.

Coagulation survey: bleeding time, platelet count, prothrombin time, partial thromboplastin time.
Failure to thrive syndrome: CBC, sed. rate, urine electrolytes, Ca, BUN. Record weights, heights
graphically.
Color photographs

There is an unresolved question about who bears the cost of such diagnostic procedures.
Interviews at the hospital shoula be structured so that one person (the physician) deals with the

child, one person interviews the parents (nurse), and another (social worker) deals with the crises
(Kempe and Helfer, 1972). The following suggestions are given for interviewing parents (Kempe and
Helfer, 1972).

'"See them at onceif only.te say there will be a delay.
'See parents in relaxed setting.
'Use room or space other than emergency room or child's bedside.
*Keep the interview parent-centered; avoid talking about the child.
'Avoid prolonged intervims; use several short ones.
*Be honest but do not give parents more than they can handle.
*See parents separatelythen together. Do not withhold information from each.
*Keep them informed about everything that is going on.
'Explain truthfully that need for admission is to observe child more for diagnosis and treatment.
*Go out of way to be non-accusing of parents. (Parents usually cooperate if not threatened or
antagonized.)

* Record interview.

The third team member who deals with the situation is the social worker who may be based at
the hospital if it is large enough' to employ social service personnel. The in-house worker would
maintain and facilitate linkage with community workers. If the hospital cannot afford social
services, ou.,-of-hospital agency personnel must be allowed by hospital policy, to become involved at
the earliest moment of suspected diagnosis. By law, this should be the protective service worker from
the Department of Welfare.

If the policy-making body of each hospital, regardless of size, would develop a plan for dealing
with abuse/neglect cases and inform and train all staff members to utilize the plan, cases could be handled
effectively from the onset of suspicion. Therapy to parents and alleviation of their precipitating problems
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could begin in a positive sense from good rapport. A non-punitive attitude from all staff members is
essential. A suggested plan for small hospitals follows in Section VII.

Which "cases" to report to the mandated agency as "suspected child abuse or neglect" and which
potentials to refer to supportive agencies will be decided by availability of services and interpretation
of the law. At the present time, the West Virginia law requires reporting of a child "seriously injured
as a result of abuse or neglect's (W.Va. Code). Reporting is initially by phone, followed by written
report in 48 hours. Once the official written report has been sent to the mandated agency, the
obligation under law has brIn fulfilled (Pernsylvania Medical 1976).

. Hospital personnel, under policy orders from the medical staff, should also see a role in the
education of the pre-/post-pa-`um patient by allowing maximum opportunities for bonding of mother
and infant. Rooming-in is one way: allowing mothers in the premature nursey to care for the infant
each day is another opportunity. For the sick child, living-in plans would not only help the parent
to cope with the ill child after discharge but would offer time for staff observation of the parent-child
relationships.

The health professional must also deal with sc-le assumptions (Letter, 1974) which have been
around for years and which need to be changed if child abuse/neglect are to be eliminated:

1. That natural parents are more adequate in all circumstances;
2. That foster parents cannot be satisfactory substitutes;
3. That separation of children and parents should be avoided at all costs;
4. That all women want to be or should be mothers.

These cliches have been accepted by professionals for years. As community leaders, health
professionals must reconsider their positions on these statements and study all aspects of children's
rights as listed on page 34. The health professional must assume leadership in the crusade for recognition
of the infant, child, and adolescent as individual persons with unique potentials requirir a nurture.

Rural Health Professional Plan For Prevention and Treatment of Abuse & Neglect
Rural communities have informal networks of services to deal with human needs. Neighbors care

for neighbors. Often perpetrators are social isolates, however, and they shun neighborliness. Extra
effort is required to identify them.

Once found, intervention with a perpetrator, his family, or children becomes a difficult task because
there are few local services to utilize. Again the adage that a family is a private affair prevents early
intervention.

Health professionals are in short supply in rural communities and me -t are overworked. There
are few specialists, probably no psychiatrist, and hospitals cannot afford a Axial service department.
What, then, car ' e done about child abuse and child neglect?

Professionals, a recorder, and community helpers could formulate an excellent child abuse and
child neglect approach in a rural area. Personnel needed are:

1 knowledgeable physician
1 knowledgeable nurse
1 knowledgeable social worker from protective services or equivalent.
1 knowledgeable recorder who has access to records in/out of hospital.
The term "knowledgeable" implies that these persons, regardless of their regular tasks in private

practice, public health, or in- hospital employment, will assume responsibility for their own training
and information in abuse and neglect. A minimum effort toward this responsibility would be:
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1. Exhibit zeal toward involvement with thesa problems.
2. Read and assimilate self help manual.
3. Read and assimilate suggested bibliography.
4. Be willing to keep up with current informatio'n and trends.

Getting started is alvirays a difficult task: Perhaps at the community hospital staff meeting or wherever
two or more physicians and/or nurses are meeting, one might volunteer that he/she is concerned about
abuse and neglect and would willingly become knowledgeable and serve as a team member. In some areas
community groups of citizens may organize first, and a representative from the community might ask
the local hcyth professionals to become involved. Whatever the irnpetus, it is most important that the
health professionals want to pursue the subject matter and not just accept a takeli appointment. Involvement
and commitment are essential.

Suggested task descriptions tor each follow:

Physician:

Nurse:

Increase own awareness of abuse/neglect in his/her own patients and families. Treat
medical problems of abuse and neglect as indicated in'the child. Maintain awareness
among colleagues in the community. Consult with other community physicians on
diagnostic/treatment problems. Participate with this team on dispositionalplanning.
Advise community-L ..,sed groups on abuse and neglect prevention activities and
services.
Interview p. rents of suspected cases,with special reference to growth and development
of child, parent-child inter-relationships, family dynamics.
Maintain in-service training for all practicing nurses in,community whether in/out
of hospital, private or public health.
Participate With team on dispositional planning.

Social Worker:
Interview parents and child concerning situation of abuse and neglect.
Become team member at onset of diagnosis in hospital or out of hospital.
Make home visits for observation and data gathering.
Develop dispositional plan in collaboration with physician and nurse.
Zeros in on special service needs for clients.

le

From the listing, note that the physician deals primarily with the child; the nurse with the family
inter - relationships, and the social worker with the situation. When all three persons collaborate, a total 11!"--

picture will develop, advice can be exchanged, and a plan will evolve to suit the best interests of the child'
The record keeper will coordinate regular meeting of the team. by ar i d place, and

notifying key persons. Minutes concerning cases should be kept in stricte confidence, but policies
and suggestions for community improvements and services should be sha ith community leaders
and volunteers. The team record keeper'will indeed be the liason between team and community to
serve as catalyst in suggesting needed changes in attitude toward prevention of abuse and neglect and
in developing services toward prevention.

Community volunteers in their self-help groups would funnel suggestions from the team through
the recorder and act on these suggestions as they desired. Communications concerning policy needs would
be free-flowing to and from the team through this mechanism without being tine- consuming for the *
professionals. They personally would rarely need to attend community meetings since the liason record
would serve as team agent.
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The professio .als would be spending time initially reading the bibliography and developing their
own team relationships. Once the processes were formulated for local needs, there would be little time
allocation by the physitian since other team members would be dealing with long-term follow-up of
family"(by nurse) and situation (by sccial worker) for individual cases, and the recorder would be
steering needs and requests to and from approPriate community groups.

AI community groups take hold of responsibilities towards full-scale prevention of abuse and
neglect, the professional team will be needed less as a treatment resource and more as technical
advisers for information on growth-development, fathily dynamics, farnly planning, health standards
and health beliefs.

As a community rallies ',out the problems oc child abuse and chid neglect, new insights grow towarc.
community responsibility for tal physical, mei:tal, and social health for all peoples. A new awakening in
community responsibility for ,aith will f -'low.
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RURAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

Historically, community mental health \enters as primary prevention-intervention agencies are raiher
new in the field. The first clear rnanda,e for such centers was provided in the early 1960's, primarily
to offer local alternatives to institutionalization. The community centers were to be locally based arms
that could support, maintain, integrate, and prevent the severe personal crises which resulted in
hospitalization. Tne centers were to be located in each state in such manner as to facilitate contact
with rural populations as well as with urban users. A network of such centers in each'state is slowly
becoming a reality.

The primary focus of mental health centers has been that of answering immediate demands which
usually focus on clinical aspects of adult maladjustment. Little time or financial support was
available for the preventive end of the continuum. Children were not recognized officially as needing
specialized programming or services until 1974, when federal law dictated that if community centers
were to receive federal funds, they had to direct efforts to the creation of special children's programs

.
as comprehensive in scope as those generally availablelo adults.

This change in emphasis has created jobs for workers who describe their roles as children's
specialists. The boundaries between their roles as advocates and as-facilitative therapists, responsible to
the child, the family, and the community, often become hazy. This change isimportant end
potentially of far-reaching positive L refit for children across mental healt centers' catchment
areas:

At Valley bommunity Mental Health Center (Valley), which serves four rural West Virginia
counties, service to children emphasizes families, schools, and other environments external to the
agency office itself. The target of change may not be the child at all but an adult in that child's
environment who may, for a variety of reasons, make inappropriate decisions regarding the child in
his or her care.

While there are workers in each of the four counties who have specialized in child development, it
is important in rural environments that each worker be, in some sense, a generalist or, perhapsmore
important, know how to use other helping agencies and individuals appropriately. Knowing how to
within the agency itself is an equally important if often neglected area of expertise for, a mental healt
children's worker. The ability of the worker to understand needs as welt as how to utilize existing
services is particularly important in the area of abuse and neglect.

Protecting children from abuse and neglect, at least in a legal sense, has not been the e ility
of mental health. 1.4/ have had the responsibility, however, of reporting suspected abuse and neg*,4rzto
the Department of Welfare as well as the prosecuting attorney. Our clinical judgment as well as the law
allows some breadth of interpretation as to what constitutes abuse and, particularly, neglect. We
find as well that local norms regarding discipline, parenting, and so on lead to difficult decisions by
counselors. The candor of a parent in therapy might lead our workers to suspect abuse or neglect. We
find that turning the investigative aspects of our concern over to another agency is a difficult situation
at best.

This section was written by Darnell Lartel, MA, Coordinator of Cnildren's Services, Valley Community Mental
Center, Morgantown, WV.
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Lately we have found a partial solution to the difficulty of reporting. Family Service Association'schild abuse project has strongly encouraged and led the way in supporting agencies who,deal with suchissues to meet together both in small groups as well as in workshop settings to facilitate interagencysupport and communication. From suchdialogue we have established relations with other workerswhich emphasize respect for each other's judgment as well as a clear understanding of how our clientwill most likely be treated. We have found that our ole is easier because, when other agencies know us,our support of client change efforts is considered ser usly in working out the immediate legaldifficulties of the abusing individuals.
Unfortunately, we often find ourselves involved wit amilies after an abuse or neglect investigation.Many of these families are quite isolated, requiring not onlcounseling for stress and situationaldifficulties but some practical help in dealing with multiple problems as welt (i.e., alcoholism, sickness,unemployment, poverty in general). In rural areas, the isolation of these families makes the task ofmeeting with them very difficult. Transportation is a problem not only in getting to them but alsoin getting them into other helpful environments.

We often find that a certain suspicion and difference in badcgrounds can interfere with our abilityto deliver good services. Paraprofessionals,,particu.arly individuals who have had some similar experiencesto those of our rural clients, are quire effectiVe in overcoming these initial barriers. It is important, however,that the, worker receive training, particularly related to parenting and child development.It is also true/that we face an additional entry barrier our name. "Mental Health" connotesinstitutions and fright-provoking stories about a strange neighbor down tne way. When a family hasabused or neglected its children,.the problem is sometimes magnified by the appearance of Departmentof Welfare Workers, who are often seen as warning to take the child away, or mental health workers,who are se-n as reserved for "crazy': people.
Finally, we face a barrier to entry related to the voluntary. nature of our services. Unless anindividual is dangerous to himself or others, we cannot intercede without his or her consent. Often thisinability to act may be construed as an artificial distinction keeping needed services from an obviouslydisturbed person.
Once we are actively involved, even if the request came from another agency, we face the sometimesunpopular but necessary constraints of confidentiality. We do make every effort, short of coercion, toencourage our clients to allow us to contact and share partirient information which might make the workof all agencies involved easier. Often that release is not siven. We would not keep essential informationconfidential which might endanger our client or someone cIse, but the shady, in-between things are notnecessarily ours to share.
Abuse, when seen by our agency, generally supports national figures which indicate that most-physical abuse happens to the child who is under school age. However, we find a number of individualsabusing their children sexually or psychologically at all ages. Females seem an easy target for sexualabuse, and there appears to be a semi-protective environment for such activities in certain rural areas.That is, such beha ior is rarely reported by a family member, and the child frequently is too fearfuland unknowing to report such conditions herseif.
Corporal punishment seems to be generally approved in many homes,Ind is sanctioned by stateand federal law in public schools (if certain conditions are met). Valley as an agency is committed toencouraging alternatives to child discipline which do not involve physical punishment.We spend much of our time working with other agencies to promote awareness and skills in the useof positive change strategies. We also are concerned with creating more awareness among potential
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parents. If the cyclical nature of abuse and neglect is to end, early education in parenting for teen-agers
and other nonparents seems an appropriate role for mental health -1 conjunction with welfare, health,
schools, and other agencies.

Thus rural community mental health practice relating to child abuse and neglect requires awareness
and senstivity to certain issues relevant to all service delivery ..ystems:

(11 Transportation if one is to work successfully in rural areas, a network of helping agencies
(including county courts or other twirlers) needs to pool resources in this ar.la.

(2) Isolation the rural poor person is isolated not only physically but psychologically from
services and individuals that we sometimes naively assume are available.

(3) Training a network of parents or citizen,s in each local community could intercede much
more effectively at the moments before crises if training funds could be directed their way.

(4) Services the need for interagency cooperation is real. Contact and clear understanding of
roles Is necessary.

While Valley has a long way to go in meeting its mandate to help abused and neglected children
and families, we offer a number of peograms which-We believe to be effective in the rural
environment. These programs-are based both on immediate need and on a preventive model of child
services. This preventive aspect is essentially where we would like to see more effort, financing, and
community support directed. We envision the day when these programs can be integrated with the
resources of other agencies, private citizens' groups, and even the families at risk to broaden the contact
prior to crisis.

We have a preschool (ages two to five years) for at-risk children in our catchment area. While the
preschool serves the physically or mentally handicapped, we often serve children who exhibit emotional
or social maladjustment. We hope to serve the neglected or abused child in our facility as a specially
targeted/referred population, should the need arise. Certainly a number of children already enrolled
might well fit that description as easily as another. We offer parenting classes through this program as
Well.

We are working intensively with parents and their high-risk infants in ourfamily and. infaqt
learning program. We accept the children of such families from conception through the age of three years.
Our goals are to teach the parents skills in raising handicapped children, to reduce the severity of the
handicap by school age, and to provide alternative methods of parenting. Again, this model would be
equally effective with abusing families (potentially as well as actually): We do the majority of our work
in the home and utilize a number of community resources as well.

We offer parenting classes to parents and to pre-parents. Rural centers could offer many ongoing
classes in specified locations (homes, churches, etc.) close to the people we hope to reach. Our model
involves having successful participants co-teach the next classes. Unfortunately, we have no funds to pay
volunteer teachers, but we believe that the model is a potentially good one.

We work with school and health care systems by encouraging parents to use our services or those of

other social agencies in the community. In. rural environments, we have found that public health and the
schools are of particular help since they are in contact with many people with whom we are not.

We support the development of rural group homes for children in heed and are fortunate to have

two such homes in our four counties. Such homes as well as emergency foster home placements seem
crucial in working with families under stress.

We have a 24-hour emergency telephone service where a worker and a backup are immediately
available to talk with or visit individuals or families. Such a service has often given the stressed mother
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or father enough support to lead to productive community intervention or individual change.
Bec Arse there is so much overlap of agencies offering preventive services to children, the use of

mental health resources should certainly be seen as one of many ways to reach children. In the models
proposed above, there is much cooperation among mental health, mental retardation, and drug and
alcoholism funders and providers to give a comprehensive service. In this catchment area, rental
mental retardation, and drug and alcohol are all housed in the same facility. Meetings are held periodically
to explore the needs of children and how we might best share staff to meet such needs. While staff
reporting autonomy is kept, the staffs work with good understanding and easy sharing of each other's
unique skills. Specifically, a number of pre-parent classes are supported through drug and alcohol staff,
our preschool is partially funded by mental retardation money and staff, and our infant program is
composed of a mental health-trained director who receives consultation and resources from Valley.

Such an umbrella approach seems most necessary in rural settings. Setting up many competing
and isolated programs sc,r^s an appalling waste of funds. There is PS well a strongly perceived need to be
openly accountable to grouprand thus, hopefully, to deliver consistently a "child crisis prevention"
service in each area.
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LAW AND. LAW ENFORCEMENT
.

The Court System

Historically, courts have played two primary roles with respect to child abuse and neglect. The first
is. that of decision maker as to the removal of a child from an abusive atmosphere. The second is to judge
the criminal punishment of an abuser. It can therefore be readily seen that the courts become involved
only with severe cases of child abuse and/or neglect.

There is very little or no role played in the prevention of.child abuse and neglect. Only in the case
of emergency removal in severe Child abuse or neglect cases is the court involved in early intervention
jp the problem. The courts generally are concerned only with the ultimate resolution in severe cases.

The circuit court judge Usually has a narrow view of the child abuse and neglect problem. Many
wilksay that it is not a cpartiyThr problem in their jurisdiction, although it is hard to generalize, because
judges range from the very onservative to the very liberal. One judge may be overconcerned with the .

rights of the natural parents and may be reluctant to direct the removal of a child under any
Circumstances. Another may be overwilling to do whatever the protective service worker recommends,
thereby often ordering the removal of a child with insufficient regard to the nature and weight of the
evidence.

..It is very difficult to change the general philosoph/.of a judge. However, a judge can be educated
to some degree regacding the nature and extent of the chilciabuse and neglect problem in his/her
community. He/she should by all means be invited to all conferences on this topic anctUsually given the
courtesy of participating. In addition, he/she should be provided with appropriate literature and
educational materials available in the community. .

The demands on a circuit court judge provide little opportunity ler him/her-to participate in a
leadership capacity in the child apuse ard neglect program. However; by lending his/her support to
the community program, he/she can contribute substantial cretlibilitiand standing to the project. '
By virtue of his/her position, each judge has to recognize and deal with the problein of 'child abuse
and neglect. However, this is usually'at the final stage of the process. A judge should not perrrit
him/herself to become involved with a particular child abuse and neglect case prior to the final stage,
as this could affect his/her ability to remain neutral and unbiased in.the matter.

Prosecutor

The county prosecuting attorney, or an assistant cir member of his office, plays a vitP! sulz inr
the resolution of child abuse and neglect matters. The prosecutor is the connecting link between
the protective sir-vice worker'and the court system. The function of the office of the prosecuting
attorney is to advise the protective service worker, who in West Virginia is usually a social service
worker fromthe state Department of,Welfare, and to assist that c.,rotective service worker in the
decision-making process. Someone in the.prosecutor's office should evaluate the evidence in a particular
child abuse and neglect case and determine whether that evidence is sufficient under the statutory

This section us written by Robert Stone. LLB, an attorney in Morgantown, WV-; Chairman, Citizens for Children's
Rights Committee, ACCR Project 1975-76.
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and case law to bring a charge of child neglect
2
or abuse against an individual. If a case is brought

o court, then the prosecutor represents the Department of Welfare in the matter. ,

- . In large counties, these particular duties are delegSted to either a full-time of-parttime assistant
prosxuting attorney. In these cases, the prosecutor him/herself has little participation. It is
suggeSted that in these areas a verN,Pclose workinq relationship should be developed between those
working on the child abuse and neglect prot5lem and the assistant prosecuting attorney in charge
or child abuse and neglect Kojecution.

The office of the prosecutor becomes involved in Providing service after the fact of child abuse
and neglect is found and established by the protective service worker. It iS in this conti,xt that
prosecutors historically view their function. That is; the prosecutor provides service to workers in the
Department of Welfare when called upon, to do so. This is generally viewed as a relatively minor
activity for those in the prosecutor's office. It an be expected that very few prosecutors will con eider (......

child abuseand neglect as a significant problem in their jurisdiction.
The prosecuting attorney or the assistant in charge of child abuse and neglect cases dnes possess

a specialized knowledge of the legal principles involved in child abuse and neglect. By handling. court
cases.on a redular basis, however; this individual should develop expertise as a resource person who
possesses a sound working knowledge of child abuseand neglect laws contained in thestate statutes and
case law. Similarly, he/she can provide expert counsel in the area of legal procedure in the court system.
As such; he/she should be considered a special resource. person and legal adviser to any community child

.abuse and neglect program.
.

It should be pointed out, however, that, as in the case of many community leaders, the prosecuting
attorney or assistant may have no real appreciation o e child abuse and neglect issue or the scope of the
problem in the community. He/she is just n fu aware of the'problem andmay even have some
reluctance to recognize that there is a problem. As stated above, this is. not considePedkb be amajor -,

function of th':e office. The other prosecutorial duties overshadow thisarea. Reluctance may come from
the nature of the problem itself. Child abuse and neglect is hal.d to define ald is a sensitive area. Many
may feel that it is easier to just go along with the current system without "making waves.'

The prosecutor or assistant can provide' key guidance and lead6rship to the project. He/she should be
reminded thatIts an elected public official, he/she represents the conscience of the community in criminal
and related fields. An effective relationship with the local prosecuting attorney's office will
contribute greatly to a successful community child abUse and neglect project.

4°I,

Police Agencir-; ..
.

In performing their peace-keeping duties, all police agencis will face child abuse and 'neglect problems.
,All law enforcement officials should serve as reporters-of Qild abuse and neglect once it has been observed.
All have opportunities to observe child abuse and neglect They certainly can play an important role in
detection, early intervention, and, in some cases, prrevetien of child abuse and neglect. .

In the state of West Virainia, police agencies can.e.divided into three diyisions.

(1) Sheriff's office the sheriff's jurisdiction iS the whole county. For example, he is resdonsible
for serving process within tie county. All sheriff's deputies meet the public and have a firsthand, close
view of people. they answer-all types of comblainp and are called, upon to resolve many family disputes.

(2) State police the state police are more limited in their activities and contact with the general
-... .public. The state police primarily provide road patrol and criminal investigation. F6

(3).City_polic.e the city police are similar to the sheriff's office in answering a variety of complaints__
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2
but function within a city rather than a county. A city police officer has close contact with the public
and ample opportunity to observe child abuse and neglect

. The average law enforcement.Officer probably has a very limited appreciation of the child abuse,A
and neglect problem. Some may recognize from observation that there is a child abuse and neglect 44'
problem in the community. Othersmay express total ignorance of the issue. However, in most cases,
where a child abusc and neglect situation is discovered'by a law enforcement officer, that-officer in all
probability will not know Whafto do what agency to contact even though he may believe something
should be done. More importantly, he will recognize neither his responsibility in' thisarea nor his
potential role and opportunity in helping to detect and prevent child abuse and neglect irthe community.

Thus, the educational needs of a law enforcarrrnt officer are very grey. They need to be trained, a

.to understand the natureof the problem and tolearn the appropriate legal and administrative Procedures
to follow upon suspecting any child abuse and neglect problem. They also need to learn what their
role is in the observation, detection, reporting, and investigation of child abuse and neglect, together with
any immunities from liability which they rfty possess. Lawienforcement officers further need to be
educated as to what social agencies are available fOr child protectiop the community and what type of
Services will be Provided by These agencies.

Lack of involvement of law enforcement officials and officers in the area of child abuse and neglect
-is more likely due to ignorance than reluctance. Some feaeiegal repercussions of reporting. Most have
no appreciation of the firoblem.,pthers may feel -overwhelmed by potential legal technicalities while practically
all ignorant of the community resources avaitalt4e. Participation in child abuse and neglect actiVities
is also restrictedby the fact that most,local police agencies are understaffed and their staffs
overworked.

Perhaps the state police are a little too remote and diversified to provide input into a local-child
abuse and neglect project. However, it is believed that the local pi:dice agencies fslieriffand city police)
should participate actively in'a comMunity prbject and provide leadership, It is 6iiiirgly desirable to
obtain both the support and_participatidn of the law enfdrcement leaders, especially the sheriff and t.
the chief if police.

Bar -Associations-

The bar association is the iocal prciessional'organization of lawyers. The general activity of a, bar
association may vary greatly, from county to county. A small community will have a small bar
association which may have little activity in public affairs:The bar association itself has played little'
or no historical role in the child abuse and neglect problem. The bar association is simply a group
of attorneys, and its view reflects the general view of these attorneys. This will probably be from a-
very limited perspective. Most lawyers fall into the middle- to, upper-income group: It is unfortunate,
but it is fair to state That a great,majority of lawyers consider/lie child abuse and neglect problem to
be one of lower income levels, Wherefore, most layers will ,probably not consider child abuse and neglect
a serious community problem.

Bar associations, or lawyers; face the same educational needs al the rest of the general public. They
need to be informed about the fUll extent of the problem, the resources available,'and even the correct
legal. professes involved, since They are not routinely involved in child abuse and neglect cases..

You will probably find that younger lawyers are more willing to 'Participate and work in a community s
child abuse and neglect project In thOie community bar associations with groups of young lawyers, the

_
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potential fot leadership is very good. The young lawyer's groups are often actively involved in many
projedts, and a'community child abuse and neglect project could be one of them. .

All state bar associations have active yotartawyers, and it is suggested that they be encouraged to
make child abuse and neglect a part of their program. They shot be involved in the coordiisation of
the publication of pamphlets and 'ether written materials, a speakers' bureau made up of young lawyers,
publicity, and general coordination of education efforts to commun;tios throughout the-state. In this
way, bar associations could make a vital contribution to the prevention ofchild abuse ana neglect.

One additional general observation should be made about persons who work in, law and law
enforcement settings.. These individuals are generally a conservative group. As such, one will find a general
,reluctance to accept change, rapidly in any of the areas discussed. Many are led in the old ways of
doing things and feel that this has been sufficient for years. For example, it is r.:.zognized that institutional
and community child abuse is prevalent. Ho Weyer, little is done to rectify tht, problems in this area. A
case in point is the confining of delinquent children to jail. In Monongalia County, it was a long, slow
process fix the law enforcement system to react and correct the abuse to children in this regard. It was
long accepted that it was a bad practice to confine-children to jail,. but action to bring about change
dragged on for years

This faci is pointed out not to discourage the participation of law enforcement officials but to serge
as a caution'to those developing a community child abuse and lect project. It must be understood
that their attitudes and points of view are differenfthan those train ervices. This shoirld
be kept in mind by those),vhc; are administering a community-child abuse and neglect program when
seeking the support and participation of individuals associated with law and law enforcement.
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EDUCATION

Historical Perspective

Active involvement in child abuse identification and referral has not been cCacteristically viewed
as a part of the educator's'role. For those who define education and its objectives in relation to academic
achievement and knowledgerquisition, thit may come as no surprise. However, such a perspective on
education is in contrast to th contemporary emphasis up, 1the education of the whole child. Any
system or institution which would claim to have as its concerrhthe total.organism (in this case, the child
or adolescent) then becomes involved in matters which affect that organism but which may very well
occur outside oi the boundaries of'that institution. The awa. renee, Zhc:* factors which occur outside
of the school day may influence the student's learniril) in the classroom 'ias dune much to expand
the school's concern for its students.

In rural areas we frequently observe that a strong emphasis upon "traditional" academic curriculum
has been retained in contrast to the various curricular innovations implemented in suburban and urban
Schools. Financial differences between rural and non-rural school districts may partially account for
these distinctions between school programming. It is also likely that differences between the values of
these districts are strongly influential in determining certain curricular-emphases.

Possibly because the media portrays such vivid stereotypes of the rural school la la The V/ altons)
with either the loving schoolmarm or cruel schoolmaster, we tend to view rural schools as desolate
situations with primitive rmterials and poorly trained teachers. Although there certainly are some
primitive school settings in this country,. such is not true as a depiction of most rural schools. It is
true though that in most rural settings, the-total school budget is less than that.in suburban sch-ools. Since
it is not appropriate, nor accurate, to equate dollars spent with concern for the child, it is important to

consider the positive aspecti associated with rural school settings. ne/
Due to the very nature of certain rural school areas,* may, in fact, be far easier for school person

to work withlhe "whole child" and to provide for his or her needs. This fact is related to the greater
accessibility of inforthation within less urban settings as well as greater opportunities for contact.between
school, teacher, students and their families within the community. Therefore, in the very situation
which may be perceived to be less advantageous for the child because of fewer materials'and eduiational
innovations, there may be far greater advantages in terms of greater involvement of school and
community.'

General View of the Problem

Chtteclearly the omission of educational personnel from child abuse and neglect programs has been
until recertly an acknowledged state of affairs. As an eXample of this lack of involvement, one has only
to survey the rosters of federally funded abuselird neglect projects. In 1975, only three projects dealt with
school-based projects from a total of 155 child abuse and neglect projects (United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, 1976).

Alternative explanations for this phenomenon appear to be related to a stronger public awareness

This section is written by: Anne H. Nardi, Ph.D., Assterofessor Educational Psychology, West Virginia University:
Consultant to ACCR Project 1975-76.
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of severe abuse and ri-dglect cases involving the very younb child who is hospitalized for injuries due to .
'mistreatment (Whiting, 1974). It is important to recognize that while public attention has been focused upo
the preschool victims of abuse and neglect, a large proportion of all reported cases of suspected abule
and neglect fall within the School age population *(Fraser, 1974: Help and Hope,. 1976; Whiting, 1974):

Although some kventy-twAtates list teachers among the individuals who are required to report
.suspected abuse cakes, there remains a general reluctance on thel part of many to actively pursue the
responsibility of reporting according to Broadhurst (1975). The reluctance to report suspected cases
of abuse and/or neglect has been attributed to a hesitancy to intervene in what is presumed to bt the

\ valid and natural domain of parental author ity in child-rearing (Broadhurst, 1975; Fraser,,1974; Sanders, '
Kibby, Creaghan and Tyrrel, 1975). Another factor contributing to the general problem is uncertainty
about what constitutes a genuine case for referral to other sources or agencies (Caskey and Richardson,
1975; Cohen and Sussman, 1975; Lynch, 1975). Lastly, there is an additional consideration which may be
of particular significance in rural areas. The use of physically har.......sD,xneans of punishment for children
is condoned as a legitimate means of controlling offspring in many areas; the values of a given region
may lead to the interpretation of abusive treatment of children as normal and even desirable means of
control (Gil, 1975; Marker and Friedman, 1973). .

Of the three factors listed above, the second one alone is far more clear-cut and amenable' to dire
manipulation. It is also a factor which inmost appropriate for effective use within an educational setting.
If teachers and other school personnel could be trained as to what constitutes a suspected instance of
abuse and/or neglect and, further, could be well-informed as to the procedures involved in the referral
of suspected' cases to appropriate agents or agencies, the role of educatiorial perionnel would be greatly
enhanced as effective agents for the identification of potential or suspected abuse cases.

Project Protection: -A Model

As one of three demonstration projects funded by the federal government designed to serve as
.models for the involvement of educational personnel in combatting child abuse and negledt, Project
Protection (based in Montgomery County, Maryland) offers a feasible means of approach for
adoption in and by other school systems. Poskect Protection was essentially aprogram for disseminating
information about the referral of suspected abuse and 'neglect cases: Within its three-phase .approach,
the principle objectives were as follows: 1) policy revision at an administrative level; 2) staff training
in identrication and referral procedurel and 3) fie development of a specific curriculum tq,,train
professionals and others in various aspeets of problems related to abuse and neglect. (Broadhurst, 1975;
Broadhurst and Howard, 1975). .

In Phase one, the school board oi Montgomery County updated the school policy on abuse and
neglect to conform with legislative changes in the Maryland code. Phase Two was the implementation of
a dissemination model based upon the "training the trainers" approbch, designed to comer-Nth
identification and referfal procedures. All administrative and supervisory personnel in the district were .

involved in the initial training sessions. Intensive two-day workshops were directed at the target "trainers"
who were the pupil services staff members within the school district (psychologists, social workers,
counselors and the pupil personnel staff). This group, once trained, was responsible for conducting
in-service training in individual schools via in-service meetings and faculty meetings within the schools.
Simultaneously information and training were also provided in all private and parochial schools within
the school district as well as to PTA groups, college groups and service organizations.

The final phase of the project consisted of curriculum development and resulted in the publication
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of a text entitled Understanding Child Maltreatment: Help end Hope which was published in the
summer of 1976. While the book Isi xi/Warily an instructioral guide designed for staff development and
training purposes, its'principle value may be as a resource or those interested in q broad coverage of the
area of abuse and neglect. The publication also coRtains material designed for use with student
populations at the high school level with someesegments det,igned for use with younger students.

Unique Position of the Educator

The, impact of Project Protection or any other attempt to actively involve school, personnel in the
identification.and referral of abut.: and neglect cases rests upon the premise that these personnel are in a
singular position. According to VIthiting (1974), estimates that more than 50 percent of the total number
of abuse referrals fallmithin the school aged population have been reported. Although the inadequacy of
abuse reporting figures is well documented (Light, 1973), this still represents isizabie proportion of the
problem. .

.

Equally ?important are the following assets related to the position of the educathNial staff. First of
all, the teacher and other school personnel have daily (more precisely five dayS a week) opportunities
to observe children. This is critical in theabuse and neglect situation since one of the often cited problems
in the detection of abuse by medical personnel is the lack of opportunities for consistent observation _

(Alvy, 1975). it should also be noted that these opportunities occur in most instancestbefore the situation
becomes a critical one for the child-victim and merit consideration on, that basis alone.

In addition, education:41 personnel bring with them to such potential situations a diverse array
of observational skills and familiarity with child and adolescent behavior. These skills of observation\vwould be especially us ul in detecting patterns of behavior which may be indicative of suspected abuse
and/or neglect. Coupled ith the-frequency of observational possibilities it is somewhat troubling
fact that educational personnel are only now becoming More aware of abuse problems as a group
of profetsionals. . z

Educational Needs and Obstacles in the Syste .

An underlying assumptionn this discussion has been the existence of a ropriate or recently revised
legal statutes pertaining to abuse and neglect. A second and somewhat tacit assumption has been that
;adoption of an active policy oi. identification and referral of suspectedabuse cases within a given school
district is a relatively easy step to accomplish. In cases where there existspublic.concericand awareness
about the problem, the assumption is probabiy a valid one. In locations where there is a lack of con *unity
concern (especially. if this is widespread in a given state), a strategy for altering the situation may be to use
the influence of professional and/or advocacy groups at the level of the state department of education to bring
to bear influence which wiI lead to adoption of policy at a state level, then to be transmitted to local, .

school hoards.
Once, however, a school district has a policy on abuse and neglect the matter is not a closed one

\
.

Actual use of the procedures in appropriate instances is not synonymous with the existence of the poliCy
since implementation depends upon the initiation of a process of referral within a specific setting.-For. this
reason the focal point of educational need rests in the establishment of a mechanism necessary to prompt
an individual to begin the process. Mechanism is a misleading term-becaitse the necessary component is
related to the dissemine . -f information on identification and referral procedures based 9on the
clearest possible definit Jr1 o-rabuse and neglect with provision for indicators which would enable the
teacher.to recognize ins. -n ,. of abuse. If the emphasis is placed upon early identification, school
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personnel need training in recognition of the patterns of lower intensity which also indicate potential
abuse and/or, neglect. Obviously in these instances cooperation with the school health person lel will be .

an essential part of the program.
As with any description of policy adoption and imr lamentation, the "on paper" aspects do not reveal

the tedium and the minot%pr:obie-ins which beset the actual efforts. What appear to be simple:and palatable
components of an approach may in some districts meet with strong opposition, from either the school
board and/cr the conimunity arid/or school peisonnei. The use of physical force to control children's
behavior is condoned in many segements of American society according to David Gil (1970) and there

no clear-cut criteria universally accepted which define the point when such force begins to
excessive (there is obyiously agreement on force which is brutal in effect). The difficulties iri dealing
with the value conflicts related to such use of force in child-rearing will'not'be easily resolved. Perhaps
one approach which wilt prove to have long -term effectiveness will be to reconsider the issues in light
of the protection of the child rather ttran the impingement upon parental rights, which is the current
legal approach.

In light of the last suggestion, there is need to discuss the perspective of preyention which is oftikn
mentioned (see Light. 1'673) but is most difficult to actualize. The most frequently discussed strategy
for prevention is the initiation of child-rearing instructional materials within a pUbiic school situation
as an attempt to de4 with the problem from a more positive stance. Although there are-some such
prograrfAs in existen6 their long-term effectiveness has yet to be fully demonstrated (Light. 1973). One
advantage of presenting these materials within a secondary school curriculum is that they arr.; not linked
with a deviant group and further their potential audience is far greater th ough the medium of the
school. While this is a frequently discussed aspect of the role of education in combatting child ebuse and
neglect, it will be mulch-later in its realization. The first step is to involve educators in ways to identify
the abused or neglected child and then tc seek help for that child. This remains a major problem in many
school districts.

I
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MD.
POLICY STATEMENT ON CHIkD ABUSE AND NEGLECT

I. PURPOSE

To publish the policy statement of thilloard of Education which provides guidelines and procedures
for the identification and referral of abused and neglected children

I

II. POLICY ;4 :

The Montgomery County Board of Edutatiok recogni4ing the serious local, state, and national problems -'
of child abuse ancrchild neglect, affirms its position that the. Montgomery 'County Public Schools shall 16*
cooperate vigorously to expose these problems by early identification of abuse or neglect and by reporting
suspebted cases to duly constituted authorities whether or not substantial corroborative evidence is

. available. School employees are in a unitque position to discover potential cases of abuse and/or neglect of
children and youth through the age of seventeen years. Employees are required by Maryland law to
report suspected case! of child abuse to the Department of Social Services or Juvenile Section of the

- Montgomery County Poke Department. Suspected child neglect is ttibe reported to the Department of
. Social Services. 44, . 0

E;fe-ctive action by school employees can be'achieved through recognition and understanding of the problem,
knc vying the reporting procedures, and partici ing in the information programs in child abuse. provided
for. Montgomery County Public Schools e oyees. Guidelines have been developed to provide direction
f or staff members in reporting suspected child abuse or child neglect case'. Staff personnel should be aware
that by statue they are immune from any civil and/or criminal liability when reporting suspected child -
abuse, and from any civil liability when reporting suspect child neglect. Failure.to report, on the other
hand, might result in legal action being brought againsta smember and disciplinary action by the _. '-
school system. Any doubt' bout reporting a suspected situation should be resolved in favor of the child,'
and this situation should be reported immediately. Any Montgomery Cotinty Public Schools employee who .

has reason to believe that a child has been abused or neglected, shall report this information in the form
arta manner provided.

To maintain awareness on the part of all professional staff members, the Montgomery County Public Schools
will provide periodic staff development on the subject of child abuse and neglect.

INFORMATION ON AND PROCEDURES FOR REPORTING SUSPECTED
ABUSED-AND NEGLECTED CHILDREN -

4
A. REPORTING CASESOF cHiLp ABUSE

An abused child is any child under the age'of eighteen who: a) has sustained physical injury as a result of cruel
or inhumahe treatment or as a result of-malicious acts by his parent, or any other person responsible for his
care or supervitiod; b) has been sexually molested or exploited, whether or not he has sustained physical
injury, by his parent or any other person responsible for his care or supervision.

The abuse of children can cause permanent physical damage, and may bo fatal. Researchers ha4found a
very significant number of abusing parents were themselves abused as children:. Perpetrators of violent
crimes against perSons even teenage. offenders have frequently been found to have -a past history of
abuse by their parents or guardians.
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.
' Once considered a syndrome that affected only children under three, child abuse today is found as

frequentit among school-age children. Half of the known cases at the present time are school-age
children, with the 'number who'are adolescents rapidly increasing. Educators are in a unique position
to identify and report child abuSe. Every effort must be made to identify abuied children and to prevent
repeated abiise.

All Montgomery County Public Schools employees are required by law to report suspected cases of child
,abuse. As soonlis an employee has reasoff-to believe that a child may have been abused, he must call
,the Protective Services Section of the Montgomery County Department of Social Services, 279.1758, or
the Juvenile Section of the Montgomery County Police Department, 762-1000. Simultaneously, the
repoiting.person shall notify the'priocipal)hat a "sport has been made. The obligation of the principal to
report cases of suspected child abuse brought to his attention by his staff is not discretionary, and he shall
assure chat the case is duly reported if the reporting person has not done so.
When a report of suspected abuse has been made, a police officer accompanied by a social services worker
will respond it once.

Within foray-eight hours, thr*soo making the original oral rboort must send a writfei report of the
incident to the Depanenent of Social Services, with qopies to the Montgomery County State's Attorney,_
the Juvenile Section of the Montgomery County Police Department, and the Supervisor of Pupil
Personnel at the central office. One copy of the report will be kept in a confidential file by thelprincipal
but not placed in the pupil's folder. Montgomery County Form 335-44 is to be used,for this written report.
1. Immunity
Anyone who-reports suspected child abuse in good faith, or who participates in any investigation or judicial
proceeding which results from a reportof suspected Child abuse js immune from civil liability or criminal
penalty. Failure to report couldresult in'a lawsuit with the possibility of substantial damages should an
injured or murdered child's guardian be able to establish that the school employee had prior Knowledge or
suspicions which, if reported, might have prevented further injury to the child.
2. Reporting Cases Not Involving Apparent or Obvious Physical Injury
It is not necessary that the reporting employee observe any external physical signs of injury to the child. It
is sufficient merely to presume that abuse has Occurred when a child complains of having been sexually
molested or bf pain; which he says has resulted from an inflicted injury. In such cases the report should
be made.

-Employees should be aware that abused children typically explain injuries by attributing them to accidents
In plaror to sibling conflict. In any case, no employee should attempt to press a child on the subject of
parental or guardian abuse to validate the suspicion ofchild abuse. Validation of suspected abuse is the
responsibility of the Department of Social Services, assisted by the police. Ariy doubt about reporting
a suspected-situation is to be resolved in favor of the child and the report made immediately.

`

3. Purpose of Intervention
Reports of suspected child abase are carefully investigated jointly by the Police Department's Juvenile
Section detectives and social workirs from the Department of Social Services. Each case receiGes a
professional evaluation leading to whatever civil action may be necessary to ensure treatment for the
family. Trpatnient may include a full range of therapeutic programs. The abuser is not subject to
indiscriminate criminal- prosecution. The State's Attorney and the police work closely with all-invblve'd
professional personnel and authorities to establish alternatives to prosecution, wherever possible.
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..
. B. REPORTING CASES OF.CHILD NEGLECT -.,
i . r

TI-t Montgomery County Departm,_:nt of Social Services has the legal responsibility for evaluating ,
rep:As of susp:cted child neglect and for taking legal action to protect a child where necessary. Under
Article 77, Sec;on 116A of the Annotated Code of Maryland, any educator who acts,upon reasonable
grounds-in the making of apy report required by lavif, rule, or regulation or who participates in judicial
proceedings which result' rom such report shall be immune from any civil' liability which occurs. A
'neg:ected child may be one of the following:

1. Marnobrished; ill-clad; dirty; without proper shelter or sleeping arrangements; lacking appropriate
,.....

health care
_

2: Unattend ithoutadequate supervision
3. ill and lacking essential medical care ..

4. Denied normal-expeilences that produce feelings of being loved, wanted, secure (emotional
*.' neglect) -

'5. Unlawfully kept from attending school .

6. Exploited; overworked -,.

'7. - Ernotionalfy: disturbed due to continuous friction in the home, marital discord,K nentally ill
- parents .

8. Exposed to unwholesome and demoralizing circumstances
- .

All suspected child neglect cases should be reported on Montgoi lrry-County Form 335-44 to the
Department of SoCial Services and-the Supervisor of -12;ipil Personnel. if ther is any doubt or question
in reporting such cases, it shoUld be.'resolved in favor bf the child.

C. CONTENTOF REPORTS O

Oral and written reports shall contain' the fo ng informatio as much data as the person rrtakin9
the report can provide:
1. The name(i) and home address(es) of the child(ren) and the parent or other n responsible for the

care of thechild(r
2. The present wher s o the child(ren) if not at home
3. The age(s)'of t ch dtren
4. 'The nature a exterpof t the abuse or neglect suffered by the ichild?ren), including any evidence or

informatio that maybeavailable to the person making the report concerning previous physical or
sexual a se or negleCt.

I 3

(Board esolution No. 3774, July 9, 1974, amended by Board Re\solution No. 452-74, August 26, 1974).
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EXTENSION'S EXPANDING ROLE IN SOCIAL DEVE ORMENT

EXTENSION'S EXPANDING ROLE-IN SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
The Cooperative Extension a:rvice of the. United States Department of Agriculture is widely recognized
and accepted by the general.public fors its efforts in diffusing prractioal informatio'n to rural farmers,
homemakers, and 4-H youth. Aware of the potential of the "Extension Model' for improving theoverall
quality of life, Cooperative Extension in.recent years has teen striving to find better ways to meet the
need of more citizens through broadening both its target groups and range &programming. This paper

-will focus upon an innovative attempt of the University of Wisconsin- Extension (UWEX) to more
'effectively expand its problem-solving capacities in the areas of social development through the creation,

.of a new type of agent position. ..

THE EXTENSION AGENT MODEL .

Research is often called the heart of.the:Cooperative Extension system. If this is so, then its soul is the
'community-based agent. Skilled in both the4ays of the-land-grant university and the lqcal community,
EXtension agents regirdless,of specialization in agriculture, home economics, or youth have traditionally
had as their fundamental purpose the improvement of the quality of life through planned disserninapon
of skill updating information in order to resolve current or anticipated p oblems in economic development
(agriculture) and social development (family and community life).

Inh&ently implied in this developmental perspective is the two-way lin age of the concems-ofirldiViduals,
families, organizatioris, and communities with resource systems. Vital c mponents of the county agent
model are identification of needs and solicitation of problem-solving onses from appropriate !odd
or external-sources. Equally important-to the.cole model has been the active I.:motioning of agents
as community -based outposts for feedback as to the reievan , and .quality of the University's k
research, instruction, and public service.

The success of the Extension Model has been well documented in the field of agriculture.-Even the harshest
critics of Cooperative Extension still acknowledge -**,he contribuxions made ')y. county agents to the
commercializatiOn of agriculture. However, as Cooperative Extension now undertakes to broaden its base
and serve new cliente*especially the low income many are 'questioning whether agriculture, home
economics, and youth-oriented agents can be called upon to provide extension services in, areas far
removed from their initial, competence such as recreation development, business, cultural arts, community
development, or continuing adult ecitication. Instead of attempting to turn traditional agents into
"Jacks-and-Jills-of ;a11-Trades," the University of Wisconsin-Extens?on has elected to expand the Extension
Model by creating specialiod agent positions for community problem solving to be filled by individuals
indigenous to the specializipd content area as well as to the geographic region. One such specialization
where UWEX'S creativity currently appears to be unique is in the area of health and social service:

David Bast: Assistant Professor and Area Health & Social Service Education Agent, University of Wisconsin-Extension.
Edward Buxton: Associate Professor and Associate, Director, Center for Social Service, University of Wisconsin-Extension.

This article originally appeared in "Human Services in the Pima! Environment," Universit of Wisconsin, Extension Newsletter,
August, 1976.
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The University of Wisconsin-Extension's active involvement in social development is not due to
happenstance. It is the natural outgrowth of UINEXs continuing effcrt to program its problein-solving

-expertise to meet the pressing needs of society. From its "Wiseonsin Idea" of the 1890fsextending '
the boundaries of the University to the boundaries.oethestateto the merger of the public higherl
educition institutions in Wisconsin into one unified iiiiierrrin the early 1970's, the University of
Wiiconsin system has been concerned with improving all aspects contributing to the quality of life.
As part of a consolidated university, educational extension, and Cooperative Extension system, UWEX
has access to vast resources for assisting in the coordination of human needs with social research, policy,
programming, and change.

ORIGINS OF AN EXTENSION HEALTH AND SOC-FpL SEE{ViCE SPECIALIST
The University of Wisconsin-Extension cannot take le credit for the development of the concept of an
Extension specialist in health and social ser*e:As Cooperative Extension began to broaden its focus
nationally in the 'mid 1960's, a number of adult educators suggested that Extension increase its involveme: t
in social as well as economic development concerns. In a book published in 1968, Dr. Nathan E. Cohen
stated.1

...(The University of California at Los Angeles is) exploring something in this particular vein,
starting with the prototype of the old agricultural model. The university not only trains
people for agriculture and research, but goes one step*further - it sets up the agriculture
station around community problems. Some of us feel. that the *tie has come for the
university, thro-ugh its extension program, to-provide a facility in a community that could

_betrsectlajithe different groups in the community as a resource, have the expertise there for
anything from training workshops on action to analysis of problems. We should provide.
the information and the resources and leave self-determination to thg community.

West Virginia was also among the pioneers in Extension's involvement in social development concernS.-ln
'} a 1969 paper, Leon Ginsberg of West Virginia University called for the "re-orientation of related

professionals (including Extension agents)vfor the provision of social welfare services in the (rural)
communities."2 In a 1970 article entitled "New -Roles of University Extension," Alan S. Komins described
several factors which prevent full -scale university commitment to nvagricultural problems in communities
but cited as an example of innovative programming that "graduate students in Social Work are being
successfully placed in the. Extension field offices (as part of their graduate training)."3 In 1972, West
Virginia Univerity's Center for AppalaChian Studies and Development published its final report on a
five-year pilot project begun in 1964 to explore how Cooperative Extension could contribute..to the
improvement of the quality of life for the rural poor by modifying or adding to its existing programming.
In part, this report "Approaches to University Extension Work With The Rural Disadvantaged" - cc-included:1

Exteion programizning for the disadvantaged is likely to require considerable modifiCation
of the traditional roies, responsibilities, and orientation of Eittension educators. In effect,
such modifications of role constitutea type of organization cjiange dependent upon the
adaptability and willingness of the staff membersthemselves. ...If at all possible, careful
selection of staff members with,particular attention to motivation, interest, and personality
for work with the disadvaritaged should be stressed: If selection is not possible,'attention
should be given to assignmerit.ofstaffresponsibilities based in part on the- traits and
capabilities of present staff. Another possibility is that new staff, who maybe less
constrained by commitments made to traditional roles than staff members with Many
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years in Extension, may be assigned to new programs. .

Paul Miller, President of Rochester institute of Technology, in a 1973 monograph widely circulated among
'Extension personnel, also advocated that "Cooperative Extension should learn. to do more aboui the
deplorable human services which characterize most rural and small town communities, especially
in'clisadvantaged regions." Miller then went one step further 6y suggesting that "as the mission of
Cooperative Extension broadens to rural humanism, so too ynest the acadeniic base from which
personnel is recruited be broadened." In assessing Extension's overall role in social developme6t,
Miller strongly stated:5

A program of change that disproportionately develops capital and natural resources over
human resources leaves human beings, individually and collectively, unable to adjust
to the changes induced. Throughout te saga of Cooperative Extension, spokesmen for

uman resource development endured but spoke to a slight audience indeed. Instead,
high priority was given to price production programs, to'technologic diffusion, to
.immediate gain rather than to long-term welfare, to price supports rather than to school,
health, and social services. The emphasis too often benefited those_ least in need._

Edward Buxton of UWEX's Center for Social Service'expandedthe concept of Extetilion involvement in
health and social service problem solving an additional step by advocating that a field. specialist in the
Extension Model be created to link university resources to human service practitioners in the fietpl. Unlike
the previous citations which-stress increased Extension involvement with only the disadvantaged', Buxton's
article called for broader developmental Perspective:6,.

.0
I would not suggest that thif. person .4.4e Extension Model specialist) should ask that the
community do things for tkie,T6-Or, thideliriqUent, or devant as a separate group.
While I believe strongly in "volunteer and service activities, we'-would be closer to the Extension
Model if the focus were on the functioning of theliTerage tamily, the orgarlizatiorf, and the
community. Having seen public welfare leaders try to sell services for the needy for many years,
1 have come to suspect that better services for all could.be sold on the basis of the needs of all.
For instance, the problem of one-parent family applies to all income levels from poor
to rich. This would be a more acceptable f6cus than services to AFDCsiothers, whose
needs are very similar but whose public image is poor. As another exAple, services to youth
are likelyto strike a receptivenote.in most families while services to delinquents may be
viewed 'as services to a deviant !them." .

'UWEX'S POSITION OF "HEALTH &-SOCIAL-SEJIVICE EDUCATION AGENT"
Despite these references in professional literature ItTfre has been a definite lack of early, adopters to diffuse the
'concept of an Extension fiejd 'specialist in s's cial development. It appears that-the first to accept the risk
ofinnovation by actually creating such a field specialist'position is the University of Wisconsin-Extension.
Through the cooperative effort of UWEX's Community Programs, Health Sciences, and Center for Social
Service programming units, the position of " Health and,Social Service t" was created on January 1,
1975 to provide a two-way link betweeri the UWEX system and the unmet o me ging health and social
probleins of communities. AsCooperative Extensicin employees, these agents are directly responsible to
the District Director of Con,wriunity Programs for the geographic area they primarily serve in all matters
related to overall program development, implementation, and eyaluation. Recruited from a Wide variety
Of health and social service disciplines, suchigents ar gr nted academic rank and tenure in academic
departments.in accordance with. University of 1Nisco in policy. Each agent is responsible for maintaining
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regular contact with the Health Sciences and Center for Social Service programming units to.seek and
provide regular consultation in the planning process as to how UWEX can best respond to short- and
long-term community sociai development needs.

Through informal teaching, problem-oriented-research, and public service in the forth of technical
assistance and consultation, Health and Social Service Education agents are specifically charged with
working in cooperation with other UWEX faculty to:

1. Provide, through continuing education opportunities:for the updating of professionals
delivering health and seeial-servites.

2. Provide information to citizerirconcerned with health and social services to enable them tc
work effectively for quality.services available to everyone.

3. Provide assistance, to professional planners in the health and social service area to aid therrrin
designing adequate institutional delivery systems for problem solving

4. Involve UWEX and campus academic departments of the University of Wisconsin as well as
other appropriate agencies in the solution of health and socia! problems currently unattended_

in.the area.
5. Teach subject areas of competence in workshops, courses, institutions, etc., related to abov.

responsibilities.

POTENTIAL FOR DEVELOPMENT OF THE HEALTH ANDSOCIAL SERVICE EDUCATION AGENT,
POSITION

' At the present time. the two perational Health & Social Service Education Agents in:Wisconsin are testing
the parameters of the position d assisting potential clients to better understand what can be expected
from the university system. On specific concern about the position whichas been. identified for
clarification is the potential fo overlap of roles with employees of the State Health and Social Service
structure, especially staff.development specialiitd. There are some basic differences, however; which
begin to help delineate roles:

o.
1 The basic responsibility of; Extension is education not delivery of human services. Unlike the

health or service agency,.Extension provides services only to obtain or disburse information
within its education mission.
As part of a university system, Extension agents are usually in a 'more neutral and lest
uspect role than are theiragency counterparts when suggesting innovations to lob& agencies

'operating under state policies and supervision.
3. Extension is in a position to provide assistance to the entire range of formal,and informal

service proViders in the community not just those directly funded under specific public
categorical progr ms.

The,true potential of this new\position will probably become more clear at Health & Social Service
Education Agents are able to wor in smaller geographic areas as typical counfv agents have done.
Curiently, one of UWEX's new a is serving a tri-county area. The other is responsible for a
twelve-county district. While such area-wide agents have appeared to be-able to tailor programs to
needs better than campus-based,.--state-Wide faculty, it is assumed that an even better job of-developing
and maintaining community contacts could be done on the single county basis. County emphasis _

would allow for two lines of community service which so far have been minimal training cf staff,within
a single agency and the conducting of problem-solving xivorkshops which focus on immediate problems
of counties and municipalities.
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The Health Sciences and Social Service programming units of UWEX are well aware of the problems
resulting from human service practitioners having to travel long distances to have access to opportunities
to update their skills. Not only does the iniestment in travel and "floc reduce attendance but often
the one or two participants who are able to attend from an ageelicy find it difficult to maintain
enthusiasm or even be allowed to apply what they. have learned due to inadequate follow-up support
when they return home. It is assumed that by bringing the instruction to an individual agency or grouping
of agencies in a community that not only would more practitioners be able to attend but that the
instruction could be made more need oriented. Both of these factors would enhance the actual
utilization of the information presented.

With a single county base, the problem-solving community workshop would also become more feasible.
Problems such as delinquency, high divorce rates, dnd maldistribution of health services might provide

-the base for meetings of human service professionals, public officials, users of services, and interested
citizens.. As a communitf change agent, the Health & Social Service Education Agent could convene

h m tings and provide staff services bq identifiiing speakers,' resource persons, or consultants with
varyin viewpoints. By assisting community members to identify lOcal problems, the agent could .

perhaps'foster better understanding of why the problems developed, encourage examination of
alternatives that could be used to ameliorate,the problem at the local level and stimulate exploration
.as to ways of preventing the spreadingOF reoccurrence of thtproblem. Hopefully, as a result of such

meetings, and the other eclucat:onal interventions of Health & Social Service Education Agents,
citizens could be moved to take an active role in the on-gbing development and implementation of
innovative social,policy in their communities!

gra..

-
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RURAL NEWSPAPERS!

A Community Education Netwo'rk

Newspapers and community organizations can enjoy pleasant rela onships with each other.
that cm do'inuch to enhance each other. There is no getting around a fact that it will be easier
and more productive for both sides if each understands the nature o e other.

. First, organizations should accept that newspaper editors o understand and respect a group's
-desire for news coverage. Editors, however, have an obligation to all the readers of a newspaper to make
stare that all the news inside appeals to as many peoplekas possible.

,

An editor also makes decisions about what is reaft news. And this is where the good relationships
often fun amok.. Conflicts in this regard may never be completely-resolved, even on a very rural, and
casuat, level, because it is a fact of life and a precept of a.free press that the neWspaper almost always
gets the last word.

No newspaper, regardless of how big or small, wants to see its pages used to further the private goals
of a few individuals. So the line has been drawn between news and publicity. The line is different With

,every newspaper.
Do: 't expect a newspaper to beilery sympathetic to a requeit for publicity. In fact; strike that word,

from yoLr gi'oup4s--vo ,r4:ulary. Concatrate on making news, and your group will gain press coverage.:
Newspapers are in the-business of gathering and disseminating news, not publicity. -

If'you keep press dealings in this context, and do all you can to help the newspaper acquire good
news report', yours will be a long and cordiarrelationship. The paper will consider you a. good-news
source.

Organization,' iclo:Id be reasonably iympathetic to what is possible for a newspa to accomplish.
.

Understand there are limitatiOns on space, time and staff. Find out what yaw newspa 's deadlines
are and respect them. 7-

Because of the above factors, editors are used to make-the decisions about what goes in the paper
and what reporters are assigned to do: A reporter has,orily a limited ability toget something inthe paper.
Editors make the decisions. They-havea lot of training in this regard and their decisions are usually based.

. on what is the m important item at a given time, and what information will-be to the best use.of theos
fr .

most people. , . .

So ky cannot always be "fair" in the context of whose turn it is for coverage or who is "deserving" .

f coverage. .

Realistically, these factOts will vary in intensity, with each newspaper, but a group will never go wrong
by understanding the Oatentials. .

, .

If you mail in a news.report ratherthan phone it in, keep it brief and confined to the facts. It sh,RiUld
be legible, written or typed .on one-side of the page only and with at least two inches of white-space
at the top. Include the famous five Ws and one H in the, report: who, what, when, where, why and how.

Also add the name and phone number of someone who can providepore information if the editor .

wants to include it. Address the information to the "city desk" and it will end up in the right place.

I a

This article was written by Barbara Rasmussen, reporter for tKe Dominion Post, Morgantown, WV.
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A wire service style book or journalism text book can aid the newslease writer in understanding
newspaper style'and techniques.

Many groups elect j publicity -chairman or a public relations officer.-This is offen helpful, but_
the job should never be given to someone who cannot handle the job. The person must truly have-
access to enough inforination tokeep the press informed. If not, two things will probably happen. The
newspaper will ignore your group or it will find someone else within it who can answer the queStions.

Do be prompt with reports of past events, they won't be news indefinitely.
If there is some prgject wt. tzh you believe is wcrithy.of a newspaper's editorial support, there is

only one appropriate way to handle such a request. Talk-directly and.personallY with the hid-news.
executive. Make an appointment. Be ready to answer questiont about finance,staf qualifications, .

ht come-up :Do not be dismayed if he turns
mg of your event. That will continue

background and any other aspect of your project that
down your request, it does not mean there will be no
unchanged.

if your group wants a reporter to cover an event or a photographer;then th,e rules change a little
bit. When you send news -to the paper, you retain control of what information. is given to the press.
When a reporter comes, yot become a source. You have relinquished Some, but not all, control over
what is "fair game" for repopting.

. -.;The reporter will want to-subtantiate, by questioning, infhrmation you are providing. Hwill
come as an impartial observer of events. Expect questions about your group's structure, function,
leadershii goals and finance& Answer all the questions as best yqu canespecially if the group receives
any putlic funding at au l, - .

. .
,

_If you want to give the reporter uackgaiund or perspective information but don't want it published,
say, "This is off the record, for your background." But don't do it very often. A reporter doesn't
Want to hear a ,lot of good informatin he can't write. Whatwill he tell his editor?

Sometimes it helps, to understand how a newspaper is organized. Depending on how big it is, ..

the structure will be simple or complex. °Mott all newspapers have editors of all sorts of things. There',,
are supervisory editors and special secticn'edikors. For most purposes, a news source is dealing'with a
reporter, who is following-the instructions of his boss,.the city editor, who fakes Orderki from the
managi rig editor. ..

-,..
.,There are a few sacred cows in the journalism business, and things will go better for sources when they,can respect them. Included,are.these don'ts:

- NEVER ask to review an articre before it is publislted: .
NEVER- insist on a certain headline or news placement.-

=NEVER believe a reporter who says he'll get a story in a certain place. He does not have that
prerogative.

Be careful about offering gratuities to reporters, they may accept them; but they will not color
their stories in return. Most prefer not to accept them at all. A letter of thanks is always appreciated
more. (Since a newspaper is p real' team effort, thanks should go to the team as.a whole, with perhaps
brief mention of a particularly helpful individual.)

You should always. insist that the paper reportAccurately. If a mistake is made, ask them-to clarify=
it in their next edition. But be fair; if the error was not the paper's, let the editor know that, too.
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PUBLIC RECREATION
. .

Recreation is a normal, necessary part of people's fives. RecreatiOn is not : iiarily 3 means
cultivating desirable qualities or alleviating social problems. Leisure is voluntary and not forOaliied
into a rigid social structure. However, roles, sex, age, and Ness distinctions undeniably operate in
leiSure as in other aspects of life. The use people make sf their leisure time is of legitimate social
concern: What we do in our uncommitted time, as individuals arc! aStommunities, defines who we
are...The ultimate goal of recreation is enhancement of the quality of fife.

The range of recreational activities is as broad as the interests of people. Organized recreation
etre is addressed through public, semi-publiC, private, and commercial institutions: These fotir types
of recreation providers may be distinguished in terms of their source of economic support.

Cthrimercial recreatiorp is supported by concerns which intend to turn a profit; such ventures
include movie houses, professional athletics, and race flacks. Private recreation is suppo ed by those
whCuctirecthirrective-the-recreational service; private aolf courses and swim clubs provide e pies
here. Voluntary co tributions from people who will not necessary Oenett directkfrom recrea nal servicessupport semi- u c recreation; Scouts and YMCA/YWCA are included here. Public recreation draws'
its support fr public funds.

This article will consider public recreation. Public recreation may be the only source of organized
recreation available to rural populations if population and wealth are not sufficient to support the
other forms oforganized recreation.

Before proceeding to the consideration of public recreation, it is important to understand that
recreation is an end in itself and only incidentally a possible means for treating child neglect. Studies
of recreational opportunities, paiiicularly those' made before World WerII, tend to be concerned wit
issues such as juvenile delinquency, venereal disease, and traffic accidents, all..of which are to be remediedby dicious application '6* public recreation (Chicago Recreation, Commission, 1942) ( Monongalia County
Re eation Council, 1938). Current expectations of public recreation may be less encompassing or just
mol)e subtle. The idea persists, particularly amonocial workers, that public recreation may be, or must be,

--justified in terms of social- ends to be achieved. .

In the face of such persistent attitudes, recreation professionals may he guilty of overemphasizing
the basic fact that recreation is its own goal. Of course, public recreation programs incorporate physical,
education, and social benefits in their design. It is also quite true that public recreation workers have
broad contact with the general poptulption, particularly children. Recreation wi.wkers are often in a
position to detect child neglect any abuse. These workers certainly should know how to recognize and
deal effectively with instance:, of child abuse. It would be most difficult-to design a recreation program
entirely without physical, '.-Iciucativtal, and social benefits, even though they are secondary to the
fundamental pt.irpose of recreation.

his section is written by: Chris raharnson, BA, Program Director, Monongalia County Consolidated Recreation
Commission, Morgantown, WV.
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Having thus distinguished the recreation professionals' ideas about recreation from the ideas
commonly held by social workers and others, it must, somewhat shamefacedly, be-admitted that it.
is easier for recreation professionals to agree on what recreation is not than on what recreation is.
Precise definitions'and-theories of recreation and leisure have yet to be generally accepted [f. P..Noe,

ti 1970; see this article for'further discussion of the state of the art in leisure theory].
Does recreation mean, literally, to re-create? From the word alone, oneenvisiom the individual

.destroyed by the events of the workday world who is restored through recreational activity to a level
at which she/he is again' prepare/ to face the destructive work!. 4s this really what is meant? Is
recreatioirtlikerent trom play or is it merely a sophisticated, adult term for the same phenomena?
Why`do people play, or have recreation, or engage in leisure pursuits? How do they choose their activity?
Howcan these choices be guided or accommodated with public and commercial facilities? These, are

areas of concern for academic recreation professionals upon which they have not reached, or even
approached, agreement.

In the meantime, the general population uses theterm "recreation," establishes public institutions
for recreatioh, and here is concerned whether rural'People are adequately served by public recreation. .

Are rural people, particularly children, systematically neglected in having less access to public recreation
than theirTrban counterparts? To answer this question requires a consideration of public recreation.

Public recreation in the United States started in the late nineteenth century at a time when
industrial developments began to concentrate people irccities at an unprecendented rate. Public
recreation originated as a social response to4rbanization. Thus, quite understandably, public recreation
tends to 'retain an urban orientation. Moreover, witch continued urbanization, the'growing sparsity of a
rural population created conditions that are not readily suited to the traditional organization of public
recreation. Even so, the recreation needs of the remaining rural.people'are no less vital than those of
urbarY residents.

Public recreation-is commonly structured on a munitipai levei. The fact that rural people are without
i'4the device of municipal. government precludes them from using this structure far public recreation. Rather

than doing without public recreation, other structures for organizing'public recreation must be sought
to fill the municipal gap.

In addition to county agencies specific to recreatico, public schools, public libraries and museums,
and the Extension Service are possible sources of public recreation in rural communities. (Rural community
organizations may concern themselveS with recreation, but as these organizations are semi-public rather
than public, they will not be further considered here). Special recreation districts may also serve rural
recreation needs. Each of these devices with potential for organizing rural recreation will be discussed'
below.

f.

Couniy Recreation Agencies

Counties were originally established for the ()ministration of state policy. In respon o demands
from the urban fringe, counties have more recently ssumed responsibilities.concerning the isfaction
of local needs: Among these newer responsibilities st s the provision of recreational faciliti and ,'

programs. Almost all 'states have legislation enabling cou to acquire, improve, and maintain parks
(Hjelte, G., and Shivers, J.S., 1971).

County. recreation agencies commonly work in regional terms, developirig facilities designed to
serve both urban and rural populations. The regional approach, effective for its particular purposes,
leaves unsolved the problem of providing local public recreation, as distinguished from regional
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services, to rural populations. This unfortunate situation has been'recognized in the,recreational
literature for many years (G. Hjelti, 1940).

Public Schools/Community Schools
Pui tilt schools have two major responsibilities in recreation. The first is education for leisure. The

second is to open school facilities and resotirces for public recreation. In the rural context, it may be
'noted that since the school board serves the rural child more directly than thecounty government,
the school board would be .a lonic31 vehicle for organizing public recreation for children in rural
communities.-Rural selools have traditionally functioned as community gathering places, a traditiog
established long before the need for community centers was identifed in the urban context.

Education for Leisure

One of the avowed pippotes of modem public education is to prepare for the worthy use of lei:;ure
time (formally stated as early as 1917 by the National Education Association [NEA, 1917;1 to teach the
artlafiliving as well as that of making a living. Accordingly, school curriculum includetime for exploring
subjects which will pro ilif become recreational rather thanprofessional interests of most of the students.
Music, for example, is t without the purpose of instructing professional musicians. So are amend
shop. Physical education introduces sporjs in which many people Will maintain a recreational interest when
school days are finished. Whai; then, is the distinction between modem public edutation and recreation?

Education and recreation often share content, but they.have different purposes. Education is
preparatory,. focused on the future. Recreation is focused on the present. Here it may be pertinent
twroie that a stud: concerned with constructing a predictive model for future outdoor recreation
demand analyzes t le relationship between childhood recreation experience and adult recreation
behavior (Dean R. Yoesting and Dan L. Burkhead, 1973). The activity lever of ar, individual as a child
directly affects the activitylevel-of that individual as an adult.

Of particular interest to the focus on rural people, Yoesting and Burkhead's data, gathered in
six rural Iowa counties, indicate that childhood residence (i.e., farm, rural nonfarm, town, city) does
not affect the level of recreational activity of an individual as an adult. While Yoesting and Burkhead's
investigation is limited to outdoor recreation activites, the evidence they collected certainly has
implications for thebroader scope Of recreation in general. Perhaps it should bea function of public education.r
to allow children to develop adequate and appropriate levels of rect.- eational activity.

Recreation services are justified when the participants enjoy them. It is not strictly necessary to
enjoy education.

A further distinction between education and recreation lies in the volun ry nature of recreation.
contrasted with the compulsory element of education. By insisting that childre attend recreational
programs, parents may remove the voluntary aspect of the activity and possibl destroy the recreational

experience. ,##

School Facilities for Public Recreation:
Community Schools

The most widespread program for using school facilities for public recreation is contained within
thi national community.education/community school movement. Community education proposes,
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through the use of community schools, to make maximum use of community resources to provide
a comprehensive education program for the entire community and to accommodate the cdtnmunity's
recreational and leisure time interests.

AboUt 700 public school systems in the United States are currently implementing community
edu ion. The .974 Community School Development Act, part of the amendments to the
Elemen and Secondary Education Act, allows federal funds to be allocated for assisting local public
school systems in establishing community education. Such funds were first available in 1936.. As of 1975,
nine states (including West Virginia) have enacted legislation supporting community education. .

The National Community Education Association (1017 Avon Street, Flint, MI 48503), founded.
in 1966, serves as a national clearinghouse for community education information and materials.
A national network of more than- 60 centers for development of community education serves the
entire-United States.

.

A renewed resolve for public recreation and community school cooperation and coordination
is reflected in the- recent. I:+lational Recreation ana Parks Association publication (R.M. Artz, 1976).

. Public Colleges and Universities

Apart from the public elementary and secondary school systems, many rural areas are the
site of public colleges and universities. Such institutions may provide recreational opportunities for
the people in the surrounding rural area. Even when facilities are restrictecito regist-wed students,
activities such as art shows, concerts, dramatics, and sports events are commonly wen to the general
community. Many public institutions of higher learning are geared to community service, particularly
in the context of cultural events. Frequently public colleges open facilities such as sWunming pools
and bowling alleys to, the general public in some degree.

Public Libraries

Reading is a form of recreation in which large numbers-of people with diverse interests engage. Public
libraries are not always recognized as recreatiorr agencies, but their function is largely recreational. Public
libraries makes a wider variety of books, periodicals, records, and,n some cases, even paintings and films
available than most people could hope to afford individually. Libraries ae commonly have public meeting
rooms available to community groups. Libraries often organize discussion, lecture, and film series foi
all age groups. Story hoUrs for children are a populaf feature of many libraries. .444,.

While libraries are generally located in urban areas, outreach service by bookmobiles, outreach. .

workers, or mail extends public library facilities to rural people. Branch libraries may be located in rural
communities. Many states provide state funds to local libian/ operations. Counties also fund local libraries.

Public Museums

While public museums, like litirarkks, are most often found in urban settings, occasional exceptions
are found. In most cases, rural location of museums is made when location is dictated by historical or
geographic' considerations pertaining to the collections to be displayed. Generally museums in rural
areas appeal to the regional or even national population. These institutions may operate concurrently y, .

on a local level as well, serving the local rural area with programs and facilities much as the library may.-
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- The U.S. Department of Agrict..".ture addresses rofreational needs through the ExtenlionAervice.
The Exterision Service, which operates from land-grant universities, is funded on a cooperative basis
with state and county governments, including county school boards. The purpose of the Extension
Service is to make the resources of the land-grantuniversities available to the general community. The
Extension Service has traditionally been concerned with recreation in rural communities. .

In 1921, the Extension Service organized 4-H, initially as a tactic for dispersing agricultural information
developed in land-grant university research the idea was that farmers would be receptive to new methods
when their success was irrefutably demonstrated by the 4-H children's projects. From an agricultural base,
4-H has expanded to a general educational and recreational organization for youth.

Although 4-H relies extensively on volunteer leadership, the Extension Service advises and .

coordinates its activities. Although 4-H has traditionally had a rural orientation, it is currently actively
working to broaden its appeal. Even so, the most active 4-H dubs tend to be located in rural areas.

.1

Special Districts

Organization of special recreational districts with powers to establish recreational service systems
financed through taxation on.sales or property within the district is the final alternative for providing
local recreation facilities and programs in rural areas to be considered here. Such districts may be created
by state legislatures or by county govtinments under authority granted by state legislatures. The initiative
for formation of such distiicts generally must come from property owners or voters of the proposed
district.

Special districts for local community recreational service have been established in some rural
_ areas as rural people recognize their recreational needs. This device has been used to overcome one
difficulty confronting-county provision of rural recreation service, that is, *h gent unfairness of using i?

county funds raised primarily through taxes assessed on cityiroperty in prcrrrr _Ivtlich are available

to or benefit exclusively noncity people. Acx:ording to Hjelte and Shivers, spec.. :ecreational districts hale
been established only in California, Colorado, and Oregon.

t. Organization for Rural Public Recreation

In answer to thiquestion of whether rural people are adequately served by public recreation, it -

appears that throUgh county recreation agencies, the public ichools, public libraries and museums, the
Extension Service, and special recreation districts, a potential exists for rural people to enjoy public
recreation comparable to that which is available to urban people through municipal-organization. This
listof potential recreation-serving agencies is not necessarily complete. Of course, all of these organizations
are available to urban people as well as rural people. It is a special challenge to get local public
recreation for rural people from these institutions.

forThe solution to the current problems -of public recreation for niral people seems to echo the theme
of the CAN undertaking: effective Organization-of rural communities to utilize existing resources is the key
to success. Characteristic rural problems such as physical, social, and cultural isolation, lack of "leadership,
and lack of finances all have bearing on providing public recreation to rural areas, but once organization is

established, ttlese problems are not insurmountable. Who should be responsible for such organization?
`It seernslinfairto require citizens at large to perform such a monumental task. Certainly such

organization falls within the realms of some publicemployees. However, people comfortably established in their.
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relation to the power structure are unlikely to assume such a task, at least not without pressu: e from the
public. How can such pressure most effectively be applied?

Citizens concerned with provision of public recreation, whether rural or urban, should first
recognize that no politician is against public recreation in principle. The problelb is to establish recreation
needs as a funding priority.

The next step for the rural citizen is to become acquainted with current plans and provisions'for
public recreation affecting the rural community. Find out what the county master plan has to say bout
-parks and recreation facilities. Find out whether regiotial organizations and regional plans inclu our"
rural community. Explore the agencies described above. Through such investigation, you will qin to
know the political realities of the situation.,

Where to go from here depends on the,sp is possibilities uncovered in the initial investigation
and onthe amount of effort people are stimulat d to give. ,

As a postscript, I would note that physical and emotional abuse-of children through early athletic
training (Little League pitching arms, for example) has not been addressed in the recreation section
because such activity clearly goes outside thelimits of recreation by whatever definiNon. The tendency
to Llentify athletics with recreation is widespread, however, and perhaps passing mention should be made
of such,pheno.nena here, since they may not be included elsewhere.
- The effects of competition on children are not entirely clear. It is safe to Fay that competition affects
Same people adversely. Accelerated high-pressure athletic programs are no more recreational than
accelerated high-pressure music or dance for children. It is certainly positive for parents to take pride
in their children's achievements. When children's "recreational" activities are manipulated by parents
to satisfy their own personal ends, however, they are abusing their children.
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COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

The community school concept was started 40 years ago in Flint, Michigan. There are now community
school programs in every state with over 800 programs operating throughout the United States. The basic
principle behind the community school movement is the fact that public school facilities are owned by
and belong to all of the people of the community paid for by tax dollars.

,When public education is the only activity conducted in the schools, these buildings are idle more
than 60 percent of the time. "The community school expands the role of the school from a formal
learning-center for the young, operating six hours a day, five days a week, thirty-nine weeks a year, to a
total community opportunity center for the young and old, operating virtually around the clock
throughout the calt.:Jclar year . .." (Manual of Operations for community Education, pp. 4-5).

Community school programs are established not only to utilize public schoolfacilities and resources
but to combine these with the resources of community organization and local government agencies,
"... to provide educational, recreational, cultural, health and other related community services for the
community that center serves in accordance with the needs, interests, and concerns of that community"
(Manual of Operations for Community Education, pp. 1-2).

If a community is interested in having a community school gram-, the first step is to see if other
Community schools exist in the county. if so, the community sci o framework already exists, and the
community must establish a group to present a proposal for a com unity school program to the county
superintendent and-board of education This proposal should inclu information as to local needs and
wants, local resources, and a brief overview of the project, including local community education goals.

If the community. school framework does not exist in the county, the state department of
education should be contacted-for information. States are roving toward s.i.secific legislation, so each
state will be different. Most states provide "how-to" information booklets geared to the county and
local levels.

If 3 community has the needs and interests to open the schools for community activities, probably
the first question is "bow can we pay for these programs?" In many states, the program is developed
and coordinated by a member of the school personnel (i.e., teacher or vice-principal). But the programs
and activities often pay for themselves through fees and charges. Boards of education and county commissions
will often assume some of the costs.

The community school program is a very realistic way fiir communities to expand services and
opportunities to all citizens. Facilities are readily available, program costs are minimal, and a tested
framework is available for replication.

;
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THE CHILL IN SPORT

The following rather extensive excerpts are from "The Child in Sport and Physical Activity," selected
papers presented at the National Conference Workshop entitled "The Child in Sport Physical Activity,"
edited by J :. G. Albinson. Ph.D., and Q. M. Andrew, Ph.D., School of Physical and Health Education,
Queen's. University,.Kingstori Ontario, Canada. The book was published by University Park Press, 1976,
Baltimore, Maryland. The selected papers were presented by an impressive array of scientific and human
serviceprofessionals. They provide a useful perspective on ways in which sports activities can become a
part of child abuse and neglect when used thoughtlessly'. .

Excerpts Preface

In the North American context at least, there prevails a rather fragmentary approach by society to
the problems of the child, and especially ipect to the aspects related to play, sport, and physical
activity programs. From the viewpoint off sties development, communities are planned for parents,
with facilities such as play areas for the child left as an afterthought by the planners. Likewise, a similar
low priority within school systems is given to, physical activities. This is especially true of elementary
school programs where leadership often is the responsibility of the classroom teacher who jn many school
jurisdictions. lacks any interest, knowledge, br professional training in physical education; accordingly,
"gym" is commonly relegated-to a level of minor priority in the educational system. As a consquence, it
is often the case that when children have reached high school (ironically where the best facilities and
professional leadership usually exist) the child has developed negative attitudes toward sp&I and physical
activity. FUrthermore, sports and physical activity programs often operate on the principle of
exclusion rather than inclusion; that is to say, team selection and even school physical education programs
espouse the principle of elitism which serves to enhance the motivation of the skilled performer only. If
sport and physical activity play roles of value to society in general, and the child in particular, it is
important for conckIrned people to examine the pastlarpgress, current status, present trends and future
directioni desirable (pp. vii viii).. a'

Excerpti Keynote Address, With Daume, Vice-President,
International Olympic Committee

In he Federal Republic of Germany social conditions are deterMined primarily by the constitution,
and spec

(
fically those clauses that pertain to human rights. Because of what! have to say later on the social

importance of sport, and on the extent to which sport can contribute to-man's achieving his rights,
I vvish to cite a few of the reley4t clauses. Specifically that each person is assured: the inviolable
freedom to develop one's personality; equality among all human beings- (including the equaRty of men
and women and the assurance that no person be.either-favored or discriminated against becabse of birth,
origin, or social standing); the right to live, tachieve; and maintain physical health (p. 1).

The Solution Suggestions

Children's sport seen in these terms cannot be realized without sufficient suitable playing area
.We, therefore, need: playgrounds in towns two to three times as many as we have at present;
recreation and common rooms, games and sports equipment, outdoor playing areas and areas in the
kindergartens; children's playing rooms and swimming pools in-apartment houses; sufficient sports

O
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facilities in each school.
There is no need for separate facilities for the ifferent age groups, since the needs overlap and,

furthermore, expenses have to be kept down. Ho ver, the facilities should be able to be altered by
movable walls and should not be too standardize to restrict the desire for movement. The ideal
to my mint', would be combined recreational an sports centers where both adults and children
could do sports together.

A more modern form of sport, which istette apted to development, more attractive, more
oriented toward leisure time, and available for all chil n can only be realized if all the bodies
responsible, parents, kindergartens, schools, political pa les, governments, welfare organizations, .

religious bodies, sports federations-and sports clubs, contribute toward its achievement. Cooperation
at many levels is essential.

Parental involvement is the first stage. if they could be made aware of the great importance sport
hai for their children they would form by sheer number a powerful pressure group for getting the
authorities concerned moving. In addition, their children's life at home would also become more sports
oriented.

The political parties above all could contribute to forming an awareness of the situation. They would
be able to impress on governments that the expansion of external signs of well-being should not be
achieved at the expense of the natural playing room. The same applies to the sciences. Their contributions
on children's sport and games are necessary to win.over parliaments, governments, schools and public
opinion. -

The sports clubs, however, still have a large role to play in this sphere. Apart from their normal
sports activities, which are primarily devoted to competitions'. they must create better models for
recreational sport for children, such as small groups of children to intensify athletic activity, family groups
including parents and children, setting up clubs for pre-school and school children, training,%specialized
instructors whocan also help with the other facilities and so on.

Ladies and gentlemen,we face an overwhelming task if we wish to achieve all this, particularly since
we have many other. branches of sport, and not only sport, to attend to. But I think that it is worthwhile.
For, in the last analysis, what we are doing is opening up more room for man to live a happy,life in a
world which is becorriing constantly more crowded-fry:14-15).



RECREATION FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS

Recreation is much more than activities used to envoy idle time when one is not learning or working.
For children, recreational experiences provide opportunities to develop physical and social skills that they
will use for the remainder of their lives. The development of basic motor skills such as strength, balance,
agility, and coordination contributes to physical fitness, which ". .. promotes feelings of well-being
and self- acceptance .. and organized sports provide opportunities for personal achievement while
teaching rules of competition and controlled release of aggression" (Recreation Handbook for State and
Local 'Unit Recreation Committees, 19739. Social behaviors such as working cooperatively in'groups,
interacting with peers, creativity, and c...mversation are learned through many recreational experiences,
including games, drama, and arts and crafts.

When children,'nonhandicapped and handicapped alike, are denied recreational activites, they
are excluded from many opportunities important to their development. Special populations (the ill
and disabled) have-the same rights as their nonhandicappedpeers to_wholesorne recreational experiences.

In addition, special populations often need additional or special programs adapted to meet their
needs. Regular community recreation programsare not organized with the disabled in mind. The'
activities are often too mentally or physically advanced. Participating in this kind of program is
trust ting and self-defeating. The Proceedings:. Interdisciplinary Working Conference Protection of
Childre states that "setting unrealistic goals and demanding fulfillment of them" is an indicator of

'abuse (Morg ntown, WV, November, 1975, p. 64). This is Often the case when special populations are
forced, by having no other alternative, to participate in recreational activites developed for nonhandicapped
children.

A disabled child may also be prevented from participating in neighborhood play situations because
of attitudinal barriers in the community. Even when they are able to keep up with other neighborhood
youngsters, the disabled areoften teasecC,ridiculed, and unaccepted by their nonhandicapped peert.
Parents.of n contribute to this situation by false ideas that the disability might. "rub off" on their
children or that their child-might ndt get appropriate stimulation by playing with a disabled child.

In addition to the. problems of participating in organized community recreation and neighborhood
play situations, manylimes the disabled child needs help in learning how to play alone as well as in
groups. Recreation programs designed Specifically with the needs of special populations in mind are
called therapeutic recreation. These programs or activities are therapeutic in the sense that they are
designed to enhance the disabled individual's chances for habilitation or rehabilitation. The National
Therapeutic Recreation Society defines therapeutic recreation as ".. . a process,which utilizes recreational
services for purposeful intervention in some physical, emotional, and/or social behavior to bring about
a change in that behavior and to promote the growth and development of the individual."

Examining therapeutic recreation as one preventive measure of, child abuse and neglect, it is
interesting to note that one of the earliest studies, in recreation for special populations was conducted
at the Lincoln State School and Colony in Illinois "... to conduct a program of activities consistent with

This section is written by: Sandy. Perine, pA, Director of the Creative Recreation Involving Special Populations (CRISP) -

Program, Valley Community Mental Health Center, Morgantown, WV.
NI/
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the interests and abilities of mentally handicapped children, this program to serve as a substitute for
former repressive measures of control" (Bertha E. Schlotter and Margaret SVealsen, 19 1). This program
was so successful that the school established a department of recreation.

. Historically, therapeutic recreation services began in hospitals and insittutions. Com ,pity -based
'recreation programs for special populations haveonly recently (1950's) emerged (Maynard C.,Reynolds
1968).. The recent thrust to release individuals from institutions back irito their home communities
has made community-based programs for special populations a necessity. The vast majority of these
programs are in larger urban areas, However, the equally important need for therapeutic recreation
services in rural areas has recently been noted. West Virginia is Primarily a rural state. In 1976, the

. West Virginia Developmental Disabilities Council, affiliated with the West Virginia Comn(ission on Mental.
Retardation, awarded a grarit to Valley Comprehensive Community Ment.11 Health Center to develop a
model therapeutic recreation program for Monongalii County that could be replicated in other West
Virginia counties.

As there are special populations in every community, each community should have therapeutic
recreation services available to these individuals. Perhapi the most appropriate provider of these services
is the public recreation sector. Usually, for. a variety, of reasons, public recreation views the provision
of therapeutid recreation programming as a low priority: Unfortunately, this often means that no such
programming is provided. pne legitimate reason that cannot be overlooked is that an organized effort
has not been Made to educate public recreation providers to the needs of special populationsfor recreation.
However, even when this is accomplished, the most commonly cited reasons for avoiding the provision of
therapeutic recreation services are: (1) cost, (2) the lack of specially trained staff, and (3) the lack of
lacilities, equipment, and supplies (David Compton, Twyla.Misselhorn, Carol Stensrud, Connie Williams,
1975).

Communities.which are in need of recreation services to special populations and which are committed
to finding the solUtions to the problems of their provision have several alternatives. If we assume that
public recreation departments are the rogicai .proVidcrs of this service, communities have to make the
need for these services known to the'recreation board and its funding bodies. They must also request
a budget adjustment to include-these services. "The old adage that X amount of dollars versus X amount
of people cannot and- must not be the criteria-for special population programming" (Butchee, 1976).

Often tural communities do not hive public recreation departments. If this is the case and other groups
are providing recreational services (i.e.; churches, schriols, community groups), these programs need to be
expanded to include special populations. If the community has other programs or groups providing
services to the disabled, often these programs can be extended to include recreation. -

Striiiing for .the Maximum utilization cf already existing community resources is of paramount
importance. Program consultation and- leadetsh;o may be provided by agencies in the community familiar
withisthe needs of the disabled (i.e., social service a 'envies, mental health centers, Eester Seals, etc.).

Coirimunity volunteers -can be an integral part of a therapeutic recreation program. If an agency
that functionS as a volunteer coordinator for the community is available, it will probably be willing ,

to do most -OCthe volunteer organization. If not, a structure for coordinating volunteers shouid be
-established. The National Center for Voluntary Action can provide materials on how this can be done
(NCVA, 1785 Vassachusetts Avenue, N.W.,11t$3shington, D.C. 20036). Never underestimate the valuable
seri/lc:1:s that volunteers can provide. Not only can they give consultation and leadership to the progiam
itself, but they may also work in the many other indirect service areas, such as fund raising, publicity,
recordkeeping, and maintenance.

Each community is unique in its resources. Some other categories that can be explored are: local
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groups organized to advocate for the handicapped; such as the Assoclation foy Retarded Citizens, and
churches, civic organizations, youth clubs, fraternal organizations, high schoO4ubs, and colleges and
universities. Area 4-H Clubs and Scouts are good resources for programs and vAnteers.

". .. Special facilities are generally not needed to increase recreation servjland programs for the
handicapped. Most existing recreation resources in the community can be used even for the most
severely handicapped, with minor 4dditional installations such as ramps, rails, hand-bars, etc." (Janet
Pomery, 1074). .

Several resources exist for materials on recreational programming for special populations. The
Thereapeutic RecreatioriJoumal is published quarterly by the National Therapeutic Recreation Society
(a branch of the. National Recreation and Park Association, 1.601 North Kent Street-Arlington, .VA
22204). The National .44ssociation'for Retarded Citizens, has published a Recreation Handbook for State
and Local Unit Recreation Committees. Thii handbook outlines ways and means recreation programming
can be established in localities (Lisually defined as counties) and lists program and funding resources and

_
ideas. -

. .
,

Recreation is one of the service areas covered by the federal Developmental Disabilities Act. This
act has funded several therapeutic recreation projects, such as the one in West Virginia that was mentioned
previously. This particular model program is being designed for use in rural communities with a minimum
of professional personnel, emphasizing the Use of paraprofessionals within the community. This program
will be available to rural communities in the near future.. Finally, if is important to note that regularorrecreation programming, as with facilit' , can be adapted for use with special populations.

Since transportation of the parti ant.- iskvitally important to the success of the program, this ..
potential problem area must be addressed ,rly in the planning stigei. it should be kept in mind that

..

often the disabled are unable to make use of the publictransportation system. There are no set
answers to the problem of transportation. However, communities around the nation have found some
answers in a variety of ways. Examplei are:utilizing public school transportation, carpools of parents, q

volunteer driers, church and settlement house buses, federal and state grants to purchase vehicles,
dOnations, etc. Again, it is important to examine the resources your community has to come up with a
solution to suit your.giarticular needs. k -

--. ./ I '
_
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THE MEDICAL ASPECTS OF SPORT ACTIVITY
WNW

Dr. K. Douglas Bowers, Jr., clinical associate professor in orthopedic surgery', Morgantown, West
Virginia, recently presented the following six criteria for a gooqisports program (Bowers, K,D., Jr., 1976):

(1) Medical supervision is essential. All youngsters involved in contact spASrts should have a mandatory
physical examination with special attention paid to examination of the eyes, heart, abdominal organs,
joints, blood clotting mechanisms and nerve network. Dr. Bowers further stated that after:the first (ever)
concussion, a person should not participate in spcIrts for one week; after the second concussion, no
participation for one year; after the third concussion in a lifetime,bne should never again participate ir
contact sports.

(2) Every sports program should have adequate facilities and equipment meeting safety standards and
fitting properly.

(3) Coaches should have proper skillsland techniques tocleal with the various age groups.
(4bConditioning should be year-round: preseason and off-season. Attentioa should be given to speed,

endurance; agility, and coordination. Dr. Bowers stated that weight training was suitable for adolescents;1,
'but competitive weight lifting should be banned.

(5). Practice, of course, inessential to every sport.
(6) Competition should be with those of comparable size .e gh, experience, and among those of

the same sex. Not all participants at the conference agreed wit "tor ,:me sex" criterion.Above all,
the child should enjoy what he is doing.

Many youngsters suffer bone and joint problems in the M )st of these heal under medical
supervision while activities, especially jumping, are curtailer' -k,A chili would still be able to swim, as such
an activity would not damage the knees.,

Elbow injuries are most serious to the growing child. (3,:- p Aching is the most severe. Little League
rules are now very strict about the number of innings a child n.,: w' p''Lch in official games. Abuse of these
rules occurs when parents permit or coerce the child to keep pray -icing in the family backyard.

Another abuse of children in the sports world is being cited by the American College of Sports
Medicine (1976). The college has recently issued new guidelines prohibiting'the use of rubber suits, steam
rooms, hot boXes, laxatives, and diuretics by high schOO1 Al college wrestlers for weight-reducing purposes.
Their position statement states that "the physiological consequences of 'making weight' are associated
with reduction in muscular endurance," impaired body temperature regulation, lower blood vplumes, and
increased stress on heart and kidneys.

This section is written by: Marilyn Jarvis-Eckert, MD.
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OVERVIEW OF CHILD CARE

For the purpose of this section, child care will be understood to mean-any care adults provide to
chit en who are not their own children or legal wards. The care may be custodial but should involve
attention to and understanding of the needs and development of children.

In rural areas, the informal services network provides many child care services on a daily basis through
extended families and neighbors. These.serviCes are provided withjn the communities prevailing norms. The
failure of professionals and agencies to recognize the importance of working with these natural systems is
a continuing problem resulting from efforts to develop child care on an urban model, i.e., day care for
working mothers in large centers operated by trained personnel. Adequate standards for-health and
safe,ty are practically impossible for day care programs in rural areas to meet, and if they could meet them,
these centers would not be attractive or meet the standards of many rural families who prefer not to leave
their children with strangers or sysgms that are strange to them.

Foster Care

It is not unusual-for a child to find his or her own foster care to select an aunt or uncle or neighbor
with whom he or she would like to live or for 'a parent to place a child with a foster family; this should
not be called abandonment when arrangements are carefully made. When this happens, the agency
responsible needs to recognize the significance of choice and whenever possible provide resources such as
money payments, training, etc. All too often, because the urban models are developed for areas where
there is no viable extended family, thg workers have been trained not to recognize or support such
placements.

Natura Centers for Rural Child Care

Day Care

In most rural commtinities, there are natural places where parents znd children can be found during
the day or evening. They may not be called child care centers, but they are so much a part of the
community that parents and children feel comfortable (safe) there. These include such places as -
neighborhoodor settlement houses, churches, or schools. Few of these can or would be able to meet
federal or state standards for day care programs. Still, they function as multi-purpose programs where
adults and children do come to learn and to do things for education and recreation.

If cxnmunity professionals and agencies would supportthese natural systems, the result could be
the development of rural models for child care programs better7suited to the needs of rural people.

Family Day Care

. Family day care has always existed as the primary form of child care in rural areas. Until recently,
federal and state policies did not perrhit pu,blicoeVertent for these services Now this is possible, but
professionals and agencies nee to recognize that it is more than a program to permit mothers to work
or to provide employment. They need to see family ddy care as a supportive service for children or
parents wnd act appropriately to strengthen and support this resource.

Child Care Education

. Our society until very recently assumed that teaching child care was a family responsibility. It is
clear that change is needed, because most children are not harmed (abused or neglected) deliberately.
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Instead, abuse and neglect generally result from ignorance of children's growth and developmental
needs, and of ways to deal with the stresses of child care. Education for parenting begins in the child's
home. The school system needs to begin helping t-hfldren prepare for parenting from the, first grade on.
It may start at the primary level he ing children learn nurturing roles.

Because the school.systern is tru ed with children, parejts are likely to trust educators to teach
parenting if they know what will be sal id the classroom. This also provides a most exciting opportunity
to involve parents in examining their o childrearing practices. Because child-rearing should involve areas
suctfas physical and errotional health, social, psychological, sexual, religious, and ethical needs, the

- teacher and parents will need consultation from a variety of disciplines in determining what and how the
information should be given in the classroom.

This requires that schools see their role in preparing children for child caring roles by providing
educationally supervised child care experiences as part of the curriculum. In rural areas, this can be a part
of adult education programs for child care. For example, all school systems now have early childhood
education programs. The "lab" experienCe could simply be the bringing of preschool children and
parents into,the classroom on a planned basis. One experience whistthris come to our attention involved
juniors and seniors in an advanced home economics class who planned and provided nursery school
experience to 15 children for tWo semesters, with the assistance o) the teacher and parents. This is one
example of possible ways educators and parents could work together to give priority to child care education
for children and youth.

In rural areas, schools are viewed as places for all kinds of activities for children and adults. The ACCR
project found many, many adults wanting information they could use in rearing their children. The .
"community school concept" (page 135) is a natural and important resource foradult edeucation on
child- rearing in rural areas, as it can provide a'faciiity a variety of adult educators, and recreation programs
for the children while parents are learning.
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DAY CARE CENTERS IN RURAL AREAS AND CHILD ABUSE

History of Formal Day Care Services

Day care centers were created in the depression of the 1930's to provide jobs. When Congress during
the late 1930's earmarked $6 million for day care sponsored by the Works Projects Acinfalistration, the
Preoccupation was with providing work for unemployed teachers, custodians, cooks, and nurses. World
War II made the Works Projects Administration unnecessary, and the care centers it supported disappeared.

The Lanham Act of 1940 authorized federal expenditures for operation and maintenance of hospitals,
schools, and child care centers built to meet the needs of workers in defense facilities. Legislative
intent was clear all along; it never extended to"federal sponsorship of child care outside the defense
emergency framework. Although more than 3,000 day cam centers were sustained with $51 million of
Lanham Act money. it was a win-the-war program, not a save-the-children program. Lanham Act funds
ended on -..latitiary 1,1948. So far, federal support for child care had been accomplished only when tied
explicitly to a national emergency to provide jobs during the economic depression and to meet the needs
created during wartime (Steiner, 1976J.

Although the Korean War came only a few years after the termination of the Lanham Act support,
renewed defense mobilization activity associated with the war !ed to no renewal of interest in child care
as a national issue. Federal Security Agency administrator Oscar Ewing held that "such care is ba§ically
a local responsibility." 1 1958, the first of-tr-series of "cold war" day care bills was introduced to the
Senate to provide day care for the children of working mothers.

In 1960,. a National Conference on Day Care for Children was sponsored by the Women's Bureau
and the Children's Bureau. Out of the 25 recommendations of the conference, one specifically called
for an effort to obtain day care funds from local, state, and federal sources. First signs of high-level
interest in publicly supported day care were forthcoming in a letter read at tIgie National Conference from
then-President-elecQohn Kennedy. Kennedy declared himself in favor of day care centers for children of
working mothersoand of parents who for one reason and another cannot provide adequate care during the

Research pursued_in the 1950's and 1960's cast doubt on beliefs in genetically fixed intelligence by
jog that outside influences may affect the rate of early development of human infants. Child care

centers were more than a matter of-material convenience or'a techrtque for reducing welfare costs.
.Potentially; at least, they were investments in human development and could be instruments of social
change.

Issues and Conce, of Day Care Providers*

Consequently, day care centers now have gained local, state, and federal support. Day dare center
is defined as any child care facility Serving seven or more children for part of the day for three.or more
hours (taken from article on the difference between child abuse and neglect, Family Service Associatiori).
Day care- facilities in most rural areas serve anywhere from the minimal seven children 1J as high as

'Views expressed de: cr lay care providers.

This section is WIPatt,- s graduate student, Wes- Virginia University School of ,Social Work,
Morgantown, WV.
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60 children. Day care facilities are contexts in which abuse and neglect can be observed.
However, day care personnel and administrators feel that parents would not send a severely abused

child to the facility, risking the possibility of detection and of being reported. Therefore, the day care
facility may have a limited role to play in the detection of child abuse and neglect.

Although there is a risk involved on the part of the parent, there is often a greater risk involved for
- the day care center which. reports a child abuse case. Many day tare facilities in rural areas are concerned

with the need for a cleir, working definition of child abuse. Personnel in day care facilities, although
concerned, are often hesitant in taking steps to report child abuse because of the ambiguity of the
definition itself. They feel that a clearer working definition ofichild abuse and neglect is needed. Past
experiences are also of grave concern to day care personnel. Experiences have been reported in which an
individual of the facility reported to the proper authorities a child being abused. Although initial action
was taken, there appeared to be no follow-through on-removing the child from the home. The individual
is then caught in the dilemma of whether he/she has made the situation worse for the child by reporting
it to the proper authorities. It is easy to understand the reluctance involved in reporting child abuse.

Day care centers are also very much awa2 of the boundaries in which they operate. Often
intervention in a suspected child abuse case is contingent on the center's legal liability. Parental consent
poses another obstacle for the day care worker. If they approach the parents with the possibility that their
child is in imminent danger in their household, they risk losing the child from their facility and losing alt
contacts with the parents.

Day care is certainly no exception to being caught in the many binds that catch all who suspect
child abuse: the bind of being able to provide concrete evidence stating that there has in fact been an
adverse act of commission or deliberate omission taken against a child by his/her guardian; the bind of
answering the who, what, how, and when of the situation; the bind of the legalities involved and the
obligations of the worker to the child; the bind of feeling the immediate need to remove the child from
his/her environment and ti.e inability to provide adequate evidence to do so. All sorts of binds are ever
present not only to the day care worker but to any worker who is involved with offering social services
to children-°.
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RURAL GROUP HOMES

Rural Youth s:

tional care has been our society's most prominent response to deviant behavior or
However, rural America has made less use of institutions than have urban communities.

Rural areas have traditionally preferred to use remoras within their communities. This has bean
true for the youth as well as the aged and mentally ill.

Generally, rural youth have been expected-to issume the responsibility of adulthood earlierthan
their urban counterparts, and this cultural norm has been slow to yield to the pressures of social
change. Where once the youth in rural areas married or entered the work force earlier, they are tow
remaining in the homes of their parents, longer. There, natural family stress coupled with the longer
preparatory period of adolescents for adulthood often results in the family's rejection of its adolescent
members. When alternative housing errangements must be sought for the adolescent (outside of his/her
own home), but when detention or a great deal of structure such as that of institutions is not indicated,
thin community based care outsideof the home becomes the most natural response. Group home care
can provide this alternative solution, and it is compatible with the well. established norm of rural
communities preferring commtinitytbased care. .

Group homes have been established to serve as an alternative to institutional care, primarily for
the adolescent population. For many adolescents, foster care and/or institutional care (outside their
community) have been'the only available alternatives. Although these facilities are necessary community
services, they are not designed to, nor do they pretend to, handle the broad range of problems of the
nation's youth major problems frequently result from institutional or foster care.'

Institutional Care
When youth, are placed in an institution that removes them from their natural environment and

community, further deterioration of family relationships most often occurs. This may be due primarily
to:

(1) The lack of interaction of the 1outh with their families, which is in itself- destructive to enhancing
a more constructive relationship betty the family and the adolescent.

(2) When a youth is removed from the home and institut:onalized,she/he is readily identified
by the family and the community as "the" problem. It therefore becomes difficult to provide
services that will enable the youth and the family to be reunited or, in the where reunion is not
desirable, where the youth and tre family can develop a viable relationship.

(3) When the family identifies the youth as "the" problem, the subsequent removal and treatment
of the "problem" becomes the solution. There is little understanding that a solutionmust involve both
the youth and the family simultaneously.

Foster Home Care

When roster care is unsuccessful, the youth is considered to be "the" problem, and this concept
becomes internalized by the adolescent and is destructive to his or her positive selfworth. Foster care
is not appropriate for all adolescents in need of care. Many youth, having just experiented a traumatic

.family situation, cannot cope with the intimacy of a new family setting. The natural family may not be

This section was written by: Doris M. Bean, MR& Group Home Coordir.sator, Family Service Association. Morgantown. WV.
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able to accept the foster family because of an inability to share the ent role. In these cases, many times
the youth is placed in one foster home after another, a situation ich continuously reinforw the
youth'seeling of being unwanted.

The lack of available alternatives for this age group and the lac f equate services are responsible
for inappropriate placement§. Foster homes and children's institutions are necessary to meet the needs
of certain children, but additional forms otsubstitute care are necessary components to comprehensive
child welfare services. Group home care is one of these components.

Group Home Definition -

The Child- Welfare League of America describes the group home as an agency-operated home
"providing case for a small group of children in a family type setting where the emphasis is-on meeting the
specialized needs of the adolescents or seriously disturbed youngsters for whom institutional care is
contra indicated" (Hirschbach, 1974). .

Group homes are designed to serve the child who cannot remain in his/her own home but whO will
benefit more from placement in a group setting within the community than konn a foster home or
institutional placement. One of the primary.differences between a group homrid a foster family home
is that the group home exists for the children, while the foster home exists for the foster family. The
foster child therefore is always abutsider to a certain degree (Hirschbach, 1976).

Other advantages of group home care are, of course, its community location, with ready access
to religious, school, and recreation r-esources. It can also obtain specialized services such as psychiatric
4unseling and vocational training: Institutional care, which is generally isolated from community life,
usually cannot offer these resources and services. Group home care allows the child who, for various
reasons, cannot cope with the intimacy of family living to have less intense but still personalized peer
and adult-Child relationships while also avoiding the depersonalization of a large institution.

The primary goat of group home care is to provide each. adolescent iirith an individualized program that
will enable him or her to work toward a solution of his or her problans.while in a family-type setting.
This "family" exists within ongoing community life that will allow the adolescent to'return to a more
permanent life in the community without the trauma of readjustment to community school, and other
community institutions. The group home is community -based and community -orien it is a part of the
community it is situated in, and the children who are served by the group home are bers of that
community. )

Group homes, like foster cam and institutions, are not designed to care for all children. There are
certain children who have proved to be able to benefit from group home placement Ernest Hirschbach does
an excellent job of describing these children:

. (1) Children in need of removal from their own libmes who have such close ties to their families
that they or their parents are unable to accept or tolerate placement in a substitute family group.

(2) The opposite of the above 4ildren who have had such devastating experiences either in their
own or foster homes that they are unable to move into a family environment or relate to substitute-
.parents.

(3) Adolescents who are emotionally moving away fipm dependence on parental figures and therefore
can adjust better to the less inti to adult-child relationships of a group home.

(4) Children with suc rious behavior deviations that ordinary foster homes cannot accept them and
their problempjn considering the group home placement of such children, it must be kept in mind that
group homes are part of the community and that severe deviation from community norms will not be
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tolerated but will stigmatize and isolate the home and its residents (Hirschbach, 1974).
Group homes have also been established as gradual readjustment or halfway houses for youth

discharged from institutions but who are not ready for family living, unwed mothers, and youth in
need of a short-term placement for observation where a diagnosis and treatment plan can be developed.

Staffing
When staffing a group home, there are two traditional patterns:
(1) A husband-wife team, where the wife has, full -time responsibility for the everyday functions

and maintenance of the me, and the husband often has daily employment outside the home and
participates in the life of the group home on evenings and weekends a situation similar to the typical
American family.

(2) A professional child care team. These adults may be unrelated touch other and usually have
a,degree in social work and experience in child welfare. The team will share the responsibility for
operating the home, with supervision provided by the agency.

It is important that regardless of the pattern used in staffing the group home, certain qualities be
present in the child care personnel:

(1) The ability to give affection, care, and warmth even when it may be returned with hostility
or suspicion. .. ,

(2) The ability to tolerate a wide range of behavior, including aggression as well as demands for
exorbitantattention.

(3) The ability to give of themselves emotionally and mentally without demanding a warm
r;;sponse from the children.

(4) The ability to share and consult with professional staff in describing and valuating behavior,
in designing an overall plan for the child, and in supporting the efforts of the other staff.

ei%(5). The ability to work as a team. Many of the youth in the group h e will need specialized
services, such as health services, psychological testin6, tutoring, etc. It is impe tive that group home
staff work along with other professionals in order to meet the special needs of the youth in their care.

Another important consideration when staffing a group home is relief staff- It is necessary that the
full-time staff have ample scheduied time off. There should also be time made aval!able for continued
education beyond staff training. It is important that full-time group home staff do not begin to fee/
isolated or that they are not receiving the necessary sypport by the sponsoring aaency. Full-time child
care with problem adolescents is. an intense, highly demanding responsibility.

.Licensing for Group HoMes
.Many states have licensing procedures for group homes which are different from these used for

other child care institutions. Whether this is true or not in a particular state, there are usually three
primary agencies involved in issuing a license: the-Deaprtment of Welfare, the Fire Marshal's Office, and
the Department of Health..

Procedures to Establish a Group Home in West Virginia

Contact the state Department of Welfare, and ask for a copy of the licensing requirements for group
homes.

A licensing supervisor should be able to assist_you in: (1) explaining the requirements and procedures,
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and responding to questions; (2) evaluating the proposed building and grounds, which usually involves
an on-site evaluation; (-3) supplying an application anc4 nelp with its completion. The licensing supervisor
will assist from the planning through implementation and will make recommendations to the state Licensing
Board concerning the group home.

Contact the state-fire marshal. Request,an inspection-of the proposed facility. The fire inspection will
provide:

( 1 ) A report oflpecified requirements to be met prior to operation of the group home.
(2) Periodic monitoring and evaluation of the group home's compliance with state fire safety codes

and regulations.
(3) A report to the state Licensing Board and recommendations concerning the"group home.

The state Department of Health is concerned with two areas of licensing: sanitation and nutrition.

Sanitation

Contact the local/county sanitarian. If none is available, contact the state Health Depart nt,
Division of Sanitary Engineering, for inspection. The Division of Sanitary Engineering will port and .

make recommendations to the state Licensing Board concerning the group home.

Nutrition
Contact the state nutritionist for assistance in menu planning for the group home. An area

nutitionist will provide ongoing consultation to the group home. The state nutritionist will monitor
and assess 'menus, meals, and snacks, making recommendations concerning the group home to the
state Licensing Board.

Issues in Operating a Group Home

In the actual operation of a group home, certain considerations are important to keep in mind'

(1) Integrating the group home into the community. This is a vital area of concern. If community
based care is to work, the residence -must be able to become part of that community. The beginning
of ensuring this will bein selecting a building for your group home. The group home should not stand
out as blatantly different from surrounding community residents, but should be basically of the same
structure and quality. The youth in the group home should be dressed in a way si liar to other
community youth. The use of community schools, churches, and recreational cent s will also enhance
the acceptance of the grOup home residents.

(2) Community relations. Just as the residents must feel comfortable functioning ithin the
community, so also must the community feel at ease about the presence of the group ome. The
above mentioned considerationS will assist in providing the acceptance necessary for e success of the
group home, but the group home staff must also be willing to listen and understand the concern and
apprehension that may initially be present. The group home staff will additionally. have to be willing
to interpret group home care to the community.

(3) School reiationships is another necessity if the group home is going to be successful. The group
home musrbe sure that the school system has enough information so that they will understand the
problems of these youth which may be reflected in the school. Many of the youth who need group home
care will also have already experienced failure in the school system. It wili be important for group home
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staff and school personel to work closely together so that the youth in-the group home will have
every chance of academic success.

Removes

Quid Welfare League of America, "Group Homes in Prespective." New York, 1975.
Hirschbach, Ernest, Group Homes'for Children, Canadian Council on Social Development, Ontario; Canada, 1974.
tirschbach, Ernest. Memo to child. Cara Workerson Their Role in Group Homes Child Welfare, Vol. LVN10,

Dedember, 1976.
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RURAL INSTITUTIONS

"There are far more American children mistreated in institutions than suffer injury or neglect at
home" (Chase, 1975). Those children in detention centers, training schools, and institutions for the
mentally retarded are for all intents and purposes being abused simplfty being-where they are. In far
too many instances, the institution is merely a storehouse a means of-removing these "different" or
."bad" children from society.

The children placed in these institutions are seldom taught any meaningful skills. Usually they
perform maintenance duties of the institution and little else. This is gross neglect of their educational
preparation for adulthood. "The emphasis in most institutions for pOtaways is not on helping children
but on making them adjust to the institution while- giving as little trouble as possible. If they conform
they'll be labeled improved. If they don't they'll be punished". Chase, 1975).

In the vast majority of institutions for children, corporal punishMent is fairly common. In
particular, it is frequently used on runaways.. An official in one jail compared the treatment of runaway
juveniles to that of runaway slaves in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. In detentionxenters and
training schools, inmates are sometimes flogged, put in solitary confinement, and refused medical services.'

Many cases of such abuse-have been documented by Larry tole in "Our Children's Keepers," where
he describes a "school for girls" where children who caused trouble (which included running away) were
locked in solitary, sometimes for as long as 80 days. Girls were frequently handcuffed, their feet tied
to their hands, and left face down on a bed in solitary for days. In Louisiana, Cole saw children in a state
training school beaten with hose pipes, put in dungeons, and refused medical. care.

Most institutions for children are inadquately staffed, in many cases by sadistic, penierted
individuals who care nothing about the children: In most instances, there are no planned activities for
children, and on occasion they may be homosexually attacked by other children or by employees of the
institution. In institutions for putaways, visiting privileges with families are sometimes severely limited.
In some institutions, children may be allowed only one two- or three-hour visit per month. if they

.misbehave, the visitation-isusually taken away (Chase, 1975)..
The majority of the exposes and investigations concerning the inhumane treatment of children

have taken place at large facilities serving metropolitan areas. But what about children in rural areas?
What happens to them?

Juvenile Facilities

In most rural areas of the country, there are no separate Tacilities for juveniles. For example,
consider the case of a 15-year-old boy who has run away from home because he was being physically
abused by his father. In many parts of rural America he could, and probably would, be picked up and
placed in the county jail, While there, he may be exposed to a real criminal element, subject to physical
abuse, homosexual attack, and in some cases murder.

The state of West Virginia has 55 counties, of which 48 do not have separate facilities for children
waiting for a hearing or for transportation to acorrectional facility. Due to the lack of detention
facilities for children, ifs estimated that well over 2,400 children were jailed in West Virginia in 1973

This section is written.by: J. Michael Wensell, BSW, Social Worker, Fimily Service Association, Morgantown, WV:
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for such harmless offenses as truancy, vunning away, ancrcurfew violation. In the past several years,
at least two boys committed suicide while in jail (League of Women Voters):

Every state has "training" or "industrial' schools for children which are institutionsfor children,
who commit offenses against society, even though at times those offenses may be nothing more serious
than truancy or running away.Tho tragedy of the state schools for juveniles is that for the most part
they are inadequately staffed, and their Main function is merely to confine children for i length'of
time, sornctimes until they are legally adulp,

In some largely rural areas, such as West Virginia, 16- and 17-year-old males are transferred to
the state penitentiary. In:West Virginia, a specialcommittee recommended that juveniles be segregated
from adult inmates (League of Women Voters), but one has to question the quality of rehabilitiation .
a 16-year-old will receivein a state pententiary.- - .

__Generally, in rural areas, mental health facilities provide very limited treatment for children. In
fact, there is such a lack of specialized treatment facilities thatchildren are frequently dumped into a
state mental hospital. There, due to a lack of qualified personnel, they receive no treatment but are
usually medicated and may just sit and rock all day. There are many examples of state hospitals being
used as storehouses for children considered by communities tobedeviants.

Consider the case of a black child who was accused of exposing himself to a white girl. The yolk
-at nine years of age-was placed in the statecOoys' industrial school. At age 16, he was transferred to
the state)vntal hospital, where he remained until he was 30 years old. During more than 20 years of
institutionalization, he received no treatment nor any 'education. He was released when the policy to
return people to the community was implemented. He has to be readmitted frequently, because he ,

has been taught no skills for living in today's society, and the community cannot tolerate his inability
to cope.

Generally, in rural areas, the county sheriff is the chief law enforcement agent. In most instances,
he has neither' raining nor resources for dealing with the problems of youth.- He will usually not want
to pick up a child, but if a child is picked up for an Offense, he will probably have to be placed in the
county jail. Most rural county jails are filthy, antiquated facilities run by sheriffs who have no training
in jail administration and who are expected to spend as little tax money as possible. Some are expected
to pay the cost of the jail themselves.

If a child has a hearing, it will probably be conducted before a judge who is expected to handle all
, civil -and criminal cases. He has no. special preparation or support services, and his response to juvenile
offenders is to lecture them and send them home (Schultz, 1970). If the child cannot be returned to
his home, the judge may have no alterantive but to sentence the-child to a state institution; When the
child is.released from the institution, there generally are no after-care programs, so chances are that
the child.will be placed back in the situation which precipitated the problem originally.

In rural America, institutional abuse does not jiist apply to children being mistreated in
institutions but to the wrongful institutionalization of children -- children being put away in whatever
is available because proper facilities or resources do not exist. The effect of wrongful institutionalization
of chit& has been displayed far too many times in the past, for example, Lee Harvey-Oswald,
Charles son, and. Charles Whitman, to name just a few. Until our society is willing to reassess
priorities, there is no reason to believe that we will not continue to suffer for our indifference. -

West Virginia, which is the sixth richest state in natural r ces,.ranks forty-fifth or forty-sixth
in terms of the amount of rriopey spent'on services for peopl government priority needs to
be givers to the development of human resources (Schultz, 19 }.

Although it would be impossible to'have facilities for children in all rural areas, perhaps regional
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centers could be developed: However, even before this could be done, it is important to develop a
range of alternative programs in answer to the rgany different problems of children. Prevention of
institutionalization must be the primary goal.

Citizen Responsibility

Prevention of institutionalization will require adequate services for children, which will not
occur until the people of a 'community or an area accept responsibility for demanding adequate local
services and resources to ensure the safety and protection of their children. In the ACCR project,
this is the particular purpose for organizing.community self-help groups.

Institutions existing outside the control of the local community require another level of
citizen self-help action. This requires developing coalitions involving groups with statewide networks
such as the League of Women Voters, councils of chuczhes, state welfare conferences, professional
associations.such as-ABA, AMA, NASW, etc., to develop political pressure on lawmakers and-
government:officials to change governmental and institut'onal policies which cause abuse and . glect
of children. This will need to be a well organized chid advocacy lobby with leadership willing to
continually remain vigilant.

References
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FOSTER PARENTING

Rural Background
Traditionally, rural families have attempted to raise their children withiaut the assistance of social

service systems (i.e. Department of Welfare) by placing childrertwith relations, neighbors, or other
persons or families. When this was-not possible Or desirable, they tended to use such social services as
correctional institutions, mental institutions, etc. The reasons for placing children outside their natural
homes remain the death of a parent or parents, intra-family conflict, abuse and/or neglect, abandonment,
too many children for one family to support, or no desire. o be parents.

Although these methods of alternative care for children have been used for many years in rural
areas, in many instances they have not been successful. Reasons why problems were not resolved or
even dealt with are many: lack of resources and/or no knowledge of resources; lack of education and
training in foster parenting; lack of involvement with social services, and lack of financial support, .to name a few.

History of Foster Parent Organization
The first ideas for a national - foster parent organization were conceived in different areas of the

nation in 1969-1970. The Christopher Street Society, an organization of foster parents in eight
Detroit public and voluntary social agencies, organized to identify and work'On ways of helping
foster children receive better services. At these. me time, a National Foster Pareas League of America
was begun in Missisippi for the purpose of strengthening the legal rights and status of foster parents.,16
New York, the National Federationof Foster Families, Inc. developed, and ipido sought to improve
foster parents' rights. None of these groups had contact with the others, but each reflected the growing
concerns that were developing in foster parent associations which needed attention beyond the local
level to remedy (The National Foster Parent Association, 1974).

Tremendous energies were expended, and frustrations experienced, thr ughout the evolution
from an idea for a national foster parents organization to one with a membe hip of approxithately 3,000
foster families. At the business sessions of the Secohd National Foster Paren Conference in Denver onMay 9, 1972, the constitution and bylaws for the creation of a national fo er parents association were
ratified (The National Foster ParentAssociation, 1974). This or io was a long overdue step in
the right direction concerning the needs and rights of foster children, but its focus was primarily urban.'
It has only been since then that attempts have been made to organize foster parents in West Virginia.

. The existing child welfare network of services finds it easier to provide sul?stitute care rather than
supplemental or supportive care to children. The task of rehabilitating families is an even more colnpleg
problem with which few seriously attempt to deal. Therefore, it seems reasonable to say that our ineffective
child welfare system is partially to blame for the increase each year of children in foster care.

Foster parents come from all socioeconomic backgrounds, but a basic and essential needpossessed
by them all shoult..be the desire and dedication to nurture, care, and love those Children in their
homes who have been removed from their natural parents, for whatever reason. They should he able

This section is written by: Sharon bennison-Weimer, Social Worker, Family Service Association, Morgantown, WV.
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to provide loving and corrective family living experiences for such children in order that tl4ey may
reach their potential for growth, development, and satisfying living. .

I

Educaticin and Training

foster parents lack adequate training and preparation for being foster_parents, with consequent
predi ble problems developing as ,a result. Foster parents, either with or without the support of child
care workers, other professionals, and concerned persons, should insist that the agency responsible for
placing children in substitute care enviornments take responsibility for training present and potential.
foSter parents. They need to be informed of the various services that are available to meet the foster
children's needs, as well as being aware of current issues, policies, and legislative matters related to
foster care. Groups (i.e.; foster parent a ciations) have quicker and more effective results in gaining
needed information and services as opp to single fam!Nes or individuals.

Foster parents should request/he narfie of their social Worker and also frequent home visitations by.

that worker. Involvement between worker and familyjs essential for the welfare of the child. After all,
both parties should be equally concerned about what happens with the child. The relationship between
worker and foster parents should be one in which the foster parent feels comfortable and utilizes the
worker in noncrisis situations. Foster parents who have had training in the area of the uniqueness of
foster parenting could then help train new and prospective foster parents and relieve the social workers
with heavy caseloads. This would also,increase the foster parent's feelingf of usefulness and contribution
to the welfare of children.

Foster Parent Legal Status

The legal status of foster parents is changing. This is a re-cognition that is long overdue and
demonstrates the effectiveness of organized foster parent organizations when they concentrate on
certain cause or issues. The Model State Subiidized AdOption Act (Sanford N. 1976), is a true
plus for foster parents. kt found suitable, the foster parent will have preference in ad ting the foster
child. In addition,, it would provide a. subsidy to the foster child who has been in placem nt for several
years, and would allow .more foster parents to adopt who otherwise would not be able o financially.

The proposed Model Act for Freeing Children for Permanent Placement ( atz, 1976) is
also pending, and it gives significant recognition to thefoster parent.-Since the foster parent is quite
often in the best position to know the child, the frequency and quality of parent-child contacts, and
the support of child vvel e agencies. in efforts on behalf of the child, it would allow the foster parents
to petition to the cou for terminating the parental rights when it is evident that the child's needs
are not being met by the ural, parents.

ACCR Organization of Foster Parents

Initially, foster parents and various 'agency workers -.(Department of Welfare, Family Service
Association, thildren's Home Society) convened and began discussing a foster parent organization
dealing with the needs and rights of foster children and fosteF parents-At first, the participants were
somewhat unsure of their participation and of what their involvement might mean.

Foster parents were apprehensive and reluctant to voice their opinions or raise questions around
concerns of issues they had; for fear of losing the children placed in their home. Fost'er parents also
were uncertain about what kinds of information or gsistance,they needed.. They were afraid to talk
about-their problerni in the presence of the child,Welfare social workers.
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Foster care workers were present at the,meetings and appeared initially to be fearful about what
the group might do. They appeared distrustful about other agencies' involvement and purpose for
encouraging a..foster parent organization. This is a problem that cart beanticipated to occur in
organizing foster parents. Initially there appears to be a conflict of interest between foster care workers
and foster parents.

The foster parents initially involved requested a list of names of foster parents in the county from
the child welfare workers. They then contacted all foster parents by letter and telephone and
encouraged their participation. The meetings continued, and more foster parents became interested and
involved. iAore issues and problems surfaced in discussions once they r 'zed they a were
experiencing similar problems and concerns and were in need of help. The er e workers began
supplying more and more information to the organization in problem areas where the Department of
Welfare could be helpful. The foster parents found that an organized group effort to deal with
problems was more successful than trying to cope individually, and the foster care °ricers found it
could make their job easier.

The apprehension and reluctance by foster parents -and social workers to becom involved at the
outset emphasized the need for better training and preparation for both the foster parents and the
foster care workers. After all, iscet the goal for both the same that is, to provide children a healthy,
nurturing atmosphere when the must be placed outside their natural home?

Some issues and concerns that then local foster barent organization has ado,- to are: lack
of adequate number of textbooks in some of the public schools; 'drug abuse; child ab.use; how to develop
channels of communication with agencies serving their foster children; methods to develop closer
relationships with children; and concern about the image of the community toward foster children and
foster parents, to mention a few. They have had resource people in from various service systems
lit the area to speak before their group, and they have had social functions that involved foster parents
and foster children in family-type activities such as an ice cream social.

Only as both fosier parents and workers better understand"the objectives of foster family services
and develop the skills to accomplish them will children receive the kind of services foster family care was
deSigned to offer.

Where to Get Information

For more information about foster parent organizations or how to begin organizing one in your
area, contact;

National Action for Foster Children
6416 Copps Avenue
Kidison, WI 53716

or contact your state or local Department of Welfare.
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COMMUNITY COMMITTEES'

This section will deal with one type of self-help group developed by ACCR, community committees.
As discussed in Section III, ACCR developed this mechanism because of the need for citizens to be
involved in the treatment and prevention of child abuse and neglect in the,community. Citizens will use
these committees to request the formal services network (professionals and agencies/institutions) to
conduct community educational programs.

In order for self-help groups to be effective, formal systems must be:

(1) Available to these groups when they meet, which'is usually after standard work ours.
(2) Prepared to listen to problems which these-citizens identify.
(3) Willing to let these citizens be involved in program planning.
(4) Willing to offer their professional skills and their agency's resources.

Cooperative work s..ich as this is a process. Professionals involved with these groups must give citizens
freedom to identify and define their needs. These citizen groups can then facilitate access to the
community for social agencies seeking it

The first three papers in this section stress problems encountered by rural people. Each of these
papers was written by rural people living in Monongalia County. The first one was written by a group
of parents, the-second by a young couple, and the third by-a teenager. Each of these stress a common
point 7- that people felt alienated from the larger community institutions because they lived in outlying
rural areas.

Just recently, both groups that were concerned about busing received bus transportation for their
children. This was accomplished by the project providing technical assistance. ACCR helped these groups
to organize their data to support their need, to develop recommendations based on their needs, and to
become connected with the appropriate officals who had power to act on these recommendations.

The fourth piece is written by a community person on one of the community committees. This
paper stresses the importanceof these rural citizens being involved with problem identificAtion and
resolution. It also identifies the need that groups such as-these have for tlkhnical assistance from a
variety of systems in the formal services network.

Rural Problems

An example of the "abuse committed or tolerated by society" (Gil, 1973) that is, by West Virginia
state law, school districts need not provide bus iransportation for children living less than two miles off
a hard-surface road. This primarily affects children of less'affluent, often quite poor, families, If they
have a car or truck it may be undependable, and gas is expensive. The dilemma of these parents is often
between making children walk to school bus stops in unsafe conditions or protecting their children by
-keeping them home, thus neglecting their education and setting the pattern for truancy. In either case,
the parent may become guilty of abuse and neglect, and the "authorities" may decide to petition the
courts.

In the course of the project, letters were sent to a number of other states. The nature of the responses
led us to conclude that most states have similar laws and are not concerned by ious social

Example I
We, the citizens of Booth, would like to know why our elementary arid juni r high school students

have to walk to sal when there are at least three school buses that pass throug our community every
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day while school is in session. We would like to know why our high school studenti have to walk to the
Waitmaa Barbe School to catch their bus to school. For years, the school bus used to stop at the Booth
Methodist Church to pick up our children, and this plactice was discontinued.

We believe that the county has an obligation to provide a safe way ft* our children to go and return
from school. We cite the following as serious problems to the health and welfare ofour children:

(1) Motorists are permitted to speed through our community without regard for anyone's safit9.
(2) The County has never providecl-a-r-uitable place for our children to even walk to 'school, yet

we are told we live too close to the school to-provide county buses to take our children to school.
(3) The county has never provided any type of warning lights to caution motorists that our children

are walking along the roads to school.
(4) When the roads are icy, the vehicles have a tendency to slide in the direction toward our walking

children. .

In summary, we believe that the safety and welfare of our childlen is definitely in danger because
county administrators have failed to provide us with the same services they normally provide in the more
populated areas. We ask you whether you would want your children going to and from school under
these conditions.

This section is written by: Parents of Booth Community, Booth, WV.

Example II

As citizens.of Monongalia County, we feel we have the right to speak out about the busing situation
in the Mountain Heights area.

My wife has to get up every morning there is school and dress threekids: a small newborn, a four-year-old,
and a seven-year-old who goes to Summers-School. She has to upset the entire household just to transport
the seven- year -old to school. Then the process.is repeated when school is out at 4:00. in the afternoon.

Next fall, it will be four trips one for the four-year-old who starts kindergarten and one for the
Seven-year-old who goes to a different school le school is three miles up the road; the other school is-two
miles the other way. We need a bus in the wo: way. We pay our taxes and do our duty as citizens in the
community, yet we cannot get the bus we so desperately need.

We do not have the right to withhold an educgtion from our children, but if we cannot get a bus,
they will not go to school. The school system does not have the right to deny us a bus, as we pay for an
education for our children. So we are praying something can be done.

It iSone mile from our houselto the road that the school bus runs on. You would not want a
seven-year-old dragging his little brother back and forth if the'situation were yours. The times of today
are much more advanced than they were years ago. We are hoping something can be done for our sake
as well as for the kids.

This section is written by: Joyce and Albert Hawkins, citizens; members of the Oeckers Creek "ACtion" Committee, Mountain
Heights, WV.

a
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Example III
His Sctioob Our Happiest Days?

Question: is there a large adjustment made when students from outlying schools enter Morgantown
High School?

Answer: no, there is very little adjustment, because studentsfrom outlying schools are excluded frc
extracurricular activities.

Question: were students prepared for high school life?.
Answer: in junior high, we were told that our high school years would be some of our happiest years

in our school career, but in fact they were miserable. How can three years of being an outcast be happy? If
you did not carne from Morgantown Junior High, you were defined as a "hick from the sticks." Being
from an outlying school excluded girls from being cheerleaders, majorettes, candidates, for,student
government offices, and Homecoming and May Day queers. It also excluded boys from sports activities
such as football and basketball.. Does happiness mean being able to make friendsand being included in
activities, or does happiness mean being content when you are put in your place?

\Question: are anemic levels different in the outlying schools? Is it hard to adjust to the level of
Morgantown High School?

Answer: sometimes the mib levels were lower and sometimes higher. Many times members of the
faculty made you feel inferior, a sometimes the students from outlying schools made faculty members
feel inferior. What I am saying is that the levels in the junior highs should be higher and the high school
levels lower; then students could meet on equal academic terries. Equalitwoold make these years some
of our happiest years.

This section is written by Sheri Fortney, citizen, Booth, Wit.

a
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COMMUNITY COMMITTEES
AS VIEWED BY THE CITIZENS

Deckers Creek

Until February, 1976, child abuse and neglect were just terms used by social service agencies. Thanks
to Deckers. Creek ACTION, those terms now have meaning in our community.

What is Deckers Creek ACTION? It is a. group of concerned residents from the Deckers Creek area
wfio started out as a child abuse and neglect committee. Fearing that ou( name would turn others off, as it
did us, we decided to change it. After many good suggestions, we finally decided on Deckers Creek Area
Citizens To Improve Our Neighborhood, or Deckers Creek ACTION.

Deckers Creek ACTION is made up of a-variety of people. We have housewives, husband-and-wife teams,
schoOlteachers, a minister, a iahinteer teacher's aide, a secretary who also is involved with community youth
groups, and, of course, our guide the helping hand of Family Service. Family Service, along with two
members of our comMunity, initiated the idea, and frOrn that we have kept growing. The only requirement'
for...membership is.an interest in our community and a concern for our children. Most of our members

',either work in our ccimm or gave young children growing up here.
We started out by d IngWitafthe state feels child abuse and neglect are and then got down to what

we felt. From many disc ions, we came to the deCision that child abuse and neglect are more than
beating or ignoring a chilc. In our rural area inferior education and educational faCilities, schoorbusing,
and inadequate health care were a few of the things we felt were also forms of child abuse and neglect.'

Health care for the elderly seemed to be a major concern in our area, so we\startedworking
toward that goal. Nurse Jackie Stemple came to our aid. Sheds :now-a-visiting nurse practitioner in our
community_ She makeS rounds weekly, going into the homes of our rurally populated community. She
provides such services as routine health checks, physicals, and when the need is apparent, recommends that
thepatients t eir doctors. There have been many. glowing reports on Mrs. Stemple. Everyone feels

'very strongly about keeping this project in our community, and we would like to expand on our health
needs.

Another concern brought up was the need for a School- bus on one of oursecondary-roads. The
'residents in need of the busing had been trying unsuccessfully for some time. Family Service as..isted
us by putting us in touch :with some people who had obtained a bus, so we could benefit from their
experience. They also made suggestions as to whom to send copies of our letter requesting t a. bus
service. Through our work we did obtain the much-needed bus.

A few of our members had become dropouts, missing many of our meetings. When contacted, they
expressed their desire to continue whenever possible. Hectic schedules and illness were their reasons
foibeing absent. Lack of continuing interest was not the reason.

Our meetings'do not always'go smoothly. What concerns some of the group does not always
apply to the entire group. We feel that getting a group of interested citizens together, trying to work on
our problems, and learning how to work some of thern out by ourselves as a group is justification for
continuing.

One of our major problems as a group is the fast turnover of members of Family Service. ?r our
year as a group, we have lost two workers due to funding cutoffs. A tKrd member left to get married.

This section is written by: B- ,yder, citizen; member of Deckers Creek "Action" Committee, Mountain Heights, WV.
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vost recently we lost our fourth member clue to lack of funding again. We fir, . ly get used to and
comfortable with a member; then she is replaced. We would like to see Family Service give this matter
some consideration, as it is becoming a problem with the group. Family Service is very important to
the group. Their workers ac: as guides, help us organize, and are a mainstay for us. We would really
like to keep our next worker for a while.

When we start meeting again, we would like to reorganize and pay closer attention to following
through on our projects. .

To help publicize our group, we set up an information booth for three days during Deckers Creek
Valley Days (a community fair). We'passed out information on our group and also pamphlets of interest
to the community. As one of our members said, "As long as you're doing something, it's a step in the
right direction."

Some of the ideas and projects we would like to discuss when we start up again are:
(1) The need in our community for a class in parenting --for both parents. This could cover

problems parents have as well as being a sounding board for them.
(2) We have a need for better police service. Being a rural community, the presence of the police

is not felt as much as it should and could be.
(3) We would like to see a centrally located library set up for our community. We have a public

-,,buc service which serves us only three days per week, which limits our children's use of the city library.

Our final and most important goal is to continue to listen to everyone and to follow through on
ouTideai:

Our basic weakness is our expectation that we will accomplish a great deal. But given time and
continued interest; we, hope to accomplish more.

Booth
Southwestern Booth is anot community that got together with Family Service last spring to

better their community3jheir main concern was a lack of any type of recreation for their children and
no constructive activity for the youth. They would like to initiate, some type of activity that would
include both the parent and the child.

In the entire community of Booth, the only organized recreation is a basketball team one of the
neighbors started. Last summer, southwestern Booth contacted the Recreation Commission and talked
them into opening a playground. The playground was opened during the miners' vacation and was
closed down after three short weeks. Since the community is made up almost entirely of coal miners
and their families, they feel that they were not given enough time to make a "go" of the playground.

Southwestern BOoth is looking forward to starting up again as soon as possible. They have been
r fortunate in having Thelma Ford, from Family Service, remain with them the entire time.

Southwestern Booth has received upport from the community and would iike to get more area residents
involved.

The biggest obstacle they have faced is finding a place to meet. They have no community building
and in the past have had to rely on the meetings taking place in individuals' homes, a local school, and the
fire department. None of these has really proved satisfactory.

They have also expressed the opinion that they need more members so that they can get more.varied
opinions to enable them, as a group, to determine what their main needs are.
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Clay-Battelle

Clay-Battelle Community Committee is still another group that was formed with the aid of Family
Services. Clay-Battelle got off to a really good start. The members were enthusiastic and offered a
great deal of support.

The main concern in their area is the growth in drug problems. The committee got the school
principal, teachers, and parents together and held discussions on the community's drug problems. The
meetings were held at the schoolhouse, and they attempted to provide the patents with an insight into
the problem. The committee felt that it made a step forward by making the community aware of the
problem..

. .

At this point in time, the committee feels that it needs to get together and see if there is enough
interest remaining to continue with the group. The. members were somewhat disillusioned by the abrupt
ending of their meetings and expressed the desire to have had a final meeting to find out whylhey were
disbanding.

Summary

Every community is different. No matter where you live or wtiat your income is, you will always
be faced with a need for improvement. As individuals, we are responsible for our own homes and
property, our livihg standards, and the way we would like to live as a family. You cannot think of any
of these things without carrying that.thought one step further and including your neighborhood and
community. Our children, our home lives, and our very being are influenced by our surroundings.

I feel that there is a great need.and am even greater desire for community action groups. Every
community has its own special needs. These needs are determined by many things: income, location,
development already in the community, educational facilities available; the list is virtually endless.

A community needs a group consisting of an equal number of members in it that cover all of the
income brackets'. They need the young couple just starting out, through to the retired couple strugz,,ing
on social security. The affluent family with a swimming pool vf. not see the need for a community
pool, nor will the family with two cars see the need for better housing. In one community, there are
schoolchildren walking on a narrow highway with no walkway an!, even worse, no guardrails between
them and heavy traffic. Localized groups, meeting on a regular basis, can and do make these needs
knoWn.

I am becoming increasingly aware of the fact that these groups cannot be formed efficiently in
a few short months. We need time for the news of the groups to get around, time to hunt out those
individuals who can add valuable suggestions, time and energy to ,Jt us organized and on- the way. We
also need to keep our groUps going. Our needs and wants for our children, our families, and our
communities change daily.

ti

Families move out of the community; others move in. Housing developments are added, and new
highways go through. With these changes we have changing needs. I feel that once a project such
as this is firmly started, its growth and success will have to follow. Chicago, New York, and even Morgantown
started out as small communities.
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ON DEVELOPING A
COMMUNITY DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

I. Demonstration Project Approach

Demonstrations.seem safer to people than programs because (theoretically) "if you don't like the
demonstrator you don't have to buy it." Of course, good salesmen present a product in ways to enhance
desirability and hopefully to insure acceptance. Demonstration programs are a useful way to introduce
'news ideas or test new ways of doing things.

II. Leadership

Core leadership persons should be involved from the beginning in developing a project. it is essential
that they understand the basic concepts and are better able to operationalize_them as the project is
developed. It is important to involve both citizens and professionals in the core leadership for innovation
and change. These persons must, in combination, possess social change knowledge and skills, community
knowledge, and have influence with other professionals and citizens.

III. -Problem Definition

Who defines problems and how resources are assessed largely determines the goals of the prOject,
s. and the strategies or methods. Choose social change rather than behavior change oriented persons.

IV. Resources

The intent was to develop a model which could be replicated using resources currently existing in most
rural meas. Therefore, we suggest that communities not use their time and resources seeking outside grants
or funding.

Resources are what you need; not more money. Money can get resources for you but it could be
better not to have much money. Grants and special funding can be a handicap because people and agencies
tend to see money and say, "Let them do the work they got the money." This can be instant death
for self-help anu community development programs which are successful to the extent that many people
work-together without envy or competition for the control of ;-esourcea or jo4.

Community self-help projects should use available technical assisv,nce (ffom Universities and
specialist professionals) with care. Community professionals and citizens must be the leaders, not the
consultants. Select consultants who respect rural people and are willing to learn as well as be teachers,
for rural programs need to be developed on the actual realities of rural life as well as on social science
concepts.

We suggest that you consider trying the barter system as a way of bringing together the necessary
resources for a child abus7'nd neglect program. It could work like this:
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First StepBringing together key persons to identify problems and plan programet concensus

about program goals and strategies go slowly enough to be sure there is sufficient common purpose

and agreement.
Second StepDetermining what resources are needed. These will include such thiribs as:

1. Personnel Project Staff
a) project coordinator full or part-time
b) self-help organizersfull or part-time
.e) clerical help

PrOject Teams and Committees
a) Citizens Committee for Children's Rights (see page 57 for recommendations) (This will

largely be volunteer)
b) Child'Abuse and Neglect Study Team(Professionals might be loaned personnel for a

determined amount of time.)
-c) Inter-agency CbunairorCommittee on Child Abuse andVeglect (Barter process could

provide some cortOptition between agenciesfor selection of competent and qualified

representatives) ,

2.
"

Other EX-Opines
t:

Paper and materials, perhaFftelephone and .offiCispacefetc: can be gathered by asking

contributions Of materialp)r monies pr even Having a bake sale.

The use of, the barter syStem toobtain seniices,involves the collection of resources from agencies,

institutions, individuals, civic groups. OneagencY Might loan a staff person full or part-time (be careful

co write clear job descriptions and qualifications;f9F:thelate of programs can depend on the quality

of staff.) It is difficult, if not impossible, to overCotni.the-handicap of incompetent staff. Maybe there

will be a skilled:retired professional-Who will accept :a;staff position. Make certain that it is clear they

joined up for the duration, that they are uPard:profe0Onals not unpaid volunteers,. and that they ale

"employed" to provide staff services.
The barter process involves getting committments of resources time, money, services,

materials as the ihare-of the agencies, groups, and individual citizens in your community. This giving

of resourCes'is'iri the tradition of rural communities and can give everyone a bigger.stake in the

success of the project:This would have the strategy of ACCR had it not been funded to develop a

rural model.
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RESOURCES

The intent of this section is to share with you the resources we found helpful in developing the
project. As you develop your own project you will surely find other materials since it seems that
everyday something new comes out.

I. BOOKS

BEYOND THE BEST INTERESTS OF THE CHILD, by A. Freud; J. Goldstein; and A. Polnit. The Free
Press, 1973.

This book addresses the issues involyed in removing children from natural, foster, and common law,
families. It states that the intervener should identify 1)if the child is unwanted; 2) if the home is the least
detrimental placement. All decisions should be made based on "the least detrimental effects" on the
child, should be "continuous and unconditional," and should be based on the Child's "time reference."

CHILD ABUSE INTERVENTIONS AND TREATMENT;Editors: Nancy B. Ebeling, MSSA; ACSW;
Deborah A. Hill, MSW. Sponsored by: Children's Advocater, Inc. Publishing Sciences Group, Inc.
Action, Massachusetts, 1975.

"This important work presents current views on a social-medical problem that can be found in every
stratum of our society... social workers, doctors, psychiatrists, nurses, probation officers, project
directors: and attorneys discuss the multiplicity of child abuse problems..." (from-the book jacket).

PLANNING`AND ORGANIZING FOR SOCIAL CHANGEACTION PRINCIPLES FROM SOCIAL.
SCIENCE RESEARCH, by Jack Rothmar . Columbia University Press, New York, 1974.

In this book Rothman did a systematic review of the social sciences literature to provide social welfare
planners and social workers social change concepts, strategies and actions.

RIGHTS OF CHI LDREPI, by the Harvard Educational Review. Reprint Series No. 9, 1974, Masiachusetts.
,.

"Selected articles demonstrating from the standpoint of the child, the institutions, policies, and
professionals a child encounters. Presents the need to establish clearly the rights of children." (Excerpt
Preece)

SOME WHERE A CHILD ISCRYINGNALTREATMENT-CAUSES & PREVENTION, by Vincent,
J. Fontani, M.D. Macmillan, N.Y., 1973. .

, An in-depth study of a national problem (child abuse) which outlines a concrete program for
eliminating its causes. Diagnostic guidelines for teachers and neighbors who suspect child abuse and
neglect. Suggested programs for schools, colleges, and social agencies. -

,

THE CHI LDREN'S,CAUSE, by Gilbert Y. Steiner. The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C.. 1976.
e ..,,'!. . . this book examines thfrapparatus for making Children's policy and evaluates substantive pOlicy

proposals against-the blckdround.of tension between proponents of public rather than private
responsibility and betweeri advocates of federal rather than state respon bility." (from the foreword).

VIOLENCE AGAINST CHILDREN: PHYSICAL CHILD ABUSE IN TH UNITED STATES, by
David G. Gil. Harvard University Press', Cambridge, Massachusetts, 197'.

"Violence Against Children ...`offers an opportunity to note briefly several developments kflecting a
growing awareness of the rights of.children." (From the preface.)
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II. MANUALS, REPORTS, PROCEEDINGS

THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT, by Barbara A. Cau/field. Direct your
request for this manual to: Mildred Arnold, Public Service Administration,. Office of Human 41

Development, Dept. of Health Education & Welfare, Room 2014, South Building, Washington, D.C.

"The focus of this manual was directed by the professionals who work daily with families." It outlines legal
steps protective service workers must take for investigation, evaluation for court, trial, and disposition.

CHILD MALTREATMENT IN THE UNITED STATES: A CRY FOR HELP AND ORGANIZATIONAL
RESPONSE, by Saad Z. Nagi. The Ohio State University, 1976. For a copy of this material write to:
The Children's Bureau, Office of Child Development, Dept. of Health Education and Welfare.

"The purposes of the book were: 1) to gain an nationally representative picture of the
organization of services with child abuse and neglect; 2) to identify limitations and strengths in the
structure and performance of these programs; and 3) to prepare recommendations for improving and
controling the problem" (p. 4).

COMPREHENSIVE EMERGENCY SERVIQES: COMMUNITY GUIDE, by National Center for
Comprehensive Emergency Services to Children. Copies may be obtained by writing: Patricia W. Lockett,
Director,.320Metro Howard Office Bldg., Nashville, Tennessee 37210.

"This material was prepared. . . .as a part of the National Center for Comprehensive E.S.C. Center's
mission to prepare and disseminate mixed-media materials to communities interested in organizing
and operating a coordinated system of 24-hour emergency services to children and their families."
(from the.Title Page).

GETTINGHUMAN SERVICES TO PEOPLE IN RURAL AREAS, by the Office of Rural Development,
Office of Human Development HEW, Washington, D.C. 20501; (Copies may be obtained by writing the
above addreis)

"A study focused on field evaluations of ten rural projects supported by DHEW funds."

TOWARD A NATIONAL POLICY FOR CHILDREN & FAMILIES, by Advisory Committee on Child
Development, Assembly of Behavioral and Social Sciences. Copies may be obtai- ed by writing National
Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20418.

This report focuses attention on the need to develdp a national policy for Children and families to the
problems they face on a daily basis. I

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT PROGRAMS, by U.S. Dept. of HEW, Office Human Development,
Office of Child Development, Children's Bureau, National Center on Child Abuse and Neglect,
WashingtonD.C. (Copies may be obtained by writing the abOve).

A listing ofall child abuse and neglect programs in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Regions.

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT, by Maure Hurt, Jr. Social Research Group, The George Washington
University, Washington, D.C. Copies may be obtained by writing US Dept. of HEW, Office of Human
Development, Office of Child Development, Wishington, D.C. (Publication No. (OHD) 74-20.) °

"A report of the status of the research on child abuse and neglect."
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PROFILE OF NEGLECT, by. Norman A. Polansky, Carolyn Hally, and Nancy F. Polansky. Copiesmay be obtained by writing US Dept. of HEW, Social Rehabilitation Service, Community Services
Administration, Washington, D.C. (1975).
A survey of the state of knowledge of child abuse and neglect.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT,
by the Regional Institute of Social Welfare Research. Publication No. (OHD) 72-30094. Copies may beobtained by writing the Dept. of Health Eclucaticm and Welfare, Washington, D.C.
"This volume is not intended to pt(vide specific, in-depth information on the problem and its
management! Rather its goal is to capture various conceptual threads that were cast at the conference."(from the Overview).

CHILD IN SPORT: PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, National Conference Workshop. Editors: J.G. Albinsonand G. M. Andrew, School of Physical and Health Education, Queen's University Kingston, Ontario,Canada. University Part Press, Baltimore, 1976.

ill. OR1311NIZATIONS -

THE AMERICAN HUMANE ASSOCIATION. Children's Division, P.-0. Box 1266, Denver, Colorado.
Viaent DeFrancis, Director of Children's Division.
"The Children's Division of the American Humane Association is the National Association of individualsand agencies working to prevent neglect, abuse and exploitation of children." (Newsletter and otherpublication)

CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA, INC. 67 Irving Place, New York, New York 10003.
"The Child Welfare League of America is a federation of child welfare agencies. Its purpOse is to protect .and promote the welfare agencies and communities and provide essential social services tor children andfamilies. It sets standards, conducts research and publishes materials and promotes legislation to meet itspurpose." (Newsletter and Publications)

RURAL AMERICA, INC. Dupont Circle Building, 1346 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C.
"A voice for small towns and rural people. ". A Lobbying Group (Newsletter)

REGIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTEFOR HUMAN SERVICES. Arthur G. Ernlen,irector, PermanentPlanning Project, Regional Research Institute for Human Services, Portland State University, P. 0. Box
751, Portland, Ore3on 917207. (Newsletter)

PARENTS ANONYMOUS, INC. 2810 Artesia Boulevard, Redondo Beach, CA 90278.

PARENTS WITHOUT PARTNERS. 7910 Woodm-ont)yAnue, Washington, D.C. 20014
"Through programs of discussions, profetional speakers, study groups, newsletters, and international
aublications, real help is provided .the confused and isolated to find himself and to reshape his ownifs to meet the unique and unpredictable conditions of single parenthood." (Newsletter)
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THE AMERICAN PARENTS COMMITTEE, Mrs. Helen K. Blank, Executive Director, 1346 Connecticut
Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20036, Telephone-(202) 785-3169.

"The APC invites the cooperation of many other national non-profit organizations in striving for (a)
better Federal Legislation for children and for (b) the more adequate funding of services for children
and for (c) more effective administration of such services." (Newsletter)

CENTER FOR COMPREHENSIVE EMERGENCY SERVICES TO CHILDREN IN CRISIS. Patricia W.
Lockett, Director, Room 320, 25 Middleton. Street, Nashville, Tennessee 37210.

(Newsletter: Cross Talk; Manual: Comprehensive Emergency Service)

EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES: CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT PROJECT.
300.Lincoin Tower, 1860 Lincoln StreEt, Denver, Colorado 80295, C.D. Jones, Director.

(Report: Education for Parenthood)
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Child Abuse and Neglect
Prevention and Treatment in
Rul-al 'communities:

Operation Reach IV "(NMI];; People Reaching
Out to help their Abused and Neglected Children I

Produced by:
Wyoming Department of Healt:i and Social-Servicos,
aieyene, Wyoming
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INTRODUCTION

Wyoming and her sister states in the Mouhtain
West are rapidly -becoming the "Energy Breadbasket"
of the mation. The region, with its enormous sup-
ply of raw materials, is being called on Increas-
ingly often to provide vital resources for an
energy-hungry country and its people. The demand
will likely increase in the years ahead.

From an economic standpoint, the energy boom
has been good for Wyoming. The state enjoys one
of the lowest unemployment rates in the nation and,
after several lean years in the 1950's and 1960's,
the inflow of new jobs and dbliars has been 're-
freshing.

But the burgec ';'g economy also has brought a
new set of problem !ch Wyoming--the land of high
altitude and low mu1i.tude--has never been required
to deal with on a large scale in its rather pas-
toral history.

Environmental concerns--clean water and air,
land reclamation, land use planning--have cor-
rectly received much attention as energy developers
have moved into the state. But planning and posi-
tive action to deal effectively with the social
problems that go hand-in-hand with rapid economic
development offn haven't kept pace.

The social hangover brought about by an econo-
_my that_ grew too fast and with too little planning
perhaps is manifested best in Wyoming by the shock-
ing increase in child abuse and neglect in recent
years. The incidence of abuse/neglect has reached
epidemic proportions in several areas of the
Equality state.

Wyomingrhas put into practice many of the
traditional and time-honored theories for dealing
effectively with child abuse and neglect. Some of
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A
them have worked. Child proteoktion teams are
active In many areas of the state. Reporting of
abuse and neglect has Improved. The state's citi-
zenry has become more aware that the problem exists.
A multi - disciplinary team has been formed at the
state level to devise means of dealing with the
problem.

But the fact remains that the incidence of
child abuse and neglect continues to spiral upward
in Wyoming. Unfortunately, most of th6 effective
action that has developed to combat abuse/neglect
is still after-the-fact; that is, It occurs after a
child has been maltreated.

Obviously, then,
the problem of chtlik
dealt. with effeeTtvely

soi. thing more was needed If
use and neglect was-to be
before it occurred.

' One elnswer In Wyoming was Operation
experimental project designed to'solicit
public involvement at the local level in
with the problem.

RATIONALE

Reach, an
increased
dealing

There's a belief In America, as old as the ma-.
tion itself, that if a job has to be done, go to
the people. Explain, honesikly, to them why the job
must be done. Tell them wh4t is neft4goil. Make sug-
gestions as to how they-might proceed. Offer your
help. Then step back and turn it over to them.
The people 'will get the job done.

That was the concept of Operation Reach.
OM.

Boiled to simplest terms, the project operated
this way:

- -Three project areas, involving five communi-
ties, were selected for an intensive, short-term
community organIzation program aimed strictly at

-2-
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mobilizing an effort to draft and Implement specific
programs for combatting child Abuse and neglect.
The communities with the worst abuse/neglect pro-
blems, or the potential for a serious problem in the
near future, were selected. Rock Springs-Green
River, two southwestern cities, wee first; Gillette,
a northeastern city, was second and Douglas-Glenrock
in the central part'of the state was third.

--A community organizer was sent to each com-
munity for two months to mobilize a total community
effort geared toward drafting specific programs that
might be effective Ln dealing with local abuse/ne-
glect problems. Wyoming was fortunate to have the
services of The)-esa (Trese) Vol kmer, hired by the
State Department of Health and Social Services in
1976 to organize a statewide effort to assure the
success of the national Swine Flu immunization pro-
gram. Wyoming's immunization program, largely
because of Ms. Volkmer's.efforts, was the most suc-
cessful in the nation.

--At the end of two months, community residents
were asked to draft and put into effect a continuing
child abuse/neglect prevention program. in effect,
the people of a community were given an opportunity
to express righteous indignation about the problem

A and also to participate directly in finding.solu-
tions to it.

°It

--The community organizer then left the com-
munity and moved to the next to begin another two -
month project.

3- HOW. OPERATION REACH STARTED

Operation Reach had its roots in an informal
discussion in 1974-between Janet Shriner, child
protection specialist with the State Division of
Public Assistance and Social .Services, and Andy
Ruskanen, public information officer with the De-
partment of Health and Social Services.
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Wyoming's child muse /neglect rate had shown
a gradual Increase for several years but In 1974
the _upswing was dramatic and startling. The inci-
dence of abuse/neglect a' wady- was reaching epi-
demic prcportions in many of the state's energy
impacted areas.

Ms. Shriner and Ruskanen agreed that solutions
should be sought that would aim toward communit
based preventive efforts rather than traditional
state agency-centered, treatment-after-the-fact
-programs. They agreed the Job would require:

1. The full-time effort of one person placed
in selected communities for relatively
short periods of time;

That the person's efforts would be gea'red
strictly toward introducing new or improV-
ing existing programs for preventing abuse/
neglect which community residents, them-
selves, believed to be-of value;

3. That long-range efforts would ;-.ave to be
assumed by citizens not traditionally in-
volved in-abuse/neglect prevention pro-
grams. Though professional workers would
not be excluded, a primary goal _was to
involve more people in the prevention of
abuse/neglect rather than adding to the
burden of people already involved in deal-
ing with the problem.

Though the concept seemed to be a good one, it
was impossible to proceed in 1974 for two-reasons:
first, the lack of funding and second, the lack of
-a qualified person to assume responsibility for the
project.

Late in 1976, with the abuse/neglect problem,
even worse than in 1974, an opportunity arose to
test the concept. Trese Volkmer's contract as a

-4-
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community organizer for the swine flu tmmunlzation
program-expired and she became available for the
abuse/neglect project.

After nearly four months of attempting to
secure financing icr a short-term oject, a spec-
ial grant of $13,000 for a seven- th program was
received by the State Department of Health and Soc-
ial Services from the Office of Chi d Development,
Region VIII, D-HEW. Dolores Meyer, p ram spec-
ialist for child protection with that agency, did
an excellent job of going to bat for Operation
Reach; without her effort, the project probably
never would have been implemented.

CONCEPTS

Project HanauerThe success of Operation
Reach depended on selecting the right person for
this job. The project required a person who would
be willing, and able to move three times during a
six-month period to communities that were experi-
encing massive problems.

The person would provide guidance to a group
much more experienced and involved in the problems
of a given community while avoiding a dominant.roie
that would leave the project without leadership.

Ms. Volkmer's role was as a catalyst in bring-
ing together diverse groups and individuals to work
toward a common goal--finding solutions to the local
problem of child abuse/neglect. Though the task
wasn't always easy, she did not allow herself to
become the focus of the project.

The Job of project manager rttquired a variety
of skills: community organizer; an ability to work
with the news media; conducting community meetings;
working with_ a- planning-council; making individual
and group-contacts to solicit support of, and parti-
cipation in, the project; and, perhaps one of the
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most difficult tasks, coordinating the effort be-
tween local participants and the two other members
of the state planning team who were more than 200
miles away.

State Planning Team--The team consisted of Ms.
Shriner, Ms. Volkmer and Ruskanen. The team spent
about one and one-half months planning the general
procedures and concepts that would be introduced in
each participating community during the project
period.

Ms. Volkmer, after the initial planning period,
became. an actual resident of each community in which
the project wjs conducted. Ms. Shriner and Ruskanen
remained in Cheyenne t-here they met her requests for
supplies, meeting arrapgements,' expenditures and
policy decisions.

Primary communication between team members was
through weekly, or more often, long-distance tele-
phone calls. Between each project, Ms. Volkmer
spent about one week in Cheyenne with other team
members to prepare reports, correct errors in pro-
cedures, review successful efforts of the preceding
project and lay groundwork for the upcoming project.

Community.involvement--From the beginning, the
primary concept of Operation Reach was to. give the
communities concerned full responsibility for plan-

.ning and implementing their own continuing abuse/
neglect prevention program.

Ms. Volkmer worked with a committee of volun-
teer in each community. The committee, usually.
se ected from a group attending a pre-project meet-

g, was to serve a policy-making and program-plan-
ning role during the two months of the project.

The group would continue a-g---a permanent child
protection council after the project. The council
should not be confused with a child protection team
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which serves a completely different function-- .

providing services to specific children who have
been abused or neglected.

From-the beginning, the p'..--ning team empha-
sized that though Operation Reach was of short
duration, its goals were long-range; that if the
project was to be a true success, communities would
haVe to assume responsibility for assuring the con-
tinuation of specific programs and the introductiog
of new programs _geared toward the prevention-of
child abuse and neglect.

In Rock Springs-Green River a child protection
council existed but, for all practical purposes,
had ceased to function at the time the projeCt be-
gan. Operation Reach plugged into the council
which, since the,project, has been expanded.

In Gillette the Council of Community Services
assumed' responsibility for-worktng with Ms. Volk-
mer. This organization includes a wide representa-
tion of community residents involved ipn dealing with
a variety of helping services. The council contin-
ues to fulfill the obligations made during the
project period. Probably, the Gillette council pro-
vided the best working group for the project since
it was already well organized and functioning when
Ms. Volkmer arrived.

Separate groups were formed in Douglas and
Glenrock. Glenrockis group assumed the role of a
child protection team while, at the same time, com-
flitting specific programs to cope wi_th,abuse/neglect.
Douglas-formed\a new council (the community also has
a protection team) drawn up along the _lines sugges-
ted by Operation Reach.

FinancingtThe seven -month project was funded
through a specil grant totaling $13,000 from the
Office of Child Development, Region VIII, D-HEW.
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A total of $455 came --)ff the top of that grant
for the cost allocation required by the Wyoming
Department of Administration and Fiscal Control.
Of the-remainTng amount, $9,450 ($1,350- per month)
was earmarked for the salary of the project manager.

A total of $3,095--slightly more than $1,000
-per project - -was allocated for-all other project
activities. Though the total sum wasn't large, it
met all project operating expenses and, in addition,
provided a small amount of seed,money for projects
related specifically to child abuse/neglect pre-
vention in each area. These projects will be dis-
cussed in greater detail later in the report.

In addition to the base amount, Operation
Reach was funded with an additional $1,000 from the
State Division of-Health and Medical Services.
Lawrence Cohen, M.D., the division's adminiitrator,
arranged for the funding during the project's ini-
tial planning stage when the federal grant had not
been received." The additional money permitted the
preliminary planning-period to continue and came at
a time when the project's survival was very much in
doubt.

Office space for the project" manager was pro-
vided without charge by. the Sweetwater County
Department of Public Assistance and Social Services
(Rock Springs-Green River), the Gillette Human Ser-
vices Project and the Converse County Department of
Public. Assitance and Social Services (Douglas-
Glenrock) .

In addition to earmarked funds for the project,
the independent financial-assistance provided with-
in each project area was invaluable in implementing
specific programs. An accurate estimate of how
many 1oCal .dollars were spent during each two-month
period is not possible but the amount was consid-
erable. The contribution of local money was com-
pletely in line, with the project's-objectives since
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it was recognized from the beginning that Operation
Reach funds would be depleted by the end of the.
project- andasthat local sources. of funding would
have to be sought to assure the continuation of
speciffic projects.

Program Design-- During-the initial planning
for Operation Reach, the state planning team drew
up a.shopping list of potential programs that the
involved communities might consider for the purpose
of preventing child abuse/neglect.

in drawing up the list, the team did not
attempt to sell specific programs but, rather, in-
tended to plant.a seed on the various prevention
concepts that might be tried.

The list ranged from independent programs
(Parents Without Partners, Parents Anonymous, Big
Brothers) to programs that might be implemented by
various agencies and organizations (hospital pro-,
tocol,-school policy statements, family help lines,
parent effectiveness) to community- sponsored acti-
vities- (Child Protection Week, parent aides, child
protection .art contests, participation in the State
Fair) to a news media blitz campaign (feature stor-
ies, radio spots, radio interviews, billboards,
fliers).

The list was presented to the various planning
councils with the Understandirt that they might
accept or reject any or -all of the proposals; An
informal goal, suggested for each community at the
beginning of each project, would have three new pro-
grams introduced andk.r three. existing programs
improved by the end of each two-month period..

By design, the state, planning team decided
early to remain. as ignorant as possible of specific
abuse/neglect prevention programs that were already,
operating in a giyen community. This was done to
avoid a know-it-all image that often haunts state
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government employees and which, the team belidVed,
might prove "detrimental to introducing the concepts
of Operation Reach.

This proved to be a serious miscalculation. A
number of Rock Springs-Green River peOple were
offended that the team hadn't cared enough to do
its homework as to what efforts were being made to
prevent abuse and neglect.

The error was corrected for the second and
third projects, when the planning team developed a
good working knowledge of available resources before
making initial contacts with community residents.

Local councils and committees accepted the fact'
that a severe problem of abuse/neglect existed in
their communities but groups were more inclined to.
seek programs to treat abused and neglected child-
ren rather than developing a long-term approach of
preVention. The planning team, particularly-the.
project manager, had to be constantly alert to dir-
ecting the project toward preventive programs-.

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENED

A variety of programs were attempted as a dir-
ect result of Operation Reach. Some will prove to
be of lasting benefit to the communities concerned
while others provided only shor. term benefits or
no benefits at all. A.number of programs "were in
the,. formative stages at the time specific projects
concluded or have been developed since. The man-
ner in which programs developed was anticipated by
the state planning team.

The most important goal--the formation of
specific groups of local people to assume responsi-
bility for drafting and implementing specific
abuse/neglect preventive measures--was realized in
each project area. The effectiveness of the vari-
ous groups has varied widely, but the groups are
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functioning and that fact, to the planning team,
perhaps the most positive part of the program.

Of course,- the long-range value of the local
groups cannot be gauged accurately. This . factor
will be determined by the vitality the-groups are
able to maintain over a period of years.

Following is an explanation of programs under-.
-taken in each project area which, the team believes,
came about as a direct result of the efforts expend-
ed during Operation Reach.

Rock Springs-Green River

The-main effort centered on a community child
abuse prey ion observance during the final week
of the p

prey.
, with primary attention on a day-

long Saturday seminar at the end of the week. ,

. Though the observance and seminar were the primary
focus of the project, the spin-off from the efforts
probably will prove to be of more lasting -value to
the communities.

In planning events for the observance, the
abuse prevention council found a means to form a
base of community support and involvement that had
been lacking in the past. Further, the council was
able to form a more tightly -knit organization which,,.
of necessity, had to function more efficiently than '-

in the past: Many peopleTvho had never actively
participated in abus'e/neglbct prevention became in-
volved in striving to -make the event a success.
Commun ty pride was very much in evidence.

Th community awareness campaign probably was
the best attempted in any of the three project
areas, although specific efforts -- particularly news-
paper coverage - -were better in other areas. Only a
few news. stories were written but radio and cable-TV
coverage was excellent in Rock Springs-Green River.



A speaker's bureau was formed and made avail=
able_to all groups in the community. Speakers lit-
erally blanketed the community during the project
period.

Typical of community response was the donation
of facilities by Western Wyoming College for the
Saturday seminar. The college also a-ljowed credits
to participants in the seminar. Also notable was
the donation of a meal to all -seminar participants
by McDonald!s Restaurant, -

A billboard in tii-ecenter of Rock Springs,
promoting abuse/neglect prevention, was donated by
a local firm. An art poster contest was sponsored
by-local schools with prize money -contObuted by
sTx banks;.all posters from the contest were placed
throughout the communities during the child protec-
lion week obse vance.

Though attendance at
/ .170 people, actual ticket

communities totaled. $600,
ectly-into continuing acts
tection council.

the seminar totaled about
sales ($2 apiece) in the
most of which went-dir- ,
vities'or.the child pro-

By the time the. project manager left the com-
munity, the Sweetwater County Child Protection
Council was functioning well and had committed It-
self to working on the following projects:

--Expansion of the homemaker program to include
victims of abuse and neglect. The group was advo-
cating an'increase in the amount paid to homemakers
In order to make the Job more competitive and appeal-
ing.

--Modification of the Sweetwater county foster
parent program to provide that foster parents re-
ceive adequate training in child development and
related courses. An attempt also was being made to
form a local foster parents' association.
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---Development and implementation of a parent
aide (lay therapist} program in which volunteers
would respond to calls of desperate families seek-
ing a friend.

- -A study of the feasibility of a 24-hour nur-
sery to be finan,:ed by industry in the area. The
nursery would give preference to employees of th'e
industries involved and, at the same time,, be open
to potential abusing parents and their children.
After the initial study, the council planned to
prepare adlormal request to the Southwest Wyomind
industrial-Association_ for support and participa-
tion.

- -Promotion of more parenting classes in the
local -high schools and junior high schools.

- -Introduction of a Parents Anonymous program.

--Expansion of _the exiting,24-hpur hotline to
more effectively handle calls on child abuse.

--Recognition of incest as a local problem and
involvement of the council in activities of the
rape crisis organization which had developed imme-
diately prior to the abuse/neglect program in
Sweetwater county.

Four months after completion of the project in
Rock SpringszGreen River, the council.requested and ...-

received funds hrough Operation Reach to bring
"Dessie," an excellent dramatization pertaining to
child-abuse/neglect, to the area. Three perform-
ances of "Dessie" were presented in Rock Springs and
Green River late in September and were well attended.

Gillette

The situation in Gillette was totally different
from the one facing the project manager in Sweetwa-
ter County. A brief explanation of the city's

00'
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recent history will clarify the situation.

Gi'llette had gone through a previous boom per-
iod in the mid-1960's which brought on the state's
first impact siMation and all the attendant pro-
blems. The situation leveled off but a few years
later another boom arrived with the advent of the
national energy

As a result of being required to face the
earlier Impact problems, Gillette seemed better.
prepar-4 to comprehend the concept of Operation
Reach.. Though there was some early skepticism elde
don't need any more studies," "We're. burned out,"
etc.) the project manager was able to dispel doubts
as to the project's purpose and goals.

Perhaps the most positive factor that existed
in Gillette, though it wasn't immediately apparent
to the state planning team, was the presence of the
Gillette Council of Community Services. The courr
cil had been functioning for a considerable period
of time when the project manager arrived in the
community. The council involved all segments that
were needed to implement Operation Reach. A task
force .composed of council members and other resi-
dents of the community was formed to work with the
project manager on specific programs associated with
Operation Reach. The council pledged its support-to
the project.and never wavered on that commitment.

As a result, the actual work of implementing
specific projects,-rather than spending a consider-
able amount of time on organizational matters,
began early in the project. Further, the council,
because of its previous experience and sophistica-
tion in dealing With the problems of impact, was
able to get to the core of its problems much faster
and work on specific preventive programs that it
believed would, be most beneficial in combatting
local abuse/neglect.



Th Gillette council rejected the concept of a
.A.11promoti; al campaign aimed at developing community

awareness. A successful -seminar, similar to the
one-in Rock Springs, had been conducted recently
and there was no need for an additional program of
this type:

The council recognized, however, the continu-
ing value of stimulating. public awareness and of
using that awareness to develop more public involve-
ment in developing and implementing specific pro-
grams aimed at child abuse/neglect prevention. The
project manager, once the council's goals were
clearly defined, coppfintrated ber efforts in those
areas.

Following are some of the accomplishments in
Gillette which can be attributed in great part to
the effort made during the two-month project period:

- -Gillette did not have .a crises hotline. Pre-
liminary arrangements were made to install a Family
Help Line. The primary purpose-of the line will be
child abuse/neglect prevention though, undoubtedly,
there will be spinoff benefits for other community
services. Trainingof volunteers has been completed
and seed money provided through Operation Reach to
install and pay operating costs for the first.s7x.
mot4ths.

- -Another project related to the Family Hot
Line was the printing of 3,000 stickers listing at
least three specific numbers that may be called in
crises involving potential abuse and neglect, of
children. The stickers will be pie A on phOnes
throughout the community.

- -A Parents Without Partners chapter was form-
ed. Funding for one year's operating expenses were
prcvided throuah Operation Reach.

--The hospital protocol recormended by the
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National Center for the.prevention and Treatment of
Child Abuse and Neglect was provided to a local
social worker who, in turn, was to provide the mat-
erial to the county hospital for inclusion in the
institution's operating procedure. - This was to be
done after the projecti-s completion.

--The expense of one training slot at the
National Center for the Prevention and Treatment.of
Child Abuse and Neglect` was paid through Operation
Reach. The community had adequate funds' to pay for
only nine slots, though ten were available.

--Efforts were underway when the project per-
iod ended to form -a Parents Anonymous chapter. Two
people (non-abusive parents) agreed-to investigate
the possibility of forming a chapter: Though the
state planning team hasn't been notified that a -,

chapter has been formed, it is known that work to-
ward this goal is continuing.

--A policy statement pertaining to the report-'--
ing of child abuse and neglect was placed in the
school colicy manual. Though not directly attri-
butable to Operation Reach, a policy statement was
p1ac.' -, during the project period, in the Campbell
County Hos,ital nursing manual, describing proce-
dures to be followed in reporting suspected cases
of abused, disabled or incompetent children to the
county social services office.

--The project manager prepared three articles
on the problem of abuse/neglect in Gillette for' the
local newspaper. The articles appeared shortly
after her departure-from the community. She also
participated in two-len'gthy.interviews on a local
radio station'.

n effort was underway by the time the pro-
ject_end to start a Parent Aid (Friendly Neighbor,
lrly therapist) program in the community. The pat-
tern established by the Denver Parent Aide program
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was being followed. A local minister was spear-
heading the effort to implement the program.

--A reporting policy and training program for
day care operators was being investigated.

Douglas-Glenrock

Dou§las-Glenrock presented a third type of
problem. These communities are just beginning to
feel the effect of the impact situation experienced
In Rock Springs, Green River and Gillette.

Unlike the other communities, Douglas and Glen-
rock have had time to prepare for many of the pro -
b I ems of impact. Their reque4t to participate in
.Operation Reach (as opposed to the other commuriIties
which were invited to participate) seemed to repre-
sent an earnest desire to cope with a serious pro-
blem before it got out of hand, though certainly a
serious chilli abuse/neglect problem aiready.exists
in the two communities.

One of the major problems.facing the project
manager was the intense rivalry that exists between
the two communities. This sense of competition,
often unhealthy, was never'comptetely overcome dur-
ing the project period and, as .a result, some-pro-
jects that logically could have been undertaken on
a cooperative basis by the two towns never got off
the ground.

Originally, the intent was to concentrate the
project in Douglas, particularly ',1-tA4,1 the Rock
SpringirGreen River project where the project mana-
ger found it difficult to spread her efforts between
two communities nearly .20 miles apart. 1-kilowever,
Glenrock sent representatives to the first or-ganiza-
tional meeting and requested that it be permitted to
participate. The request was honored.

Probably the most important outcome of the
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Operation Reach effort was the formation of child
prot,ction councils in each community.

The Glenrock councilactually the only new
project introduced during the project period--was a
real step forward sinco concerned citizens in the
community had been working hard to create an organ-
ization for some time.,

The Glenrock co ncil, as visualized by the
people of the common ty, probably will'serve the
role of a child protection team, at least initially.
Sometime in the future the council may take on the
,added responsibility of introducing other specific
preventive programs.

The Douglas group (Converse County Child Pro-.
tection Council), which was forming when the pro-
ject began, was successful in implementing several
programs. The council has continued to function
-and, if a good cross- section of the community event-
ually is represented, its continuing efforts should
prove successful.

Some of the specific projects in Converse
county include:

--The designation and observation of "Child
Protection Week" in Douglas. This included a week-
long program aimed at stimulating public awarenesi
of, and participation in, child abuse/neglect pre-
vention activities. The week's observance culmin-- -
ated with an excellent Saturday seminar. The work-
shop wasn't limited to Douglas residents, but
attracted between 70 and 100 people from the com-
munity and neighboring towns and cities. Partici-
pants were charged a $2 registration fee, most of
which was retained for continuing activities of the
councn. A highlight of the seminar was the pre-
sentation of "Dessie."

--The two county newspapers and the Douglas
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radio did a fine job of publicizing the
project, scularly the activities of "Child Pro-
tection Week." Two feature articles pertaining to
abuse/neglect prevention were prepared for each of
the newspapers by the project manager.

--A booth pertaining strictly to child abuse/
neglect prevention was opened for a full week dur-
ing the State Fair in Douglas as part of the Con-
verse county effort. Members of the Douglas Child
Protection Team, the Jaycees and the Jaycee-ettes
staffed the booth throughout the week.

--An effective public awareness campaign was
conducted. Recent reports indicate the campaign is
continuing and apparently is proving fruitful (one
case of incest was reported following an address on
the subject to a group of young women; following an
address on abuse/neglect to a Catholic church con-
gregation, one individual applied to serve as a
foster parent). During the project period, separ-
ate n-service training sessions on abuse/neglect
we offered to teachers and nurses in the commun-
ity. Presentations also were made to the Newcomers
Club, the Lions Club and the Douglas Chamber of
Commerce.

--The Douglas council. requested an expenditure
of funds for the purchase of a.Syster tic Training
for Effective Parenting (STEP) kit. 1-, kit was
provided to the council through the Converse County
DepartmNlt of Public Assistance and Social Services.

--Since the completion of the project, the
state planning team has learned that the Glenrock
council is investigating the possibility of instal-
ling a hotline in the community for the purpose of
reporting suspected abuse and neglect. The council
apparently has opted for a local line rather than a
county-wide hotline because of the distance between
Douglas and Glenrock.

--The Glenrock council zlso has expressed an
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Interest in sending its child protection team to
the National Center for the Prevention and Treat-
ment of Child Abuse and Neglect for training some-
time in the future.

--Recent information indicates that a Parents
Anonymous chapter has been formed in Glenrock.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Top-Level Support - -The project should not begin
until the top-level administrator(s) of the agency
or organization charged with conducting the program
becomes fully informed of, and pledges support to,

purpose and goals.

Planning Team--The planning team must be allow-
ed a great amount of flexibility in making project-
related decisions and expenditures. At the same
time, the administrator(s) must be kept fully in-
formed of the program's progress and,'pertodically,
asked to make policy decisions beyond the.team's
sphere of authority. In a state- administered pro-
gram such as Wyoming's, a planning team should be
designated immediately., It should be kept small and
functioi;a1 and should include, at the earliest pos-
si6le time, the project manager. In locally-admin-
istred programs, it-seems advisable.to, have a simi-
lar team to operate during the first few months of a
project. The planning team would be-phased ot J.at
the end of a previously designated period and -
going" functions would be assumed by the local

n
Id

protection council.

Project Manager--The project manager's quali-
fications, as viewed by the Wyoming team, are
spelled out in detail elsewhere in the report. In
local/Ty-administered projects, the manager's role,.,
probab;y would have to be assumed by a single vol-
unteer or, perhaps, by a small' local planning team.
Tn Wyoming the project manager served appr. '.ornately
two months in each designated community This
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period might better have been extended by two or
three weeks in each community.

Financin9--A base amount should be committed to
the project for a specified period of time. Wyo-
ming's base funding came from a short-term federal
grant. ideally, a variety of -funding sources should
be sought to fund a project. Wyoming's project re-
quired that all expenditures be cleared through the

ostate office of the Department of Health and Social
Services. Though the system was workable, it pro-
bably would have been improved if-a-system of pro-
viding seed money directly to the project areas
could Five been devised. In projects which are
strictly locally funded and administered, the pro 7-
blem does not arise. During the duration of a
given project--whether administered by the state or'

.

locally--efforts should be made to locate additional
Continuing local funding sources.

Local OrganizationThe project's ,primary ef-
fort must be toward forming an effective local or-
ganization to a- pie responsibility for continuing
efforts established during the initial period. If
an effective organization exists at the time a pro-
ject begins, efforts should be geared toward util-
izing that group to accept the added responsibility
of child abuse/neglect prevention. An effort should

rmade to accomplish a good blend of communityb
epresentation on the continuing council; that s,
traditional helping agencies (social services, pub-
lic health, law enforcement, the schools, etc.) and
representation from groups not traditionally asso-
ciated with child protection (service clubs, frater-
nal organizations, industry, business associations,
labor unions, etc.).

The "Big
i%
Event"--The "Big Event" was utilized

successfully in two of Wyoming's three project areas
to focus public attention on a local problem and to
stimulate more involvement 1,- finding solutions to
the problem. The events consisted of a week of
structured activities and intense news coverage,
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culminating with an educational seminar during the
final week of the Initial period.

The "Big Event" can.be used profitably but
should not be allowed to become an end in Itself.
its primary use should be to stimulate the interest
and involvement of more people in certain projects
that will be of greater long-range value to the
community.

If a given community.appears to be well aware
that a problem exists, efforts should begin:immedi-
ately to devise specific prevention proorams.

IS THE CONCEPT ADAPTABLg?

Wyoming's planning team believes the concepts
developed during Operation Reach may be applied in
most communities, regardless of size. Wyoming's
prclram was rural-oriented but the same concepts
wo d be applicable in an urban setting, providing

'Oran effort is made to realistically break the large
community into smaller communities (blocks, neigh-
borhoods, etc., where a particularly bad abuse/.
neglect problem may exist) and where a feeling of
"community" exists which can be channeled to cope
with the problem.

In an urban setting, as in a rural community,
an effort must be made to convince the area's
residents of their stake in finding- solutions to
their own problems. A "community," howe,,er it is
defined, ';rst must be convinced that a local pro-
blem exists and second, that the people are respon-
sible for its alleviation.

Existing organizations can be utilized and a
community program developed by redirecting priori- -
ties in one or more organizations of professionals
and volunteer ard service groups. Portions of
Operation Reach could be incorporated almost any-
where the community wants to- devote its energies
toward prevention of child abuse and neglect.



HOW THE MONEY WAS SPENT

Following is a very brief breakdown on how the
grant money was spent for Operation Reach:

Cost Allocation
(State Dept. of Admin. & Fiscal
Control) $ 455.00

Salary (& Travel Expenses). . .... 9,450.00
Expenditures for specific ,reventive

programs designated by each child
protection council 2,379.87

Telephone Expense (Most of the calls
related directly to specific pre-
ventive programs designated by
each child protection council) . . 549.23.

Operating Expenses (postage, office
-supplies, etc ) 110.77

Total Expended $12,944.87

Original Grant $13,000.00

Unexpended $ 55.13

FOR MORE INFORMATION

If you wish additional information on Opera-
tion Reach, please contact:

Janet Shriner, Social Services Consultant
Division of Public Assistance & Social Services
Hathaway Building
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002

OR

Andy.Ruskanen, Public Information Specialist
Department of Health & Social Services
Hathaway Building
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002
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